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The Maker Movement represents a broader trend that celebrates do-it-yourself
(DIY) culture and aims to foster a global community of hobbyists, artists, designers, and
engineers. It is being fueled by concurrent technological innovations and the growth of
alternative organizations such as hobbyist collectives. I examine this contemporary
phenomenon by developing an understanding of DIY culture and associated practices.
I show how the movement does not neatly fit into existing academic typologies of social
movements but instead blends elements of social, cultural, and technical movements.
Drawing on ethnographic data from an extreme case, I show how one hobbyist
collective addressed the challenge of participation by reproducing a collective identity,
generating attachment to place, and socializing outsiders. Findings from this study
advance our understanding of the role of place and material objects in sustaining
participation in the context of voluntary, participatory collectives. In a second study, I
compare how two organizations engaged in strategic action to make claims about their
identities in their pursuit of resources, legitimacy, and authenticity. These findings
contribute to the literature on organizational fields by demonstrating the nested nature
of fields and highlighting the way organizations navigate the tensions which arise from

such nestedness. By showing how these organizations strategically used material objects
in their performance of authenticity, I join other scholars in developing a richer
understanding of the cultural and symbolic elements of organizations and their
institutional environments.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The “Maker Movement” represents a broader trend that celebrates do-it-yourself (DIY)
culture and aims to foster a global community of hobbyists, artists, designers, and engineers. It is
being fueled by concurrent technological innovations such as the Arduino microcontroller and
desktop 3D printer and can potentially drive innovation in areas such as manufacturing, industrial
design, and education (Hatch, 2014). The goal of this dissertation is to examine this contemporary
phenomenon by developing an understanding of the DIY culture and practices emphasized by the
movement, the internal dynamics of the types of spaces in which individuals come together to
engage in these practices, and the way different organizations jockey for position as they vie for
resources and make claims about their identity and those of others in a broader field of action
(Fligstein & McAdam, 2011).
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the Maker Movement as a research setting. First, I
review research on social movements to highlight the types of movements scholars have studied
so far – instrumental, identity, and technological – and how these might be different from
contemporary movements that are becoming increasingly entangled with digital technology and
technical practices. I draw on studies from the field of Science and Technology Studies (STS) to
provide a brief overview of the history of DIY practices and the Maker Movement. I then describe
the types of organizations which the movement has popularized - hobbyist collectives variously
referred to as makerspaces and hackerspaces. Next, I provide a few narrative accounts from users
of these spaces to understand how they interpret the broader movement, their values, and their
experience of engaging in DIY practices in the context of hobbyist collectives. I conclude with
some thoughts on the nature of the Maker Movement as one that does not perhaps neatly fit into
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existing academic typologies of social movements, but instead blends elements of social, cultural,
and technical movements. This leads us to rethink the nature of contemporary movements as more
nuanced and multi-dimensional than previously conceptualized and generates implications for the
types of approaches adopted by scholars to understand such phenomena.
Chapter 3 describes my methodological approach for understanding the key research
questions outlined in this dissertation. I describe my rationale for selecting two hobbyist collectives
located in Brooklyn, NY and Buffalo, NY respectively as the field sites for understanding DIY
practices. After providing organizational histories and other contextual information, I outline the
steps involved in data collection. I conducted a comparative ethnography of the two spaces by
drawing on interview data, participant observation, and archival material. Data analysis involved
writing memos, open coding, axial coding, and engaging in constant comparison to develop
theoretical frameworks for subsequent empirical chapters.
In Chapter 4, I set out to understand the question of how hobbyist collectives as voluntary,
participatory organizations grapple with the challenge of building and sustaining member
participation. I use an extreme case of one organization to demonstrate how its members were able
to successfully address the challenge of participation. I draw on ethnographic data to unpack the
space’s internal dynamics and develop a framework of the mechanisms through which
participation is built and sustained (see Appendix Figure 1). I find that members addressed the
challenge of participation by reproducing a shared collective identity, generating place attachment,
and attracting and socializing outsiders. These findings contribute to the literatures on collectives
by underscoring the central role of place and material objects in generating and sustaining
participation. These three mechanisms hinged on increasing member identification with the
collective and led to sustained participation from both members and non-members. These findings
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extend the literature on collectives by underscoring the role of place and material objects in
sustaining participation.
Chapter 5 adopts a comparative approach to understanding how two hobbyist collectives
negotiate their identities vis-à-vis other actors in the field. Both collectives challenged the Maker
Movement for reasons rooted in their perceptions of authenticity and socioeconomic inequality.
Members of the Resistor felt mislabeled by outsiders and rejected the makerspace label. They
engaged in making strategic identity claims by differentiating the Resistor from makerspaces and
the Maker Movement and invoking an alternative identity which members considered to be more
authentic. Members of the Foundry grappled with the dilemma of using a label that was contested
by local actors and responded by selectively conforming to the movement and local actors’
expectations while simultaneously seeking to alter both groups’ perceptions and the meaning of
the makerspace label. These findings contribute to the literature on organizational fields by
demonstrating the nested nature of fields and highlighting the way organizations navigate the
tensions which arise from such nestedness. While the Resistor chose to reject one identity and
invoke another, the Foundry sought to alter actors’ perceptions and the meaning of the makerspace
label in a way that reduced the discrepancy in meanings at different levels. Thus, one way to
address the challenge of nestedness is for an organization to reposition itself by claiming a different
identity. Another way to do this is by shaping the field-level understanding of an identity in a way
that reflects the organization’s own. The findings also contribute to a richer understanding of the
cultural and symbolic elements of organizations and their institutional environments (Suddaby,
Elsbach, Greenwood, Meyer, & Zilber, 2010). Specifically, I demonstrate how both organizations
invoked authenticity as a basis for making strategic claims and used material objects to perform
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authenticity (Peterson, 2005). This suggests that actors’ motivations for strategic action in a field
can transcend purely economic ones such as those described in extant research.
I conclude the dissertation by discussing key limitations, directions for future research, and
design implications for hobbyist collectives in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH SETTING: THE MAKER MOVEMENT
Overview of Social Movements
From the Civil Rights and Temperance movements to Black Lives Matter and #MeToo,
social movements have become a pervasive feature of contemporary society. A social movement
is a “purposive and collective attempt of a number of people to change individuals or societal
institutions and structures” (Zald & Ash, 1966: 329). Even though scholars have adopted various
definitions over time, they tend to agree on the core elements of a movement: diffuse boundaries,
limited formal organization, articulation of a conflict with prominent practices especially when
such conflict is for the benefit of the greater good, and the sustained nature of these efforts (Weber,
Heinze, & DeSoucey, 2008). Social movements rely on the work of social movement organizations
(SMOs) defined as “a complex, or formal, organization which identifies its goals with the
preferences of a social movement or a countermovement and attempts to implement those goals”
(McCarthy & Zald, 1977: 1218). From this perspective, collective behaviors that are episodic in
nature such as spontaneous walk-outs, mobilization for or against practices such as fashion fads,
and interest politics pursued by formal organizations (e.g., corporate lobbying) would not be
considered social movements (Weber et al., 2008).
The study of social movements has attracted considerable scholarly attention and there is
a wealth of research on how movements impact state, markets, and civil society. Studies have
focused on movements in post-war America such as the anti-nuclear movement (Koopmans &
Duyvendak, 1995), the civil rights movement (Chong, 2014; Hampton & Fayer, 2011), Black
Lives Matter (Hooker, 2016), the abortion and anti-abortion movements (Rohlinger, 2002;
Staggenborg, 1986), the gun control movement (Stinchcombe, Adams, Heimer, Scheppele, Smith,
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& Taylor, 1980), and the environmental movement (Weber, 2000). This body of work has
demonstrated how movements target the state through the creation of non-governmental and
voluntary organizations representing the interests of citizens seeking social, cultural, and political
change. In these instances, grassroots activists mobilized citizens and other civil society actors
with the explicit goal of advocating for matters such as equal rights, legal and public policy reform,
and improved public health and awareness.
While early research focused primarily on the interaction between social movements and
civil society, more recent work has focused on how social movements and contentious politics
interact with corporations, markets, and industries (de Bakker, Hond, King & Weber, 2013) –
arenas in which the state and legal system have only a limited role (Baron, 2003). This stream of
research shows how movements organize and mobilize to pressure corporations to adopt radical
changes. For instance, several studies have examined the way political consumerism led to changes
in the apparel industry via consumers’ ability to increase demand for ethically produced and
sourced clothing (Balsiger, 2010; Bartley, 2003; Micheletti & Stolle, 2007). Schurman and Munro
(2010) found that activist groups were able to influence European agribusinesses to reduce their
reliance on genetically modified organisms. Zietsma and Winn (2008) studied the impact of
activism on the British Columbian forest industry and showed how even peripheral stakeholders
and critics influenced the forest industry to adopt more sustainable logging practices. Furthermore,
shareholder activism has been shown to create perceived risks that may agitate analysts and
executives, and pressure them into dialoguing with activists (Lee & Lounsbury, 2011; Reid &
Toffel, 2009; Vasi & King, 2012). For instance, corporations have been shown to adopt CSR
practices as defensive devices in response to attacks by social activists (McDonnell, King & Soule,
2015). Citizens can also attempt to influence corporations through coups d’etat and insurgency
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efforts from within organizations (Zald & Berger, 1978). For example, Raeburn (2004) and
Briscoe and Safford (2008) showed how gay and lesbian activist networks among employees
helped to make domestic partnership benefits an acceptable practice among Fortune 500
companies. Lounsbury (2001) looked at how variation in adoption of recycling programs at
universities was shaped by activism within these universities. Finally, Soule (2009) described how
the Polaroid Revolutionary Workers’ Union formed at Polaroid in the 1970s when employees
discovered that the company was providing the film for passbooks used in South Africa in the
apartheid era.
Social movements that arise in civil society can also unintentionally impact markets and
industries. For instance, Hiatt, Sine and Tolbert (2010) examined how the temperance movement
in the U.S. dampened the growth of the brewing industry and simultaneously spurred the growth
and development of the soft drink industry as an alternative to alcoholic beverages. Sine and Lee
(2009) demonstrated how environmental SMOs concerned with wilderness conservation enabled
the emergence of the wind power sector in the U.S. and spurred entrepreneurial activity in this
sector. Thus, in addition to the state, market actors have become increasingly entangled in social
movement action both as direct and indirect targets of civil society groups and SMOs.
The type of instrumental movements described above address social injustices, challenge
economic and political structures, and push for legal and policy reform. In contrast, identity
movements seek cultural change, focus on autonomy rather than justice, and often introduce new
tastes, needs, or preferences in niche market spaces (Buechler, 1995; Mezias & Mezias, 2000;
Weber, Heinze & DeSoucey, 2008). For instance, the Arts and Crafts movement arose in an
attempt to reform design and decoration in the 19th century with an emphasis on the practice of
traditional craftsmanship and pre-industrial methods of production. The movement left a lasting
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impact not only on art and craft, but also on contemporary architecture as seen in the works of
visionaries such as Frank Lloyd Wright (Obniski, 2008). The counterculture movement of the
1960s advocated for an alternative lifestyle and mode of expression that opposed mainstream
social and cultural mores. This led to the spread of cultural practices like Bohemianism, Hippie
and Youth movements, and literary movements like Beat, which reshaped the domains of art,
music, literature, and fashion. These types of identity movements impacted not just broad societal
values, but also cultural consumption in arenas such as architecture, fashion, and music
(Braunstein & Doyle, 2013; Freer, 2016; Turner, 2010).
Scholars have recently started to examine identity movements in industries such as food
(Carroll & Swaminathan, 2000; Rao, Monin, & Durand, 2003), media (Pozner & Rao, 2006), and
music (Grazian, 2003). These movements arose in reaction to the homogenization created by
market concentration in the hands of a few large firms. Such reactions have been termed “antimass-production cultural sentiments” (Carroll & Swaminathan, 2000) due to their opposition to
mass society, its production techniques, and its corporate form of organizing. Cultural movements
are common in markets in which producer identities become salient (Sikavica & Pozner, 2013)
and they tend to rely less on contentious modes of action (e.g., boycotts, protests, lockouts) and
more on the cultural work of movement actors (e.g., creation of cultural codes, practices, and
organizational forms).
For instance, Weber, Heinze & DeSoucey (2008) found that a coalition of activists
concerned with sustainable agriculture and alternative consumption engaged in collective action
in response to a highly institutionalized system of industrial agriculture and food production.
Activists employed a shared set of cultural codes to organize producers and consumers which then
led to the creation of a new niche market and a spinoff movement for grass-fed meat and dairy
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products. The mobilization of cultural codes – a movement’s collective meaning system –
motivated producers to enter and persist in a nascent market and enabled the formation of a
collective identity. Similarly, Carroll and Swaminathan (2000) examined the rise of specialty
brewers in the U.S. beer brewing industry, showing how the craft brewing movement arose in
reaction to the spread of a generic and homogenous product. Microbrewery movement actors
deployed oppositional identity strategies such as public claims about tradition and authentic craftstyle production to cognitively define the specialty beer segment in ways that excluded major and
contract brewers that had come to dominate the broader beer market. In these ways, identity
movements create cultural shifts by jeopardizing or undermining dominant practices and identities
and inducing actors to adopt new ones.
In addition to instrumental and identity movements, scholars have also examined social
movements that have been built up around technology. Examples include the free radio movement
(Dick & McDowell, 2000; Dunbar-Hester, 2009; 2014), free software movement (Kelty, 2008),
and the open source movement (Bretthauer, 2002; O’Mahony & Bechky, 2008). Research on these
types of movements sheds light on the way political beliefs are expressed through engagement
with specific technologies. For instance, Dunbar-Hester’s ethnographic study of the low-power
FM (LPFM) movement examined the way radio activists combined political advocacy and handson technical work with radio hardware to promote the emancipatory potential of local low-power
FM radio (Dunbar-Hester, 2009; 2014). Radio activists empowered individuals to build technical
solutions (e.g., webcasting and community wi-fi) to democratize access to media technology and
challenge “expert-based, technocratic decision-making practices” (Dunbar-Hester, 2009: 228).
Similarly, Kelty’s (2008) study of the free radio movement demonstrated the historical and cultural
significance of a set of practices devoted to the collaborative creation of software source code that
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is made openly and freely available through an unconventional use of copyright law. This study
follows an international community of “geeks” as they engage in various practices (e.g., porting
and forking source code, conceptualizing openness, creating copyright) to democratize or ‘make
things public.’ As in the case of radio activism, this movement involved a combination of technical
acumen and political concerns.
While extant research has documented the nature, dynamics, and outcomes of different
types of movements, it may not fully explain the nature contemporary movements that blur the
boundaries between social, identity, and technical movements. Movements that are fueled by the
internet (e.g., #MeToo, #BringBackOurGirls) and rely heavily on digital technologies (e.g., social
media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook) for mobilizing protest and participation (Coleman,
2014; Tufekci, 2012; 2017) raise questions about the changing nature of protest, movement
adherents, and the entanglement of social, cultural, and technical practices. In this chapter, I
attempt to unpack these issues through an exploration of the Maker Movement. First, I provide a
brief history of do-it-yourself (DIY) culture, the Maker Movement, and a description of the types
of organizations (hobbyist collectives) that have been popularized by the movement. Next, I
provide narrative accounts from users of these organizations to explore their experiences of these
spaces and DIY practices, and their perceptions of the Maker Movement. I end by considering how
this phenomenon might shed light on the nature of contemporary social movements.

A Brief History of DIY and the Maker Movement
Do-it-yourself or DIY refers to “any creation, modification, or repair of objects without the
aid of paid professionals” and is practiced by hobbyists or “amateurs” who are not motivated by
commercial purposes (Kuznetsov & Paulos, 2010:1). DIY practices can be triggered by market
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gaps and opportunities (e.g., economic benefits, lack of product availability, lack of product
quality, need for customization) as well as the need to enhance one’s self-identity (e.g.,
craftsmanship, empowerment, seeking community, seeking novelty and uniqueness) (Kuznetsov
& Paulos, 2010; Wolf & McQuitty, 2011). The term “do-it-yourself” is a product of the Arts and
Crafts movement and has been associated with consumers since 1912 primarily in the domain of
home improvement and maintenance activities (Gelber, 1997). DIY culture in North America has
long been propagated through niche magazines such as Popular Mechanics (founded in 1902),
Mechanix Illustrated (founded in 1928), the Whole Earth Catalog (WEC) (founded in 1968), and
more recently through Make Magazine (founded in 2005). These publications offer readers
guidance on DIY projects, practical skills, tools, materials, ecology, and self-sufficiency. Spurred
by the counterculture movement, DIY became especially popular in post-war North America
during the 1950s and 1960s when individuals started to undertake home improvement, automobile
maintenance, and various other craft and construction projects both for recreational and economic
or cost-saving purposes (Atkinson, 2006).
Today, DIY has grown into a thriving subculture encompassing a wide range of activities
such as crafting, making, fixing or repairing, and hacking, which involve working with different
types of media such as wood, metal, fiber, and software and hardware (Fox, Ulgado, & Rosner,
2015; Lindtner, Hertz, & Dourish, 2014). Examples of such activities include ham radio
communication, the practice of making zines (self-published, underground publication), knitting,
crocheting, IKEA hacking, and electronic art. Scholars of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) have examined DIY culture and communities in
depth and elaborated on the core values that these practices embody – anticonsumerism,
rebelliousness, leisure and creativity, shared learning, collaboration, community, and
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entrepreneurship (Houston et al., 2016; Hui & Gerber, 2017; Jackson, Ahmed, & Rifat, 2014;
Milne, Reicke, & Antle, 2014; Tanenbaum, Williams, Desjardins, & Tanenbaum, 2013; Toombs,
Bardzell, & Bardzell, 2014). DIY communities can form online (e.g., Instructables and Craftster)
as well as in physical spaces known as makerspaces and hackerspaces, and they bring together
individuals from a wide range of disciplines such as artists, engineers, designers, and inventors
(Lindtner, Hertz, & Dourish, 2014; Wang & Kaye, 2011).
The Maker Movement represents a broader trend that celebrates DIY culture and
emphasizes the types of activities described above. This phenomenon has been spearheaded by
Dale Dougherty, founder of Maker Media and MAKE magazine. Dougherty is also credited for
coining and popularizing the term “maker” as noted in one interview: “I gave a name to something
that already was happening…but they tended to think of it narrowly, and I gave it a general name
– maker” (TED talk, 2011). Broadly speaking, maker culture emphasizes learning-through-doing,
community interaction, and knowledge sharing enabled by digital technology, online
communities, and physical spaces known as makerspaces. The movement enables individuals to
become producers by providing increased access to manufacturing tools and machines (which
were previously out of reach for the average household) through the proliferation of makerspaces.
Makers gather at these spaces to tinker and create using new technologies such as the Arduino
microcontroller and 3D printers (see illustrations below). Access to these tools of production and
a community of tinkerers also enables some individuals to engage in small-scale manufacturing
and build their own businesses (Hatch, 2014).
The movement emerged around 2005 with the launch of MAKE magazine, a bimonthly
magazine published by Maker Media, which focuses on DIY projects, skill-building tutorials, and
reviews involving computers, electronics, robotics, metalworking, woodworking, and other
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disciplines. The magazine covers from displayed below depict drone making and racing (left) and
building a bionic arm (right).

Illustration 1: Covers of past issues of MAKE Magazine
The magazine is also credited with the launch of Maker Faire in 2006, a show-and-tell event which
celebrates arts, crafts, engineering, science projects, and the culture of DIY. Flagship faires are
hosted twice a year – one in New York City and one in the Bay Area – along with several Mini
Maker Faires held in cities across the U.S. Statistics published online by Maker Media reveal that
since the first Maker Faire in 2006, 221 faires have been held across 45 countries as of 2017. The
number of attendees grew from 22,000 in 2006 to 1.5 million in 2017 and is projected to grow to
2 million in 2018.1

Makerspaces
The maker movement has led to the growth of makerspaces - community-operated physical
spaces that provide access to a wide variety of tools and technology, often for a monthly fee. Such

1

https://help.makermedia.com/hc/en-us/articles/204141969-How-many-people-attend-Maker-Fairesaround-the-world-
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tools and technology can range from 3D printers, laser cutters, soldering irons, and ComputerNumerical-Control (CNC) machine tools to chop saws, mills, lathes, sewing machines, and
welding equipment. The illustration below depicts a metal shop at Staten Island Makerspace.

Illustration 2: Metal shop at Staten Island Makerspace
Spaces vary widely in what they provide, with many combining traditional and modern
tools. Makerspaces also vary in their missions and goals. For instance, some spaces exist solely as
hobbyist spaces that encourage members to pursue artistic expression and tinkering (e.g., NYC
Resistor in Brooklyn, NY), whereas others exist to provide hands-on skills that support
entrepreneurship, small business, and workforce readiness (e.g., The Foundry in Buffalo, NY).
Spaces also differ in the demographics they target, ranging from women (e.g., Double Union in
San Francisco) to children and youth (e.g., Skill Mill NYC, NY Public Library), and artisans and
small business owners (e.g., Staten Island Makerspace). These differences across makerspaces are
due in part to their specific and socioeconomic contexts, founders’ goals, and members’ needs.
Despite their variation, spaces generally share the overarching goal of increasing individuals’
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access to various types of tools and technology that would usually be either too expensive and/or
too large for any one person to purchase and store, as well as to provide exposure to different types
of activities such as woodworking, microcontroller programming, sensors and robotics,
leatherworking and upholstery, and ceramics.
Makerspaces encourage individuals to learn new skills and share their knowledge with a
community of other individuals interested in such activities. They do so by teaching classes (e.g.,
software and hardware programming, knitting, woodworking, print-making, glassblowing) and
hosting events (e.g., demo days) to build a diverse and inclusive community and a do-it-yourself
culture. In these spaces, artists, makers, entrepreneurs, engineers, tinkerers, and hobbyists of
varying levels of skills and interests come together to learn new skills and share digital recipes to
create items ranging from custom furniture, art, software and hardware, to 3D-printed prosthetics.
In these ways, makerspaces seek to educate and empower people through engagement with tools
and technology, often with the aspiration of fostering technical and social collaboration as well as
artistic and cultural advancement.
Makerspaces exist in a wide variety of formats and sizes. They can be as small as a school
bus (e.g., the Physics Bus in Ithaca, NY), and as large as 40,000 square feet (such as Artisan’s
Asylum in Somerville, MA). They often operate as democratically-run, informal organizations,
open to all people regardless of age, gender, skill level, or interest, and they tend to be relatively
flat organizations without a formal hierarchical structure, with members collectively deciding on
the operations and administration of the space. Typically incorporated as independent non-profits,
smaller spaces are often run and governed by their members (e.g., NYC Resistor in Brooklyn,
NY), whereas larger spaces may be operated by a small staff and governed by a Board of Directors
(e.g., The Foundry in Buffalo, NY). Almost all spaces have an active schedule of events and classes
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open to the public. Most spaces choose to have an open membership model where anyone can
become a member, but some spaces adopt a closed model where they vet individuals before
inviting them to become members. It is common for makerspaces to rent space to artists and small
business owners, and some makerspaces also offer business incubation services to their residents
to help them grow their businesses. Makerspaces usually do not have any explicit financial motives
aside from that of sustaining themselves over time.2 They typically do so through revenue
generated from membership dues, rental income, fees charged for classes, workshops, and events;
grants from private donors, foundations, and the government; and equipment donations from
members and other private/public sources.
Makerspaces have spread globally in the last decade, from 100 spaces in 2006 to
approximately 1400 in 2016, with 483 in the U.S alone. Within the U.S., the states of California
and New York have been reported as having the most number of such spaces – 56 and 31
respectively (Lou & Peek, 2016). These numbers include not just spaces that identify as
makerspaces, but also others that identify as hackerspaces, Fablabs, and TechShops. While all
these spaces shared the goal of providing shared access to tools and technology, some differences
are important to draw out. TechShop and Fablab are both trademarked names. TechShop was a
for-profit chain, originally founded in 2006, but filed for bankruptcy in 2018 and shut down all ten
of its locations in the U.S. FabLab is a non-profit network of spaces with 77 partners in the U.S. It
is governed by the MIT Fab Charter which includes specific guidelines pertaining to a core set of
tools (specified by model and type) required in the space, as well as floor area requirements for

2

An exception to this is the TechShop makerspace chain which was a for-profit corporation formed in
2006, with ten locations across the US, and four international ones. This membership-based makerspace
operated some of the largest workshop and fabrication studios (22,000 square feet on average) with highend, state of the art technology and tools. It filed for bankruptcy in February 2018 due to the chain’s inability
to turn a profit.
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operating such a space with curriculum specifically designed for colleges. FabLabs and TechShops
are not included in the scope of this study because TechShops are now out of business and FabLabs
are a very specific type of space designed and operated by MIT. Thus, the scope of this study is
limited to spaces which identify either as a makerspace or as a hackerspace.
Makerspaces are not the same as coworking spaces - “shared spaces where independent
workers do their work alone but together with the express purpose of creating a feeling of
community” (Garrett, Spreitzer, Bacevice, 2017). These spaces are used by freelancers, workfrom-home professionals, and small startups who seek a community of professionals where they
work individually in a shared space to combat social isolation. Makerspaces, by contrast, exist to
provide shared access to tools and technology and to create a community of individuals who learn
and share their knowledge with the community and often collaborate on projects.

Distinguishing Hackerspaces from Makerspaces
Hackerspaces and makerspaces have some overlap in their stated goals – creating shared
access to tools and technology, and increasing learning and collaboration – as well as in the setup
of their space in terms of tools, equipment, and classes or activities supported by the space. The
primary differences lie in the history and origins of the two types of spaces.
Hackerspaces originated in Europe in the 1980s with the founding of the Chaos Computer
Club, a non-profit association of hackers, and c-base, the first hackerspace founded in Berlin in
1995. Both are still active today, and their primary objectives are to advocate for digital rights,
freedom of information, privacy and cybersecurity, and open source software. In 2007, a group of
North American hackers visited c-base, and, inspired by the possibilities of such an organization,
came back to start NYC Resistor (2007) in Brooklyn, NY, HacDC (2007) in Washington, DC, and
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Noisebridge (2008) in San Francisco, CA. Although these spaces initially focused on electronic
circuit design and physical prototyping, they have since expanded their offerings to include classes
and access to tools as well as other arts and crafts, and trade-based activities.
Hackerspaces are heavily influenced by the counterculture movement of the 1960s. The
emergence of virtual communities such as Whole Earth ‘Lectronic Link (WELL) in the late 1960s,
ushered in non-hierarchical, intimate sites of economic activity and digital production that evoked
aspects of utopian communities and alternative organizations studied by Kanter (1972), Swidler
(1979), Kleinman (1996), and Rothschild & Whitt (1989). Seeking an escape from the mainstream
economic life, people took refuge in small-scale technologies that inspired a “homespun feeling”
and helped them “return to a more emotionally authentic and community-based way of life”
(Turner, 2005:493). This rejection of mainstream life led to the emergence of contemporary DIY
culture and Burning Man (an annual event celebrating community and art) which promoted
bohemian, anti-consumerist/anti-capitalist, pro-art sentiments. Values of anti-consumerism, anticapitalism, self-realization through creative pursuits, and social labor are today realized in
grassroots organizations such as hobbyist repair collectives and hackerspaces (Turner, 2005).
The term “hack” s originated around the late 1950s at MIT’s Tech Model Railroad Club.
It focuses on the novelty of the way in which a system is hacked or altered, as opposed to the
outcome of the hack itself. Hackerspaces represent a subculture of individuals interested in the
intellectual challenge of overcoming the limitations of a system to arrive at novel outcomes.
Today, hacks have been expanded to include physical objects which can be engineered for
unintended purposes. For example, one could hack a night lamp to blink in a certain pattern so it
acts as a visual alarm clock and reclaiming and repurposing industrial and digital objects for novel
uses. Hacking does not refer to cyber theft or theft of personal and financial information for
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nefarious uses. Hackerspaces have been credited with producing a couple of revolutionary
businesses, the most noteworthy of which may be MakerBot Industries, founded at NYC Resistor,
which pioneered desktop 3D printing.
The term makerspace did not exist until 2005 when MAKE magazine was launched for the
first time, and the word “maker” was coined by the founder of the magazine, Dale Dougherty.
Makerspaces are generally understood to be publicly accessible spaces for designing and creating.
In this regard, ‘make’ and ‘makerspace’ are umbrella terms for activities that include creating,
designing, and making something from scratch, whereas hacking refers to a specific subset of
activities that involve altering existing objects (e.g., software, physical parts) to do something
unexpected. In this way, the founder of Maker Media and MAKE magazine, Dale Dougherty,
envisioned a makerspace to be more inclusive than a hackerspace, as a space that could also be
used by groups such as professional artists, craftspeople, woodworkers, and metalworkers.
In summary, hackerspaces and makerspaces have different origin stories, but are very
similar operationally. Hackerspaces, although traditionally focused on computer software and
hardware, have expanded their scope today to include various other activities such as arts and
crafts, woodworking and metalworking. The line between a makerspace and a hackerspace has
become blurry, and most spaces today identify as the former instead of the latter, possibly due to
the popularity of makerspaces and the Maker Movement and people’s misconceptions about the
meaning of a hackerspace. In the next section, I provide narratives from users of such spaces that
illustrate the differences described above. I encountered two types of users at these spaces –
hobbyists and small business owners. I draw on their narratives to show specific DIY practices,
user values, and perceptions of the Maker Movement.
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Narratives of Hobbyists
During the course of this study, I interacted with a wide group of users of various hobbyist
collectives including two where I conducted the bulk of my fieldwork, a few that I visited across
the United States, and those that I came across at Maker Faire. Across such interactions and the
interviews I conducted as part of my study, hobbyist users identified the practice of DIY as the
primary reason for participating in such collectives. In the words of one user named Jake who is a
salesperson by day:
When I think of the Maker Movement, I think of DIY, making, hacking, whatever
you want to call it. That’s pretty much why we’re here, right? I mean people go to
hackerspaces and makerspaces to basically do things with their hands, whether
you’re doing that as a hobby or home improvement or fixing something or even to
build a product like for a business. Like that’s what the movement is all about – to
encourage folks to make again. Especially regular people like me who couldn’t tell
a hammer from a saw – I’m exaggerating but you know what I mean. We can learn
new skills and meet new people and do fun projects. I don’t think the movement is
for experts who already know their tools and tech, but it’s for regular folks who
never thought about doing this before or didn’t have the means to ‘cause now you
can just skip on over to your neighborhood makerspace and do things. They’re
everywhere now. And they’re popular because of this movement, right? (member
of Ace Monster Toys in Oakland, CA, interview)
Jake emphasizes that the Maker Movement is for “regular people” - novices and beginners as
opposed to experts, who may not have previously had the inclination, skills, and/or access to
engage in various types of DIY practices such as making and hacking. He claims that the
movement has made it easier for individuals like him to engage in these practices by offering
hobbyist collectives. According to Jake, such collectives “are everywhere” implying that access is
fairly easy as one can simply “skip on over” to a neighborhood space and start making. Jake sees
the fundamental premise of the Maker Movement and the primary goal of hobbyist collectives as
providing a space and tools for DIY activities (e.g., making, hacking, fixing). He perceives such
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activities to be important for learning a new skill, being a part of a community of other amateurs
and DIY-ers, and participating in “fun projects.”
DIY as a cultural practice. Users perceived DIY practices to be rooted in cultural values
such as empowerment and customization. For instance, one user described her experience with
making as follows:
Making for me is… making something new like building it from scratch. It makes
me feel great! It drove me to learn something new like using a power drill and learn
about welding. I didn’t even know how to hammer a nail and now I can do all sorts
of things. It’s very empowering for sure. It makes me less dependent, you know? I
can build shelves and do some basic soldering just for fun. I’m getting there!
(member of Staten Island Makerspace, field notes)
The user quoted above described how engaging in the practice of making encouraged her to learn
how to use new tools such as a power drill and build something from scratch such as a shelf.
Learning new skills and developing the ability to use them made her feel self-reliant and less
dependent on others. Similarly, another user recounted her experience with hacking as follows:
Hacking is a bit different [from making]. The fundamental idea is to use an existing
object for unintended purposes, experimenting and being resourceful, pushing
against the design of things… circumventing design obstacles and using tech the
way I want to for my goals. What if a person is disabled like how is standardized
design going to help them? Everyone’s needs are different so you hack things and
take back some of that control. That is how I experience hacking. (member of
Noisebridge in San Francisco, CA, interview)
This user describes altering technological objects to fit her needs and specifications. She
described feeling constrained by product design and that hacking something to customize it
enabled her to take back control of the object. Such customized use was visible not just in the
context of technological objects where users wished to circumvent “obstacles” imposed by product
design, but also in the case of making custom furniture as a way to produce unique products. In
this way, users derived a sense of empowerment from engaging in DIY practices (e.g., making and
hacking) imbuing these acts with cultural value.
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These individuals’ accounts also serve to illustrate the distinction between making and
hacking. The first user conceives of making as “building something from scratch” whereas the
second user describes hacking as the practice of using an existing object for an unintended purpose.
Furthermore, the two users engage in DIY practices for different reasons. The first user engages
in the practice for the purpose of individual self-expression such as learning a new skill and being
self-reliant. For the second user, hacking involves challenging technological design, wresting
control from the designer by thwarting the rules of use, and perhaps using such a practice for some
social good (e.g., designing for an underrepresented or marginalized group). However, this is not
to imply that making is always recreational or that hacking is always contentious. Indeed, several
hobbyists engage in hacking for the purposes of self-expression. One such hacker described his
experience as follows:
Hacking for me is like art. I want to use something differently and make art out of
it. So like converting an Altoids box into a small, pocket-sized first-aid kit. Or
taking apart an old engine and repurposing that for an art installation. So hacks can
be practical for day-to-day stuff but also about making art. (member of NYC
Resistor, interview)
This user equates hacking with creating useful and practical objects such as a small first-aid kit
and with repurposing materials to create art. In this way, DIY practices were imbued with different
types of values.
DIY as a technological practice. DIY practices were also deeply intertwined with the use
of technological objects. This was evident in one user’s comments:
It’s not about just tech but it is in one way. Okay so all these spaces you go to for
whatever reason – art or business or whatever – there’s usually some tool or tech
involved, right? Whether you’re using knitting needles or complicated machine
part – you’re using your hands to pick up something and learn a skill or exercise
your technical kung fu. You’re not just going to a makerspace and sitting down
and loafing around. You’re there to collage or build a 3D printer or fly drones or
hack the NSA [laughs]. Well, don’t do that! (member of Ithaca Generator,
interview)
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According to this user, DIY practice, regardless of the user’s goals (e.g., learning a new skill), was
fundamentally a material practice built around engaging with different types of tools (e.g., knitting
needles). He emphasized that the primary purpose of hobbyist spaces was to encourage users to
learn and exercise technical skills. He then explained:
I think it’s very satisfying to learn how to hold a soldering iron. You have to
position your body and bend over it, feel its weight, hold it at an angle between
your thumb and finger, apply it to the surface for just the right amount of time, and
join things together. You’re using the tool to do your bidding, but you also have to
respect the tool ‘cause it could literally burn you. I just wrote a blog post about this!
Here, the user describes paying attention to the tool (e.g., holding it and feeling its weight),
positioning his body in a certain way, using the iron to “join” two surfaces together, and being
aware of the physical constraints or dangers the tool poses on him if used incorrectly (e.g., being
burned by a hot soldering iron). In this way, as much as DIY practices were infused with cultural
values, they also focused on material modes of engagement.
DIY as a community-based practice. In addition to the cultural and technological aspects,
DIY practices were also described by hobbyists as a social practice involving a community of likeminded individuals. Jake, the user quoted earlier, described DIY as a builder of community:
It’s a real community-builder. You’re not sitting alone in a corner and doing your
own thing….like someone has to show you where the tools are or how they are used
when you walk into a space especially when you’re learning something new. Even
if you’re not, you’re still talking to people. Someone comes over and asks you about
your project. You explain it to them, share notes, you bounce ideas off of each
other, maybe you come up with something you want to work on together or they
say something that sparks something and then you’re inseparable from that moment
on. You could sit in your garage and DIY all day but that would make you very
boring. I think I try new things when I’m around people and I see them doing things
that I haven’t. Or sometimes I just need a little bit of encouragement, a pat on the
back, or just show off if I did something super cool! The space I go to is kinda like
my second or third family and it’s a community of people who do things with their
hands. (member of Ace Monster Toys in Oakland, CA, interview)
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Jake describes finding a community at his makerspace. He perceived DIY practices to be
embedded in a community of users. His experience of engaging in these practices included being
able to collaborate with other individuals, share knowledge, and find support. I encountered this
type of narrative frequently in my fieldwork as users described the importance of meeting
individuals from different technical, professional, and artistic backgrounds. These communities
were often described as points of connection and social belongingness for users. As Jake
highlighted, the goal of hobbyist spaces is to provide a social experience just as much as a cultural
and technical experience.

Narratives of Small Business Owners
Makerspace as an economic driver. The second type of user I interacted with most often
was the small business owner who used hobbyist spaces primarily for economic purposes, as
opposed to self-expression and recreation. This type of user interpreted the Maker Movement
differently from hobbyists such as Jake. For example, Emily, the owner of a craft-based small
business described the movement as follows:
I think the movement is about making and it’s in the name. But for people like me,
it’s all about economic self-sufficiency. This is my livelihood and I think the
movement supports that in a big way. I think more and more people are starting
businesses because you have this local space where you can build and craft and
code. So that’s really important. And when you have more local businesses pop up
because of your makerspace, may be it keeps the money flowing within that
community. Go support your local business! So yeah the movement is definitely
supporting small entrepreneurs when you can take your skill and use it to support
yourself. It’s not that hard anymore. You don’t have to put down tons of capital
‘cause you have access to the tools you need without buying them. (small business
owner in Portland, field notes)
Emily used the fiber studio in her local makerspace to create different types of textile-based
products such as bags and wall hangings. She perceived the movement to be a driver of small
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businesses and local manufacturing. Her local makerspace provided affordable access to
equipment such as sewing machines and small hand tools, making large capital investments
unnecessary. As Emily indicates, such capital investments would have posed a significant barrier
to local small businesses before makerspaces existed. This type of access enabled entrepreneurs
like her with few resources to start a business and become economically self-sufficient. She also
believed that makerspaces and the movement were improving the health of the local economy by
lowering the barriers to entry and supporting local businesses.
The owner of a small manufacturing business I met at Maker Faire interpreted the
movement a bit differently than Emily:
The movement is definitely about business and entrepreneurship. I’m not interested
in making hipster art and hanging out all day. My town has seen some bad times
and we’re not like the big city folks. Ya’ll have a lot of time and money to spare.
But me…I make plastic molds for other businesses around town. My family
depends on it. And the makerspace where I rent my studio is …that’s where I met
my first employee. I taught him how to fabricate parts and then he came to work
for me. He didn’t go to college so I trained him and now he has a job…but it’s
really important to have that space where I can work and train somebody else and
give them better opportunities. I think it’s helped our town in some way… I’m sure
it’s different from a city space because our interests are different. (Dave, small
business owner from Florida, field notes)
Dave used his local makerspace to rent space for his small business and gain access to the
fabrication equipment he required. He described being able to train a young college dropout at this
makerspace and making him employable. Furthermore, he emphasized the importance of the
makerspace to his small town, which had experienced economic hardship. This type of narrative
was repeated by users of spaces located in similarly impoverished regions (e.g., The Foundry in
Buffalo, NY), suggesting that makerspaces and the Maker Movement potentially are perceived as
an economic driver enabling local manufacturing and job training by increasing access to the tools
of production.
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Nature of Contemporary Social Movements
The narratives provided above shed light on the nature of the Maker Movement.
Movements studied in prior research exhibited a unified goal (e.g., equal rights, sustainable
business practices) and a relatively homogenous base (e.g., LGBTQ activists, microbrewers). In
contrast, the Maker Movement exhibits wide variation in its goals and adherents. First, the
movement’s adherents are heterogeneous, ranging from hobbyists interested in the pursuit of selfexpression to hackers engaged in material modes of contentious politics, to business owners
interested in self-sufficiency. These groups of individuals interpreted the movement quite
differently as evident in their statements about movement goals and their individual needs. Second,
the variation evident in these narratives indicates that the movement may differ across regions
(e.g., urban vs rural) as indicated by Dave’s comment about “city folks having a lot of time and
money to spare.” Such heterogeneity indicates wide variation in the movement’s manifestation
across adherents and regions.
Movement heterogeneity can be advantageous. For instance, it allows flexibility in goals
as adherents can interpret the movement and customize makerspaces based on their individual
needs and perceptions. Such flexibility allows individuals as different as Jake and Dave to fulfill
their needs pertaining to individual empowerment (e.g., through learning a new skill) and
economic self-sufficiency (e.g., through building a small business); and spaces as different as Ace
Monster Toys and Staten Island Makerspace to fulfill their goals of self-expression and activism
and uplifting the local economy. On the other hand, movement heterogeneity can also be
disadvantageous. For instance, a wide degree of variation could potentially lead to jurisdictional
conflicts in the broader organizational field as makerspaces attempt to understand and negotiate
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the meaning of the makerspace label. These potential tensions are the focus of Chapter 5, where I
take a deep dive into two hobbyist spaces to understand how their members perceive and interpret
the movement and attempt to negotiate their collective identity vis-a-vis other actors in the field.
Additionally, the lack of a standardized organizational template poses a challenge for hobbyist
collectives to craft a collective identity and generate participation. I explore this challenge in
Chapter 4 by unpacking the internal dynamics of one space and how members reproduce a shared
collective identity over time and sustain voluntary participation.
The narratives provided also show how the Maker Movement combines social, cultural,
and technical elements. The types of social movements described in prior research (e.g.,
instrumental vs identity) do not fully capture contemporary phenomena such as the Maker
Movement which does not fall neatly into the instrumental, identity, or technical movement
categories. For instance, users described their experience of engaging in DIY as a cultural,
technical, and social practice. The practice of DIY combined elements of both instrumental and
identity movements (e.g., contentious action and customization of objects) while relying on new
technologies and associated material practices. While prior studies of technical movements such
as radio activism have demonstrated the combination of technical acumen and political concerns,
organizational studies have typically fallen squarely into either the instrumental or the identity
movement categories. Thus, future studies might benefit from adopting a more multi-dimensional
and nuanced approach especially as contemporary movements becoming increasingly reliant on
technology for mobilizing protest and participation (Coleman, 2014: Tufekci, 2012; 2017). The
Maker Movement represents one such contemporary phenomenon. It exhibits a wide degree of
variation as it blends elements of different types of movements, urging us to rethink the nature of
social movements and perhaps adopt new scholarly approaches to understanding them.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
Selection of Field Sites
Prior to selecting my field sites, I conducted pilot interviews at four hobbyist collectives
across Ithaca, New York City, and San Francisco to understand how these spaces function. I spent
a few weeks at each site participating in events and workshops, observing members’ engagement
with tools and technology, and asking questions about organizational history, culture, and
operations. This preliminary fieldwork was vital to helping me understand the emergence and
history of such spaces and the Maker Movement.
I approached study design with the objective of studying of an older organization that had
existed for approximately the same time as the Maker Movement. Findings from such a site could
reveal a richer and fuller narrative of its relationship with the movement over time since an older
organization would be more likely to be operationally stable and have a coherent identity. Locating
an older space was relatively easy. As described above in the historical account of hackerspaces,
NYC Resistor was the first space in the U.S. Founded in 2007, it has been in existence for
approximately the same amount of time as the Maker Movement. However, since this space was
located in a relatively resource-rich city with a higher income and education demographic, I
decided to select a younger organization in a relatively resource-poor city with a lower income
demographic. I located such a space, the Foundry, in Buffalo, NY, through my academic network.
Founded in 2013, the Foundry was located in a rust belt city actively working toward economic
revitalization. As a relatively younger organization, it was also struggling to define its goals and
identity both as a makerspace and as a grassroots organization embedded in a unique geographic
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context. Thus, I selected two spaces - one old and one young - that operated in different
socioeconomic contexts and served different demographics.
A comparative study design was well suited for understanding the internal dynamics of
these spaces as well as the way they negotiated their identities vis-à-vis other actors in the broader
field in which they were located. Such a comparative approach is “not only productive but
prophylactic” (Sallaz, 2008:7) and can help guard against the dangers of importing the researcher’s
assumptions into the study as can occur when using a single case (Wacquant, 2007). A comparative
approach can thus help the researcher develop a more robust empirical argument and can enhance
transferability of findings beyond the selected sites. This type of study design enabled me to make
systematic comparisons across two operationally different spaces and directed my attention to the
categories and themes relevant to answering the research questions outlined in this dissertation.
Constant comparison helped highlight and explain similarities and differences across spaces and I
was able to discern their internal dynamics and the different types of tactics they adopted, which
facilitated theory building.

NYC Resistor
NYC Resistor is a hackerspace located in Brooklyn, NY. It was founded in 2007 as a nonprofit LLC with the motto “Learn. Make. Share” (see Illustration below for the organization’s logo
and mission). Its members meet regularly to “share knowledge, hack on projects together, and
build community” (description from wbsite). It was founded by a group of nine individuals who
visited c-base in Germany in 2006 and wanted to start a similar space of their own in the U.S. It is
the first and oldest space in the U.S., and it has existed for ten years without any major operational
or financial problems, or any significant changes in its membership composition. It has retained a
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small but consistent membership base – approximately 35 active members at any given time – with
a low turnover rate primarily due to geographical relocation. The organization is fully funded
through membership dues and revenue from classes.

Illustration 3: NYC Resistor’s Logo
Tools & Space. The space is approximately 1000 square feet with a large table in the middle
where people work together (see Illustration below), a small kitchenette, a laser-cutting room to
the side, and a machine shop and storage area at the back. There are a wide range of tools and
technology available for use – 3D printers, a laser cutter, a ShopBot, soldering irons, a host of
electronic components, fabric and yarn supplies, a sewing machine, arts and crafts supplies, a mill,
a lathe, a chop saw, routers, and other generic machine shop tools. With the exception of the
ShopBot and large machine shop equipment which are stored in the back for safety purposes, all
other tools and technology are stored in the main working area within plain sight. Individuals are
free to use any equipment (member supervision required to operate heavy machinery) and use any
materials while working on projects. Members are provided with lockers to store their belongings,
unfinished projects, and other materials. Members volunteer for cleaning and maintenance tasks
by signing up on a whiteboard displayed on a wall in the main working area.
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Illustration 4: The workspace at NYC Resistor
Membership. The Resistor employs a closed membership model. This means that
membership is not open to the public and individuals are vetted before they can be accepted as
members. This rule was instituted primarily to ensure the space did not invite risky or unpleasant
behavior, but also due to the limited amount of space available to store projects. To become a
member, an individual is expected to “get to know” the group, teach and share a skill with the
community, and demonstrate that they can be a “good citizen” of the space.
The reason we do that is we want to be able to treat this space as our own home,
which means the general rule is if you would hand this person your apartment keys,
you should hand them the key to the Resistor. (co-founder, interview)
The organization occasionally reaches out to specific members of the arts and technology
community in NYC to offer them membership when there is a perceived fit with the space. Another
aspect of membership is the 50/50 rule. Since its founding, the Resistor has advocated for gender
parity in its membership and attempts to maintain a balance between the number of women and
men in the space. According to members, the closed model reinforces gender parity in the member
body and ensures that the organization is admitting members who are committed to actively
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participating in organizational activities (see Chapter 4 for more details on the membership
process). Membership fees range from $40-75 per month. Members receive a key to the space, a
storage locker, and are expected to teach at least two classes per year.
Accessibility. The Resistor is accessible to members 24/7. The space is open to the public
on two nights of the week – Mondays and Thursdays – when visitors can walk in with projects,
use the tools and technology in the space, and interact with the community in a friendly and
informal environment. These open nights are staffed and supervised by members who are available
to answer questions, help with projects, and give tours of the space. In addition to open nights, the
Resistor also offers classes such as soft robotics, Arduino programming, LEDs and sensors, nail
art, print making, and knitting. Members meet every Tuesday to discuss various administrative
and operational matters, and the space and the meetings remain closed to non-members on these
nights.
Advocacy and Outreach. In addition to providing access to tools and technology, the
organization also engages in advocacy and outreach. For instance, it champions gender parity
through the 50/50 membership rule and by making its space physically welcoming to women and
other groups who have historically been absent in such spaces due to the predominance of males
in the domains of both technology and trade (see Chapter 4 for more details on Resistor’s values).
Members actively recruit women from STEM and the arts to join the space, and they have
established behavioral norms that include zero tolerance of harassment of women and LGBTQ
individuals in the space. These initiatives are all aimed at creating an inclusive community and a
safe and welcoming space for all individuals regardless of age, race, gender, religion, sexual
orientation, or skill/interest. Another instance of advocacy and outreach is individual members’
participation in workshops and panels across New York City to speak out against issues such as
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cyber bullying, online harassment, and the persistent gender pay gap especially in the tech industry.
The Resistor also hosts public events such as Cryptopartys, LGBTQ Nights, demos and show-andtell nights, and hosts groups such as Girls Who Code and the Electronic Frontier Foundation to
showcase and advocate for the causes and communities it cares about. Members, visitors, and
friends of the Resistor frequently collaborate on artistic and technical projects to telegraph
messages about social inequalities, privacy, and cybersecurity. They frown upon the use of the
space for commercializing products and emphasize artistic expression, the practice of hacking,
learning, and building an inclusive community (see Chapter 4 for specific examples).

The Foundry
The Foundry is a non-profit makerspace and incubator located in Buffalo, NY. It was
founded in 2013 as a 501(c)3 organization, with the mission of “increasing neighborhood
prosperity and economic self-sufficiency through empowerment, entrepreneurship, and
engagement in the trades” (staff member, interview). The trades include activities such as
woodworking, metalworking, leatherworking, and other technical occupations which require onthe-job training and varying degrees of manual labor. It does so by providing shared access to a
large variety of tools and equipment. It is located on the East Side of Buffalo, a historically
impoverished and racially segregated neighborhood, and it strives to bridge racially and
economically segregated groups in Buffalo. It was founded by a woman who had started her own
woodworking business in 2009 and wanted to create a space that welcomed other women like her
as well as underrepresented groups (e.g., low income individuals, racial minorities, and at-risk
youth). In this regard, its mission is tailored to the needs of the local context, but it shares a
common goal with the Resistor – providing shared access to tools.
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The Foundry only offered access to a woodshop when it first opened its doors. It
incorporated a metal shop when a woman metalworker and sculptor moved in and started renting
studio space. Over time, it also accepted small business owners who started renting space at the
Foundry. In 2012, a small makerspace called Buffalo Lab relocated from the suburbs of Buffalo
into the Foundry. The Foundry thus adopted the label of makerspace from Buffalo Lab in 2013
and started to use the term in its promotional materials. Buffalo Lab had a group of about 20 active
members engaged in woodworking, ceramics, textiles, software and hardware, and other DIY
activities. As a makerspace, its goals overlapped with the Foundry’s goal of improving access, and
the two organizations decided to consolidate their operations due to the overlap not just in their
goals but also in their equipment. Buffalo Lab decided to operate and brand all the makerspaces
(woodshop, metal shop, textile studio, tech lab) within the facility while the Foundry would focus
on providing educational programs and business incubation for its small business residents. Two
key members of Buffalo Lab were already on the Foundry’s Board of Directors so there was
overlap in staff as well. However, Buffalo Lab lost all of its members due to the relocation and a
major construction and renovation initiative undertaken in the summer of 2016. By December
2016 it was dissolved and officially absorbed into the Foundry.
For the purpose of this study, I treated Buffalo Lab and Foundry as a single organization
because Buffalo Lab was almost defunct and the two organizations were already operating as one
when I entered the field in the summer of 2016. During the first six months of my fieldwork, I was
able to observe the process through which both organizations decided to discard the complex and
inefficient branding structure and work through interpersonal conflict to reach a merger agreement
that satisfied the needs of both sides. Because it is not directly relevant to the research questions
on which this dissertation focuses, I do not discuss this process in the empirical chapters.
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The Foundry is a relatively young organization and it has experienced several
organizational changes as it struggles to survive financially and grow its membership. The
organization is funded through membership dues, revenue from classes, rental income from
business owners, an annual fundraiser, and small grants from private donors as well as local and
national funders. It is governed by a Board of Directors and managed by a small paid staff of two
who are in charge of daily operations, coordination, and development of programs and curricula.
Tools and Space. The Foundry resides within a reclaimed two-story warehouse, nearly
25,000 square feet in size. However, only the first floor was in use during the course of my
fieldwork as the organization continued to build capacity and renovate the building. The Foundry
has a small reception area with products made by makers at the Foundry on display, an office desk,
and other promotional material. There is a large woodshop and an adjacent metal shop a short walk
from the reception. The first illustration below shows the corridor that connects the reception area
to the woodshop and the studio spaces on either side. The second illustration shows the inside of
the woodshop.

Illustration 5: Corridor at the Foundry showing studio spaces on either side
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Illustration 6: The woodshop at the Foundry
Upon entering the space, the first thing visitors can hear is the sound of the table saw and feel the
saw dust floating in the air. Most of the floor space is covered with studio space (each about 100
square feet in size) with floor to ceiling walls that are rented out to small business owners. There
is a small kitchen and a tech lab tucked away at the very back of the space and completely hidden
from view. A textile studio and large “events space” are located behind the bank of studio spaces.
The Foundry is spread out over ~15,000 square feet (about ten times the size of the Resistor), and
there is no common workspace where individuals can work together on different projects as there
is at the Resistor. The makerspace is divided into four areas by tools and disciplines all located in
different parts of the space interspersed with business owners’ studio spaces. Thus, visibility of
activity inside the Foundry is very low, and people are often isolated in different corners of the
floor area which further reduces interaction between them. Like the Resistor, the Foundry also
provides storage lockers to its members.
Membership. The Foundry has an open membership model where anyone can sign up to
be a member and individuals can start using the makerspaces almost immediately once they have
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passed the Foundry’s safety training course for their chosen discipline (e.g., wood, metal). It offers
several tiers of membership ranging from $50-175 per month where individuals can sign up for a
makerspace of their choice – the woodshop, metal shop, textile studio, tech lab, or any combination
of these. Business owners can also access the makerspaces for a small fee in addition to their
monthly rent. To be accepted, they have to go through an application process, meet certain criteria,
and demonstrate fit between their business and the overarching mission of the Foundry. The
Foundry partners with a local organization to provide business incubation and assistance services
to these individuals and sets up milestones for them to help them grow their business. In this way,
the organization combines elements of a makerspace and a business incubator. Over the course of
my fieldwork, there were approximately 15 members and 20 business residents at the Foundry.
Accessibility. Members, business owners, and staff can access the Foundry with keycards.
All other visitors have to be greeted at the door. Cameras are stationed at the main entrance and
inside the space to monitor activity. Such electronic security and monitoring are necessary due to
the Foundry’s location in a neighborhood riddled with crime and its own experience with a series
of thefts and risky behavior in the past when it used to be an open space. Walk-in visitors are
discouraged as it usually takes a staff member about 45 minutes to give a tour of the space, which
proves to be quite disruptive. Instead, the space hosts open nights called Walk-in-Wednesdays
once a week. Each open night is dedicated to one of the makerspace areas in rotation. These nights
are supervised by members who help visitors with questions and projects and conduct
demonstrations for them. In addition to open nights, the Foundry offers several classes ranging
from woodworking and metalworking to glassblowing and leatherworking. These classes are
taught by the members and business residents of the Foundry.
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Advocacy and Outreach. The Foundry is the only makerspace in Buffalo that provides
public access to a wide variety of tools, technology, and advanced manufacturing equipment. It
also engages in advocacy and outreach on behalf of underrepresented groups. For instance, it offers
studio and office space at subsidized rents to small businesses especially those run by women, low
income individuals, and people of color, and those focused on the trades. It partners with local
public and charter schools and other organizations to provide after-school curricula to at-risk youth
focused on hands-on experience in the trades. Buffalo’s public school system has historically had
one of the highest dropout rates in the country, which disproportionately affects low income and
racial minority groups. The Foundry works with people from these groups to make them
employable and keep them out of the criminal justice system. Another example of advocacy is Mic
Night, an improv and music night hosted by the Foundry specifically designed to unite members
from the East and West Sides of Buffalo. Entrepreneurship through small businesses,
empowerment through upskilling, and economic self-sufficiency all comprise a major part of the
Foundry’s goals which it strives to achieve by providing makerspace access. These explicit
economic goals are important to consider given the organization’s location in a segregated
neighborhood of a rust belt city which is actively trying to revitalize its local economy (see Chapter
5 for specific examples).

Comparing NYC Resistor and The Foundry
As the above descriptions make clear, NYC Resistor and The Foundry have similarities
and differences. They have common goals of providing access to tools and technology,
encouraging individuals to learn new skills by making and hacking, and sharing these skills with
a community through participation and engagement. This is the key characteristic which renders
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the sites comparable as they belong to the same category of spaces with similar goals even though
they claim different labels – the Resistor claims the hackerspace label while the Foundry identifies
as a makerspace and incubator. Both organizations also serve as advocates for gender, racial, and
economic equality, and engage in outreach to increase their visibility and impact among target
demographics.
The two spaces differ in their physical size – the Foundry is almost ten times the size of
the Resistor and offers a larger variety of trade-based tools with less emphasis on digital
technology. The Resistor is a very flat organization owned and operated by its members (decisions
are made on a consensus basis), whereas the Foundry is managed by a Board of Directors and staff
who formulate and execute the strategic mission and vision of the organization. Unlike the
Foundry, the Resistor does not engage in any commercial activity such as business incubation, and
its members use the space for the pursuit of artistic expression, learning, and exploration rather
than for making products they can sell. The Resistor is an older and financially stable organization
with a strong and actively engaged membership, whereas the Foundry is relatively young,
financially unstable, and struggling to build its capacity and membership base. The organizational
descriptions provided above highlight the difference in age and subsequent advantages or
disadvantages the organizations experience as a result. The differences in geographic location and
socioeconomic contexts of the two spaces also highlight their varied user demographics – white
collar, middle income, well-educated versus blue collar, low income, moderately educated – and
goals – artistic expression versus income-generation/economic activity. These differences are
important as they significantly influenced the way these spaces negotiated their identities vis-à-vis
other actors in their field.
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Data Collection
I adopted an ethnographic approach to data collection since such a method is suitable for
studying emergent phenomena and nascent organizations (Edmondson & McManus, 2007). This
approach afforded an insider’s perspective which was vital for understanding the ways in which
these organizations responded to and negotiated their relationship with the movement. An
ethnographic approach requires building a partnership with one’s field site to truly understand its
people, operations, and the way it engages the broader community within which it is embedded. I
was able to do this by living in the two cities to understand the organizations more closely. I started
fieldwork at the Resistor in June of 2015. After moving away in October of 2016, I followed up
once or twice a month by commuting from Ithaca and tracked them remotely through updates their
members posted online until February of 2016. I started fieldwork at the Foundry in June of 2016
and followed them until July of 2017. As a young organization, the Foundry underwent several
changes and transitions during this period, and it took me significantly longer to understand its
structure and operations and identify its members.
At both sites, I collected data from three primary sources: participant observation,
interviews (both structured and unstructured), and archival materials. I also attended Maker Faires
between 2014 and 2017 where I interacted with other spaces, small business owners,
manufacturers, and educators. Table 1 presents a summary of the data I collected.
Table 1: Summary of Data Collected
Data
NYC Resistor
Duration
Interviews
Participant
Observation

June 2015-February
2016
27 (11 formal, 16
informal)
126 hours

The Foundry
June 2016-July 2017

2014-2017

Other
Spaces
2015-2016

34 (14 formal, 20
informal)
166 hours

13 (informal)

6 (formal)

47 hours

30 hours
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Maker Faire

Field Notes

150 pages

220 pages

20 pages

25 pages

Participant Observation. I visited the Resistor at least two nights a week on open nights,
as well as during classes, events, and workshops, and other informal social gatherings both at the
space, at bars, and members’ residences. Since the space is not open to non-members outside of
open nights, I was always there with a member present. During these visits, I participated in a
variety of activities ranging from knitting, collaging, and soldering to building small robots and
even learning a language (see Chapter 4 for specific examples). I would typically enter the space
around 6:30pm and leave around midnight. I often ate dinner with members, engaged in projects,
and helped with small chores such as cleanup and repair. I almost always took small ‘bribes’ in
the form of candy and other sweet treats to the space. These bribes enabled me to interact with
almost individuals present in the space on any given night, build relationships with members, and
embed myself within this field site. I took notes or “jottings” (Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 2011)
discretely and whenever appropriate and wrote up field notes after each visit. As a non-member I
was not privy to Tuesday night meetings or to the minutes of such meetings, and this is the only
aspect of the Resistor’s organizational life that I was not able to experience. However, I was able
to obtain a description of some of these meetings post-hoc from one of my key informants, and I
captured these descriptions in my field notes. Overall, I spent a total of 126 hours at the Resistor
across 28 visits, and I kept a detailed log of each such visit.
To gather data at the Foundry, I lived in Buffalo from June 2016 to December 2016. I
commuted twice a month from Ithaca for follow-up visits after December 2016 and concluded my
fieldwork in July of 2017. During this time, I spent a total of 166 hours spread over 48 visits and
kept a detailed log of each visit. I gained entrée into the organization by serving as a volunteer and
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participating in a wide variety of tasks such as proof reading documents, editing grant applications,
attending woodworking classes (see Illustrations below from a class on woodworking and one on
making cutting boards), and assisting with building renovation and small construction projects.

Illustration 7: Participating in woodworking classes at the Foundry
I also observed various types of building meetings between staff and members as well as the
bimonthly meeting of the Board of Directors. I volunteered to take minutes at such meetings and
was able to obtain a significant amount of archival data as a result. As a regular volunteer, I was
given a keycard to the building and I could come and go freely at different days of the week and
different times of the day. This enabled me to become acquainted with all aspects of the Foundry’s
operations and the people who used the space. I also acquired experience in woodworking and
other trade-based activities. Here too, my extensive participation within the organization helped
me build trust and relationships and to deeply embed myself in the field site. In July of 2017, after
spending a year at the organization, I was asked to fill in as Interim Chairperson for six months.
Since I was concluding fieldwork at the same time, my role as a researcher and as a board member
overlapped for only a month. I agreed to take on a few administrative duties and handed over
matters of strategy to the Executive Director to reduce the conflict created by my overlapping
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roles. During this month, I facilitated a board meeting at which I led a conversation with all board
members present to probe deeper into questions about the Foundry’s identity as a makerspace as
well as its participation in the Maker Movement and other maker events. Board members were
aware of my researcher role, and I consulted the Executive Director and my academic advisor
during this time to be as reflexive as possible. As before, I wrote up detailed field notes after each
visit and amassed hundreds of pages of data.
At each site, I took note of who was involved in the organization and in what capacity as
well as the organization’s structure, operations, procedures, informal relations, the way members
interacted with one another and with others outside the organization, and the types of individuals,
organizations, and events with which members chose not to interact. I also observed the layout of
the physical spaces and noted how they enabled or hindered interaction and collaboration between
members. I recorded the way material objects and artifacts (e.g., tools, and technology) were used
and not used and such types of material practices which revealed organizational beliefs, culture,
values, and norms. I disclosed my role as a researcher to both sites, and members of both
organizations were aware of my research project at all times. Overall, participant observation
enabled me to acquire a deep and rich understanding of my focal field sites as well as other
makerspaces I visited during my time in the field.
Interviews. I conducted both structured/formal interviews and unstructured/informal
interviews. The former were digitally recorded and transcribed while the latter were recorded in
my field notes as these often occurred spontaneously during fieldwork in the midst of an event or
activity. At both field sites, I interviewed individuals who had in-depth knowledge about the
organization as well as the category of makerspaces. At the Resistor, I interviewed a mix of
individuals including a few of the founders, long-time members, and new members. In this way, I
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gathered perspectives from a range of members spread approximately equally between genders.
At the Foundry, I interviewed the two staff members who handled daily operations, the founder
and Executive Director, a few board members, a few business residents, and a volunteer from
AmeriCorps who stayed at the organization for three months. Over time, I also did repeat
interviews with some key individuals at the Foundry especially as the organization grew and
evolved over the course of a year. Across both sites, I also spoke with individuals who visited the
space, and I participated in classes and events to obtain outsiders’ perceptions of these spaces. I
relied heavily on my key informants at both sites to ask clarifying questions, often informally, via
text and/or a video call when I was off site.
Interview data helped me construct organizational histories as well as the history of
makerspaces. I used open-ended interview questions to elicit responses pertaining to
organizational identity and values, organizational perceptions of makerspaces and the Maker
Movement, the ways in which each organization navigated its relationship with the movement and
other actors in the Maker field. I specifically asked about conflicts and tensions I had observed
during participant observation or had learned about in other interviews (Spradley, 1979). Examples
of such interview questions include: What do you mean by a makerspace? How is it different from
a hackerspace? What is the Maker Movement? How did it come to be? How is it important to your
organization? Overall, I conducted 27 interviews at the Resistor and 34 at the Foundry. Interviews
lasted between 45-90 minutes. While specific questions sometimes varied based on the
interviewee’s role and experiences, many questions were common to both field sites (see Appendix
for interview guide).
Archival Data. The bulk of my archival data comprises minutes taken during meetings at
the Foundry. These minutes capture discussions of organizational coordination and problem-
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solving, the strategic mission and vision of the organization, debates about the organization’s
identity, and the way the Foundry chose to interact with other entities in Buffalo as well as other
makerspaces in the region. This type of data was useful in understanding the growth and direction
of the organization and keeping track of the numerous changes it underwent during my fieldwork.
A small component of my archival data pertains to the Resistor and was largely drawn from
their website, which offered detailed information about events, classes, workshops, as well as
norms of the space. Since the Resistor is a more stable and mature organization than the Foundry,
there was little internal discussion about the strategic direction of the organization and most
member meetings revolved around administrative matters and membership decisions as (reported
to me by my key informant).
I attended Maker Faire every year between 2014 and 2017. I first met members of NYC
Resistor at Maker Faire in September of 2014 having specifically planned to do so after reading
about the space. This encounter led to my first visit to the space in December of 2014. Each Faire
was a two-day event, and I attended both days each year. I recorded my observations of vendors,
corporate sponsors, types of activities and projects that were showcased, and the makerspaces and
hackerspaces that participated in the Faire. These data revealed changing patterns in the nature of
the event over the 2014-2017 period. Corporate participation became more prevalent with large
parts of the Faire dominated by industry giants such as Google, Microsoft, Autodesk, Atmel, and
Maker Media. The independent artists and designers who had been very prominent in 2014 and
somewhat visible in 2015 had all but disappeared in 2017, and the Faire was not nearly as “freespirited” and “artsy” in 2017 as it had been in 2014. My observations revealed that the attendee
demographics also changed during the time I attended the Faires from primarily adult individual
in 2014 to primarily children and families in 2017. Since the Resistor had participated in Maker
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Faire every year since the inception of the event, I was able to observe the nature and extent of
their participation and how it shifted over time as well as their exit from the Faire in 2017 after 10
consecutive years of participation. As I discuss in Chapter 5, their exit was due to an increasing
divergence in values between the Maker Movement and the Resistor.

Data Analysis
I adopted an inductive, grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to analyzing
and triangulating data from different sources to develop new theoretical insights. I used Atlas.ti to
organize, code, and analyze my data and followed four steps in the analysis process.
Analytic memos. As a first step, I wrote memos during my fieldwork and while coding my
data. These memos played an important role in constructing narratives of both the focal
organizations and the Maker Movement and explore the relationship between these organizations
and the movement. These memos helped me piece together information from different sources and
across time and reflect on questions that remained unanswered. They served as a reflexive guide
to explore the patterns, routines, and interactions I observed during fieldwork. I also used memos
to explore surprises encountered during fieldwork. For instance, organizational actions relating to
advocacy and social justice surprised me as I had not expected to see these in the context of
makerspaces. Furthermore, I wrote memos during the coding process to capture emerging insights
and explore the meaning of various themes as well as the relationships between themes.
Open coding. I applied open, in-vivo codes to all data using Atlas.ti with the goal of
understanding internal organizational dynamics, organizational strategies for navigating relations
with the Maker Movement and external actors, and identifying reasons for conflict and
contestation. Contestation included instances of organizations challenging the Maker Movement
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or other actors in the Maker field, or perceived norms and assumptions associated with the
makerspace label. Because my research questions focused on how these organizations negotiated
their identities vis-à-vis other actors in the Maker field, I was particularly attentive to parts of the
data in which organizational members talked about their views of makerspaces, the Maker
Movement, and the ways in which they aligned with or deviated from the movement. I coded
anything that pertained to these issues. For example, I had first-order codes such as “organization
values authenticity,” “conflict with movement values,” “participation in local events,” and “using
material objects to make identity claims.”
During the process of open coding, I noticed the recurrence of certain themes within and
across sites and I started to aggregate first-order codes into categories or second-order codes. For
example, in the case of the Resistor, the codes of “rejecting maker faire stickers and flyers,”
“devaluing make-branded items by erasing and defacing,” “exchanging resistor and EFF stickers,”
and “displaying CCC swag,” became part of the second order category “differentiating from
makerspaces.” In this way, I systematically parsed through all open codes and aggregated them
under broader codes when they seemed to cluster around a common theme such as rejecting maker
culture. In addition to coding for content, I also coded the types of themes that emerged. For
instance, some themes clustered around the use of language which I then called “rhetorical
strategies” while others could be grouped around “material strategies” and “behavioral strategies.”
Furthermore, as I continued to anchor on my research questions, certain codes and categories
dropped out of my analysis either because they were not robust enough or because they were not
relevant to the scope of this study.
Axial coding. This step of the analytic process involved understanding how different
categories related to each other. For instance, in addition to rejection of maker swag, I noticed
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other categories evolving around “rejecting maker language,” “supporting hacker events that echo
organizational values,” and “declining participation in maker events” which conceptually implied
that the Resistor was distancing itself from the Maker Movement and invoking an alternative
identity. At a fundamental level, members of the Resistor did not perceive themselves to be a part
of the Maker Movement and related category of makerspaces, and employed strategies to reject te
makerspace label and invoke and customize and alternative identity.
The Foundry also engaged in contesting the makerspace label, but they adopted different
tactics with respect to different actors. For instance, the organization made strategic use of rhetoric
to claim the makerspace label and establish belongingness in this category, while using alternative
descriptors when interacting with local actors in Buffalo. These themes were grouped together into
the categories of “selectively conforming to field-level meanings.” Another set of themes emerged
around the work the Foundry did to change the meaning of being a makerspace and alter public
perception of such spaces both locally and nationally. These themes were grouped within the
conceptual categories of “altering field-level meanings” and “altering local actors’ perceptions.”
As I elaborated these conceptual categories, I also distinguished types of organizational action –
rhetorical, material, and behavioral – within categories.
Comparison. In the final stage of analysis, I moved between categories to formulate
aggregate dimensions. For instance, reasons for challenging the movement such as “critiquing
movement authenticity” were subsumed under the dimension of “being mislabeled.” I also
compared categories across the two cases looking for similarities and differences in the actions
undertaken by both organizations as well as the reasons for which they chose to challenge or
contest the movement and the makerspace label. Such comparison across field sites revealed that
both organizations contested the movement’s authenticity, albeit in different ways. These
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differences were rooted in organizational history and values as well as in the varied socioeconomic
and political conditions of the local environment. From such constant comparison emerged a
framework of the difference in strategies adopted by both organizations in navigating their
relationship with the movement.
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CHAPTER 4
SUSTAINING PARTICIPATION IN A HOBBYIST COLLECTIVE: THE ROLE OF
MATERIAL COMMITMENT AND COLLECTIVE IDENTITY

INTRODUCTION
Makerspaces operate as voluntary, participatory hobbyist organizations and rely on
members to run their operations and governance. They seek to provide open access to tools and
technology and to build a broader community of hobbyists. However, in the absence of hierarchical
means of control, makerspaces often struggle to sustain participation among both members and
non-members.
We can turn to previous scholarship on collectives to understand the challenge of
maintaining member participation. A collective is “any enterprise in which control rests ultimately
and overwhelmingly with the members-employees-owners, regardless of the particular legal
framework through which this is achieved” (Rothschild & Whitt, 1986:1). Collectives have existed
for centuries in a variety of forms such as utopian communes (Kanter, 1972), free schools (Swidler,
1979), food cooperatives, community-run free clinics (Rothschild & Whitt, 1986), worker
cooperatives (Whyte & Whyte, 1991), and alternative health organizations (Kleinman, 1996). A
key characteristic of these organizations is that they reject formal hierarchy and authority in favor
of democratic structures (Rothschild & Whitt, 1986). Members participate voluntarily, and
decisions are made either on a representative basis or by consensus. Collectives provide their
members normative and solidary incentives (Kanter, 1972) such as a shared sense of purpose,
friendship ties, and the pursuit of alternative values as opposed to monetary remuneration. In the
absence of hierarchical control and monetary incentives, collectives rely on members’
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commitment or psychological attachment (Kanter, 1972; Mathieu & Zajac, 1990; O’Reilly &
Chatman, 1986) to the collective’s work (instrumental commitment), values (moral commitment),
and members (affective commitment) to sustain participation.
Past research provides ample evidence of the challenges collectives face in sustaining
voluntary member participation. Swidler (1979) found that in the case of free schools, when the
demands of community life became too high or not rewarding enough (e.g., volunteering to
organize school charity events), students became apathetic and withdrew. The food cooperative
studied by Rothschild & Whitt (1986) experienced low participation due to its inability to establish
a shared sense of purpose or ideology among its members. Kanter’s (1972) study of utopian
communes revealed that a large majority of communes died out because of their inability to
establish strong social ties among members (e.g., through communal sharing and rituals), failure
to establish a sense of ownership (e.g., by making contributions or investments in the collective),
and/or imposing a strictly controlled order not tenable under societal norms. In other words, past
research suggests that the challenges faced by collectives primarily stem from the absence of
hierarchical control and monetary incentives.
Collectives generally seek to address the challenge of participation in two ways: generating
homogeneity in membership and establishing boundaries. A homogenous membership is crafted
primarily through the use of selection criteria in the recruitment process. For instance, Kanter
(1972) found a high degree of homogeneity in the utopian communes she studied. These
communes selected members based on the similarity of their demographic characteristics (e.g.,
race), religious beliefs, and family backgrounds. Similarly, Rothschild & Whitt (1986) found that
members across the collectives they studied were recruited on the basis of personal relations, sociopolitical values, and personality attributes such as cooperative style. The worker cooperative of
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Mondragon displayed a high degree of cultural homogeneity in that its members belonged the
Basque ethnic group (Whyte & Whyte, 1991).
Homogeneity enables collectives to sustain participation over time through the process of
identification or “coalescence” between the individual and the organization (Barnard, 1938: 281).
For instance, members of utopian communes established strong social ties and generated cohesion
and “group consciousness” due to a similarity in their racial and religious upbringing. This led to
healthy participation in communal tasks (Kanter, 1972). Of the collectives studied by Rothschild
& Whitt (1986), the free clinic experienced the highest degree of participation from all its
members. Members’ similarity in terms of articulation skills, political values, cooperative style,
and educational background strengthened identification with the collective, instilled a sense of
purpose, and enabled them to successfully co-manage organizational tasks. This led to increased
commitment to the clinic’s goals and continued member involvement. In the case of Mondragon,
cultural homogeneity generated a strong collective identity and solidarity among workers. This led
members to emphasize equality of status of all workers as owners and prevented the cooperative
from devolving into a two-tier capitalist system. Status equality of members sustained participation
in the cooperative over time (Whyte & Whyte, 1991).
Another way in which collectives sustain voluntary member participation is by setting
boundaries between members and outsiders. For instance, kibbutzim studied by Simons & Ingram
(1997) opted for rural settlements away from urban life. Such geographical isolation (measured by
proximity to neighbors and accessibility to transportation) was also followed by utopian
communes to insulate boundaries and minimize contact with outsiders. Communes that provided
“institutional completeness” contained within them the necessary organization for dealing with all
aspects of members’ lives, thus obviating members’ need to leave the group for any organizational
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services. Boundaries can also be drawn by establishing a psychological distinction between
members and non-members. The legal cooperative studied by Rothschild & Whitt (1986) was
“cautious” to admit those who were capable of generating energy and money and required new
members to undergo an extended initiation period. This collective also demanded exclusive
commitment from members. There was “no room for the part-timers, the hangers-on, and the
volunteer labor” (p. 41) the authors saw in abundance at other collectives. Thus, members were
either “in or out” and clients of the collective did not fit into the internal organization.
Boundary-setting enables collectives to sustain participation over time by increasing
identification with the in-group/members. For instance, geographical isolation in the case of
utopian communes ensured that members focused their loyalties and emotional attachments on the
group, which increased their involvement in daily activities. Institutional completeness also had a
similar effect. By “locking in” members, the commune reified its boundaries and increased
members’ emotional attachment to it (Kanter, 1972). Similarly, by demanding exclusive
commitment from its members, the legal cooperative fostered a strong sense of allegiance and
attachment to it not unlike utopian communes did (Rothschild & Whitt, 1986).
In sum, in the absence of hierarchical control and monetary incentives, collectives induce
identification by selecting members whose self-concepts or individual identities are congruent with
that of the organization (i.e., creating a homogenous membership) (Brickson, 2013) and by crafting
an organizational identity distinct from that of others (i.e., by setting boundaries) (Dutton,
Dukerich, & Harquail, 1994).
While such strategies effectively addressed the problem of sustaining participation in
collectives studied in the past, we do not know whether the same strategies are effective in the
context of collectives such as makerspaces. Makerspaces differ from previously studied collectives
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in two key ways. First, the collectives studied in prior research were formal work organizations
that focused on a concrete product such as an alternative newspaper (Rothschild & Whitt, 1986),
open source code (O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007), alternative medicine (Kleinman, 1996), and a
renewable energy source (Mitzinneck & Besharov, 2018). Makerspaces on the other hand, focus
on the practices of DIY and making for the pursuit of a range of individual hobbies such as
woodworking, knitting, and programming. The outcome of such DIY practices can be a wide
variety of products for both personal or commercial use unlike collectives studied hitherto which
focused on a single product produced by members. Second, makerspaces exist to build a
community of DIY enthusiasts which includes tinkerers, engineers, artists, and entrepreneurs. This
entails providing open access to the tools of production offered by the makerspace to engage
outsiders in DIY projects and share knowledge with a broader community. In other words,
makerspaces are designed to provide public access as opposed to being closed like collectives
studied previously.
Because makerspaces intentionally seek to have relatively open boundaries and because
they do not pursue a collective work task focused on a single product, they face particularly acute
participation challenges and are limited in the extent to which they can use the tactics identified in
prior research. Preliminary fieldwork revealed that most spaces struggle to retain members and
attract individuals from the broader DIY community. Furthermore, most spaces close after a few
years and/or experience problems of theft and property damage. Yet one space stood out as a
successful case in that it had not only addressed the problem of participation, but had also survived
without any significant participation challenges for ten years. I use this space as an extreme case
to develop an empirically grounded explanation of how voluntary, hobbyist collectives build and
sustain participation.
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FINDINGS: SUSTAINING PARTICIPATION AT NYC RESISTOR
Members of NYC Resistor built and sustained participation in three ways – reproducing a
shared collective identity, generating an attachment to place, and attracting and socializing
outsiders (see Figure 1 in Appendix). Participation occurred in two ways. First, members remained
actively involved in organizational governance and events. Second, members successfully
attracted outsiders (non-members) to build a community focused on engaging in DIY projects and
sharing knowledge. Member participation was key to sustaining organizational operations, and
non-member participation was key to fulfilling the organization’s mission of community-building.
Reproducing a Shared Collective Identity
The first way in which members of the Resistor sustained participation was through the
reproduction of a shared collective identity. Collective identity refers to a sense of “one-ness” or
“we-ness” of a group (Brewer & Gardner, 1996) and encapsulates members’ notions of “who we
are” as a collective. The Resistor’s collective identity included central characteristics such as those
of participation, community-building, and being inclusion. As stated on its website, NYC Resistor
is a “hacker collective.” Its members “meet regularly to share knowledge, hack on projects
together, and build community.” As is evident from the stated goals, this collective exists to
“regularly” engage in projects with members and a broader “community.” These goals reflect
members’ espoused values of participation (meeting regularly) and having porous boundaries
(building community). Additionally, members of the Resistor valued inclusion. As one member
explained, being inclusive meant recruiting members from underrepresented and marginalized
groups:
We really value women and members of the LGBTQ community. We’re very proud
of these members because of the kind of work they do. And they’ve always been
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underrepresented overall but especially in tech. So we want to make a conscious
effort to include such individuals…But I know that Resistor is too white. We
haven’t been able to do more and we’re actively looking for members from PoC
communities. It’s been a recurring topic during Tuesday meetings. (member, field
notes)
The member quoted above highlighted the Resistor’s emphasis on underrepresented groups and
members’ desire to advocate for equality through their selection process. He also acknowledged
that even though the organization was inclusive in some regards (e.g., gender), members were
working to be more inclusive along other types of demographic characteristics such as race.
Inclusion at the Resistor meant including individuals from not just different demographics,
but also those with different personality types. As one member explained:
Okay so we’ve got a resident troll. Well, he’s a reformed troll, but he can still rile
you up. My point is yeah he trolls people, he can be annoying, but he’s not sexist
or racist or violent. So maybe he’s chatty or he’ll push your buttons or go on a rant
about free speech, whatever. But he also knows a lot about brewing beer. That’s
the project he’s working on right now. And he always likes to share and have us
taste his brews and give feedback. (member, field notes)
This member explained that being inclusive meant accepting a member even when he was
“annoying” because he was knowledgeable about a subject (i.e., brewing) and willing to share his
craft with others in the space. In this way, members of the Resistor strived to be inclusive of
individuals from different backgrounds.
The Resistor’s collective identity was reproduced and sustained over time through three
practices: selecting for fit, engaging in social rituals, and invoking organizational history.
Selecting for fit. One of the most salient and distinctive features of the Resistor was its
membership-by-invitation model. Becoming a member of any other makerspace involved a
relatively simple process of completing a membership form and paying monthly dues. The barrier
to entry was low since these collectives rely on membership dues to sustain themselves financially.
However, to become a member of the Resistor, an individual had to be invited by a current member
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as opposed to “just walk[ing] in and sign[ing] up” (member of Hack Manhattan, field notes). When
asked about the origins of this practice, one of the oldest members responded:
We’ve always had a closed model since the very beginning. I remember discussing
it with the group when we started out. I don’t know if you know this, but we were
in a different space back then. It was smaller than this one and we just couldn’t
provide space for everyone. We knew we’d run into problems if we didn’t have
some sort of policy. It’s New York City. It’s a no-brainer. We knew there would be
demand for it especially since we were the first one back then. We were a startup
basically. You can’t have just anyone join. We wanted to make sure it would
succeed. (member, interview)
She explained that the closed model had been instituted during the inception phase to avoid
overcrowding due to space constraints. As the first and only hackerspace which provided access
to expensive equipment especially in a densely populated city, its founders wanted to ensure the
safety and long-term success/survival of the space. Thus, the founders decided to keep the group
size small and adopted an invitation-only membership policy.
To receive a membership invitation, individuals were expected to “get to know” the group
and demonstrate “fit.”
If you’re interested in joining, come get to know us and let us know you want to
join! Our Craft Nights are open to the public. Come and learn–no matter what your
skill level–share what projects you’re working on, and meet our members. After a
while, if we have a space open in the group and it’s a good fit, you may be invited
to be a member. (description from website)
Getting to know the group was a way for members to assess the reliability and trustworthiness of
an individual. This could be accomplished by regularly attending open nights, participating in
projects, and interacting with members. Such interactions helped members observe the way
individuals behaved in the space, used tools and equipment, and their interest in working on
projects. In the words of one member:
We get membership requests several times a week not just by email but also on
open nights. People walk in, they get excited, and they want to sign up. And I have
to explain to them that they can’t just sign up. Most of the times we see someone
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who comes to open nights regularly and we approach them for membership. At that
point we’ve informally sort of discussed membership and we know they’re
interested and they know we’re interested in them. So that’s how we approached
Maya. She’d been coming here pretty regularly and always brought in cool projects.
And she knew how to use the machines in a safe way. She took our safety course.
The other 3D printer guy with glasses, umm I don’t remember his name, well he
asked us and we said no because we hadn’t seen him around after the first couple
of visits and the members didn’t know much about him. (member, interview)
In this way, open nights served as a ‘litmus test’ for members to assess which individuals were fit
for membership. The “3D printer guy” was not fit for membership because he had not been seen
on open nights for a while. Members could not vouch for him because they didn’t have sufficient
information about him to nominate him for membership.
Once an individual had been deemed to be a good fit, she/he could be nominated by an
existing member and the group would vote on the matter. Their website explained this process:
Before an invite happens, our membership will discuss whether to vote on your
membership. NYC Resistor is a small, close-knit community, requiring an
extremely high level of trust between members. Any member may delay a vote on
membership until more people have met a prospective member, and any single
member may veto a vote altogether, no questions asked. (description from website)
As stated in this description, becoming a member required establishing “an extremely high level
trust” with the group. A consensus was required for the vote to pass to ensure that all members had
had the opportunity to interact with the individual to some extent and that they felt confident
endorsing the membership nomination.
Fit was determined by individuals’ ability to prove themselves to be “good citizens”
(member, field notes). The primary criterion for being a “good citizen” was active participation.
One member explained the rationale behind this criterion:
We want to get to know someone so we know they’ll be an active member… And
if we just give out keys and then they don’t show up then we’re not going to have
Resistor. Who will run open nights or lead projects or whatever? (member,
interview)
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In other words, extending membership to individuals who participated regularly would ensure the
continuity of organizational activities (e.g., open nights, working on projects). For instance, the
member Maya (described earlier) had demonstrated a pattern of participation by regularly
attending open nights and bringing “cool projects.” She was nominated for membership after
approximately five months based on her continued participation on open nights. The “3D printer
guy,” on the other hand, had only attended a couple of open nights and members had not seen him
thereafter. He had been deemed unfit for membership due to his absence and lack of participation.
In this way, by assessing individuals during an “initiation period” (Rothschild & Whitt, 1986),
members of the Resistor ensured that they admitted individuals with a proven ability to participate
regularly.
Fit was also determined based on diversity of skills and demographic characteristics.
Explaining how this worked and why it was important, one member noted:
We have so many people here who are programmers by day, but they come here to
knit or solder or weave or collage or hey, learn about making musical instruments
from Ranjit. It doesn’t matter what your job or education is. It matters that you
bring a unique skill set to Resistor. We don’t want another programmer, but we’ll
take someone who is interested in refurbishing motorcycles and sharing that skill
with others. Like Bonnie. Have you met her? She’s a software programmer by day
and comes here to learn how to crochet and knit chain mail. We want someone to
teach bookbinding in the spring. Some members were asking about it. Do you know
anyone? Bring them to open night! We want more crazy and fun projects. (member,
interview)
This member explained that individuals were selected based on the unique skill sets they brought
to the Resistor. Uniqueness of skill set ensured that the individual contributed by sharing a skill
existing members did not possess. Skill diversity was valued by members because it led to “crazy
and fun projects.” Skill diversity was also important from the perspective of being inclusive as
noted by one member:
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No. You don’t need to know how to code. That is definitely not a requirement here.
We invite people with all kinds of interests. Anyone with any interest and any level
of expertise can walk in on open nights and we want to learn from them. And they
can learn from people they find here. No matter who you are there will always be
something new to learn. And that’s kind of why we exist – to learn, make, and
share. (member, field notes)
In other words, members’ emphasis on inclusion manifested in their selection of individuals with
diverse interests and expertise.
In addition to skill diversity, members greatly valued gender equality. Members of the
Resistor had advocated for gender parity in membership since the organization’s founding, and
they employed a 50/50 rule when selecting new members. One of the founding members explained
the rationale behind this practice:
I think hackerspaces have been very male-dominated in the past. We are not that
kind of space and we want more awesome women in the space. So we’re careful
about selecting members and the 50/50 rule is a good reminder when we’re making
those decisions…So if we’ve recruited say two or three male members in a row
we’ll consciously decide to recruit more women next to even things out. It doesn’t
have to be exact if things are more or less equal. (member, field notes)
Why do we care about equality? Well, it’s 2015, for one. Two, we’ve always been
that way since the beginning. And it’s something that is personal to us. I’m sure if
you talk to our female members or our LGBTQ members, each of them will have
some stories to tell about discrimination. I’m a straight, white guy so I haven’t
experienced that. But our female members are amazing and we want to have a space
that welcomes them and everyone from all types of backgrounds…Ask around.
Even Troll Matt will tell you that he cares. We care about treating people right.
(member, interview)
As the members quoted above explained, members of the Resistor valued being inclusive and
advocating for equality. By intentionally selecting on criteria such as skill and demographic
characteristics, members attempted to create a more representative organization.
Finally, establishing trust was yet another criterion used for assessing fit. This criterion was
echoed in several members’ remarks:
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We don’t want to just hand out keys to everyone. We want people we can trust.
That’s mainly for safety reasons so we don’t have people stealing shit…. We don’t
want you to burn it down. (member, interview)
Well we obviously want to make sure the person has a healthy respect for tools.
They know how to use it safely and they can help visitors use machines safely too.
We can’t have someone who is reckless and will endanger themselves and others.
Some of our tools are really sharp and they could easily take a limb off or worse.
(member, field notes)
Oh yeah that girl who walked in asking about the laser cutter. You were there. She
was using the wrong material and she didn’t check with us first and it could have
easily started a fire. She didn’t take the time to understand how the machine worked
and I had to attend to five other people. She didn’t listen to my instructions.
Obviously, we can’t have people like that. (member, field notes)
It’s Brooklyn. You can’t just leave your doors open. Would you give your
apartment keys to someone you didn’t know? (member, interview)
The space provided access to several pieces of expensive machinery such as a ShopBot (worth
~$10,000) and a laser cutter (worth ~$8,000). The members quoted above explained that
establishing trust meant demonstrating responsibility and the ability to ensure the safety of the
equipment as well as that of the users. Attending open nights regularly provided an opportunity
for individuals to demonstrate they knew how to operate the machines in a responsible manner and
that they could be entrusted with safeguarding the space and its belongings. The example of the
girl who did not use the laser cutter appropriately illustrates the way a member took note of her
action and her lack of “respect” for the machine. Such an individual could not be trusted with the
keys to the Resistor. Members frequently equated Resistor with their apartments or homes
expressing that if they could trust an individual with their apartment keys, they could trust her/him
with keys to the Resistor as well. Thus, members selected individuals who could be entrusted with
the safekeeping of the space.
In summary, members were selected based on certain criteria to ensure that individuals
new to the collective were committed to participating on a regular basis, reflected members’ values
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(e.g., inclusion), and that they were trustworthy. These criteria enabled members to reproduce their
shared collective identity by selecting individuals who resembled and reflected the core features
of the group.
Engaging in social rituals. Members of the Resistor engaged in social rituals which served
to strengthen social cohesion among members. One such ritual was “dinner call.” On open nights,
it was customary for members to have dinner together around 6:30pm just before the bulk of
visitors arrived between 7 and 9pm. A member would initiate “dinner call” by voicing it out loud
(asking around the table) and by posting it on Resistor’s private Slack channel (an online
messaging system for group communications used by members). The member initiating the call
would place the order on Grubhub after gathering requests from all who were present in the space.
If someone missed the deadline for the order (usually 7pm) they could start a separate order. The
following is a vignette from my field notes that describes this routine:
There was a visible shift in the energy of the space. Like a call to prayer almost.
Everyone stopped working and responded to Zach’s dinner call. They have clearly
been doing this for a while. It’s a habit and it feels like something important is
happening. Some people have put away their projects while others continue to
work. I haven’t been invited to participate so I stay on the couch and observe quietly
not knowing how to act. Awkward. The group seems very comfortable in their
silence and something seems to have transpired between them. There is an air of
finality. I later learn that they responded to the dinner call online through their
phones and laptops and I didn’t catch it because they did so quietly and it wasn’t
visible to me….It’s 7 pm. The delivery guy from Hanco’s is finally here. Chris
checks the monitor and goes down to get him. He returns with a large brown paper
bag full of Vietnamese sandwiches. The smell makes me wish I had ordered one
too. Oh well. Zach breaks into the bag, picks up one sandwich at a time (they seem
to be labeled). He calls out the content of the sandwiches one by one as he holds
them out in his hand. Members respond by standing up and claiming their food.
“Gimme your money or gimme your sandwich,” Zach calls out in a pretend voice.
I hear some giggles around the table. It seems he had paid for the entire order. A
couple of them lay out cash on the table, and then I hear several “ka-ching” sounds.
It’s old-timey like the sound of a coin dropping in a slot. I later learn that this is
from an app called Venmo that people can use to electronically pay each other.
Once all the food has been claimed, they strike up a conversation and chat with
each other for a while. Only a couple of them continue to work, but almost everyone
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else has decided to take a break and engage in conversation around the table. (June
15th, 2015).
As the field notes reveal, most members took a break from their projects once their food arrived
and conversed with one another during the meal. Another excerpt from my field notes (from a
different night) describes the interaction during the meal:
Bill and Gabe have left the table to fetch plates and silverware from the
dishwasher. Bonnie and Zach are eagerly chatting away in Esperanto. Raf is
working quietly toward the far end of the table with his brows furrowed. The other
five people around the table start talking about Burning Man which is coming up
soon. They are discussing their travel arrangements to Nevada and the
transportation of all their equipment. It sounds like they’re shipping a container full
of equipment – lights, wires, sound systems, etc – across the country. Holly is
asking around for shampoo solutions to help get the sand out of her hair. She asks
me at one point, but I shrug my shoulders and shake my head (I have no intention
of spending a week in the desert). Bill and Gabe return to the table and join the
conversation. They’re not going to Burning Man, but they are curious about the
Disorient camp. A member interjects and asks if the code of conduct has been
posted. Zach says no and suggests working on it after dinner.
A visitor walks in looking around the room trying to make eye contact. The
others are engrossed in conversation and there is some loud laughter so they don’t
notice her immediately. Zach eventually swivels around and waves her over. He
can’t talk because his mouth is full of food. She takes the chair next to him and they
chat separately while the others continue to talk.
They are talking about unicycling now. Gabe is complaining about a coworker he can’t stand, and Bill gently punches his shoulder as a gesture of
understanding. They’ve stopped discussing Burning Man and are joking about
Gabe’s co-worker. Zach is still chatting with the visitor. Bonnie has walked over to
Gabe and gives him advice on using tact. In the meantime, wontons and crab
rangoons have traveled back and forth across the table. Bonnie asks if folks have a
preference for music, decides on “bad 90s to torture ya’ll,” and plugs in her laptop.
TJ jokingly accuses Raf (he is still hunched over his screen) of stealing the peanut
sauce. Raf looks up with a confused look, relaxes as he processes the joke, and
smiles back. He eventually gets up with a sigh, stretches, and walks over to join the
conversation.
It’s 7:20 now and people are mostly done with dinner. A few more visitors
have walked in. We are starting to put away our dishes. Raf is still eating since he
started late. Gabe has gone back to working on his laptop. Clickety clack clack.
Holly and a couple of others are drawing project plans on paper. Bill is in the laser
room helping a visitor. “Fire in the hole!” he shouts as he fires up the laser cutter.
The thrum of the machine and a burning smell. Zach is asking visitors if they want
a tour. Bonnie has gone back to her knitting. The mystery of the missing peanut
sauce remains unsolved. (excerpt from field notes)
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This excerpt illustrates the way members took time during dinner to interact with each
other and engage in friendly conversation. The call to dinner was a cue to disengage with projects
at hand and engage with others around the table. Eating together on open nights was similar to
“eating with family” or “going to a dinner party” (member, field notes). Members primarily
discussed personal matters such as a difficult co-worker, progress on a project, hobbies such as
unicycling, and going on trips together. When the organizational task of posting the code of
conduct was brought up by a member, another member suggested they discuss it after dinner so
their meal wouldn’t be interrupted. Since this ritual occurred early in the evening, it primarily
included members although a few non-members would sometimes participate if they were present
in the space at the time. In this way, the social ritual of dinner call served to increase social
interaction between members. Participating in the act of sharing a meal enhanced camaraderie and
connectedness between members. This led to a “mingling of the self in the group” (Kanter, 1972)
and strengthened members’ sense of “we-ness.”
Member meetings served as a second ritual that strengthened group cohesion. Members of
the Resistor gathered every Tuesday night to meet amongst themselves. These meetings were held
to discuss administrative matters such as voting on new members, payment of membership dues,
and coordinating for classes. Members also discussed the purchase of large equipment and
machines and ongoing conflicts or grievances voiced by members. As a non-member, this is the
only aspect of the Resistor’s organizational life to which I was not privy. One member explained
why these meetings were closed to outsiders:
Sometimes we discuss confidential and sensitive matters so we want to protect
people’s privacy. Besides, most of the times the meeting is over in under 30 minutes
because we’ve already discussed the agenda online. Most of the time it’s pretty
standard, straightforward stuff. Once in a while there will be something meaty to
discuss. Honestly, not a whole lot of people show up in person. Folks usually join
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us virtually and vote online. Sometimes we’ll discuss organization and planning for
events like the Interactive Show. Like I said, it’s all mostly simple stuff and we
don’t need to open it up to the entire world. Everyone has opinions and we like to
keep the group small… After the meeting we usually just walk down the street to
grab a drink so it’s fun too for us to come together as a group. (member, field notes)
By keeping these meetings closed members ensured privacy and confidentiality, efficient and
timely decision-making process, and a designated time for members to participate in a social
excursion.
Such meetings also provided an opportunity for members to gather in private outside of
public-facing events such as open nights. In the words of one member:
Sometimes it’s nice to hang out amongst ourselves. It’s just quality time with the
fam. There’s no pressure to entertain. We can talk freely. On open nights, you don’t
always get a chance to catch up with a friend cause it’s so busy and there isn’t
always private space so it’s nice to be with just Resistors too. It’s pretty low key.
We just go get a drink after the meeting. (member, field notes)
In other words, these meetings provided an opportunity for members to spend quality time with
“the fam” (member, field notes) or the Resistor family. This served to strengthen collective feeling
and emotional attachment to the group. Furthermore, member meetings increased visibility of
members’ participation (either virtually or in person) in organizational matters since all members
were required to vote on agenda items. If a member was absent from several meetings, the group
would designate a member to “check in” (member, interview) with them and reevaluate said
member’s interest in retaining their membership. One member explained this process of checking
in:
They just wanted me to talk to him and see what’s up. He has a busy job, but we
wanted to know if he was okay. And also to gently nudge him to teach a class or
something. We haven’t seen him at open nights or Tuesday meetings so… I’m
happy his kickstarter thing is doing well, but it would be nice if he was a bit more
involved….Yeah he said he would attend next week and that he’d teach a class
during the holiday season. (member, interview)
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Thus, member meetings also served to exert some degree of informal control on members. The
meetings made absent members conspicuous. Checking in with such members helped to remind
them of their commitment to the collective (e.g., members had to teach at least two classes a year)
and encourage them to re-engage and participate.
Over the life of the collective, rituals such as dinner call and member meetings helped
strengthen and reproduce members’ shared collective identity. When asked about the history of
member meetings, one members noted: “Member meetings have always been a part of life at
Resistor for as long as I can remember and I’ve been here close to eight years. That’s how we’ve
always done things.” He noted that the ritual of members meeting amongst themselves was an
integral part of organizational life and the Resistor’s operations. Sustaining the ritual over time
served to reproduce the collective identity of the Resistor (in as much as this collective identity
related to how the organization functioned).
Invoking organizational history. The Resistor is the oldest hackerspace in the U.S. Data
from interviews and observations revealed that members identified strongly with Resistor’s history
and origins. This type of historical identity was reproduced through participation in certain types
of events and material displays of “swag.” For instance, a small group of members traveled to
Berlin every year to attend an event called Chaos Communication Congress. Started in 1984, this
was an annual conference organized by the Chaos Computer Club (the world’s first association of
hackers). The congress featured a variety of lectures and workshops on issues related to
cybersecurity, cryptography, privacy, and online freedom of speech. In the words of one member:
CCC is how we started out. That’s basically how we were founded. Our founders
attended CCC back in 2006 and came back to start the Resistor. We’re the oldest
hackerspace in the U.S. and we’re proud of it. So we go back every year to attend
the event. It’s kind of like a fun pilgrimage or whatever. More people would like to
go, but flying to Berlin is expensive so the group that can afford it is small around
here. (member, field notes)
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This member expressed pride in the Resistor’s legacy of being the oldest hackerspace in the U.S.
and explained that members tried to pay homage to the organization’s history by attending CCC.
Members returned from CCC with “swag” or keepsakes such as stickers on their laptops
and cloth wristbands. Below is a picture of this wristband and one member’s thoughts on the
subject:

Illustration 8: A wristband from Chaos Communication Camp 2015
I’d never been so it was pretty special. We had a really fun crew and Dave really
just went wild. We learned so much and met all of these other cool people.
Europeans are just cooler I think. It was great to be part of a historic event like
this….Yes, this is my wristband. I love the design. I’ve been wearing it for six
weeks even in the shower and I’m not taking it off. We got a lot of swag for the
others too. Some of the other members wanted stickers for themselves so we shared
our bounty. (member, field notes)
This member expressed how “special” the event was for him and that the wristband served as a
reminder of his experience of the historic event. He also described bringing back swag for the other
members who had specifically requested such collectible items. Displays of such material items
served as visual reminders of the organization’s historical identity and the Resistor’s affiliation
with a global community of individuals with shared interests. Thus, participation in a historical
event and display of swag served as reminders of the collective’s history and roots.
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Members also invoked history to communicate their identity to outsiders and to remind
members of their values. One of the most frequent instances of this occurred during open nights
when visitors would walk in to see the space. It was common for visitors to refer to the Resistor
as a makerspace: “We heard about a makerspace in this neighborhood, so we wanted to check it
out.” However, members were quick to correct visitors to let them know that “We are a
hackerspace, not a makerspace.” Such statements expressed the collective’s distinct identity to
outsiders. If prompted, members would continue to explain the difference between a hackerspace
and a makerspace as well as the organization’s history to visitors. Another example of a member
invoking history occurred when a visitor walked in asking to rent space to develop a prototype for
his business. One member explained:
He wanted to rent space to run his business and we said no. We don’t do that. We
discussed it at our meeting. One of the newer members were curious and we
explained it to her. It’s become popular for makerspaces to rent office space and
offer incubation programs, but we’re a hackerspace. That still means something
around here… We get so many tropes of the idea man walking in – like the guy
who has an idea and wants to hire people to develop it. But that goes against our
mission. We’ll help you learn how to build that idea. We like to hack on projects
together. (member, interview)
In other words, the individual wanting to rent space was turned down because the notion went
against the mission of the Resistor as a hackerspace. Members invoked history and organizational
mission to explain to outsiders and the newer member that renting space did not align with their
mission of “hacking on projects together” since renting space implied isolation and/or privacy,
neither of which were conducive to building community. Thus, members of the Resistor
reproduced their historical identity by attending events of historical significance, materially
displaying their roots, and rhetorically invoking history to communicate their identity to outsiders
and newer members.
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Identification. Selecting for fit, engaging through social rituals, and invoking history
together led to members’ identification with Resistor as a collective. Members valued being a part
of this collective as revealed in the following quotes:
I think of Resistor as a social church. It’s not religious obviously, but they
welcomed me when I was in a bad place. And just being here and working on
projects healed me in a way. It gives us a common language if that makes any sense.
Not that you have to talk, but do…I love the community here not just among
members. Over the years the membership has expanded to include a large nonmember community who have just been phenomenal to work with. And that keeps
me coming back. (member, interview)
I love being here and part of such an awesome community. Members are just
basically good and decent human beings. As a queer woman, I find it hard to fit
into many places. But here it’s not like that. People are just wonderful and
accepting. There’s no bullshit drama. I’ve never been made to feel like I’m different
or weird or you know…Even the men here, they’re just genuinely decent. I never
have to worry about my safety here. Verbal or physical. Like the subway… It’s like
I was holding my breath and I can let it out when I reach the door. (member, field
notes)
I started coming to open nights and just fell in love with Resistor. Eventually I got
the word that, "Oh hey, come join us." I was fresh out of grad school and gushed
over members’ projects…I love it because we’ve got a good mix of people but
they're all sort of like-minded in the way, in that they follow the mantras of a
hackerspace, which is no one's going to do it for you so you have to do it yourself.
A doer's rule is that the person who does it owns it. We also have a huge base of
knowledge. Not just the core members but the people who come to our open nights.
…And just having that diverse accumulation of knowledge in one space, it's
definitely a cool place to be. You can just bounce ideas off of other people.
(member, interview)
The members quoted above identified with the collective because of their shared passion for
learning and participating in projects, the community’s “knowledge base,” and the psychological
safety of an inclusive environment.
Identification with the collective was also fostered by the shared burden or sacrifice related
to governance. In the words of one member:
Being a member means being responsible for insurance and rent and being
responsible for the visitors who come. So making sure that people who come both
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feel welcome and are themselves making things. Like it's not just a social club.
It's, you know, come and exercise your craft. And then making sure that people
aren’t putting themselves or people around them in danger…People don’t realize
it’s an actual responsibility. If you are a member, you have to show up on Tuesday
nights. You have to participate in the ongoing government of this space. You have
to pay the rent. You have to make sure that when we run out of money we find
another way to pay the rent. You have to teach classes. You have to make sure that
the fire inspectors gets in, but this is not a fun, like ooh I want to be a member.
[W]hen we invite you to become a member we invite you to share in the
“sucktastic” parts. (member, interview)
This member explained that as much as being a member was perceived to be desirable, outsiders
did not appreciate the responsibilities that came with membership. She provided examples of being
responsible for paying rent, participating in meetings and open nights, ensuring the safety of others,
and teaching classes, all of which require effort as well as engaging with less glamorous tasks such
as letting the fire inspector in. Sharing the burden and labor of governing the space instilled a sense
of ownership in members and united them as a collective.
Participation. Members’ shared collective identity led to active participation in the
operations and governance of the space. Members voluntarily adopted roles within the
organization to fulfill governance tasks such as paying bills (e.g., rent and utilities), collecting
membership dues, and coordinating classes. These topics were discussed at member meetings on
Tuesdays which, according to one member, were usually well attended:
I would say about 90% of our members attend the meetings. Some people are
frequent travelers so they assign someone else to be their proxy. Only a couple of
members so far have been inactive. And almost everyone pays mostly on time…We
don’t really have formal roles. Someone volunteers to be the Treasurer, for
example, and when they get tired we’ll switch them out. We call Bonnie the Class
Czar because she’s so good at coordinating the class schedule [laughs]. I think
that’s it. (member, field notes)
As described by this member, participation from members was high (~90%), and members
volunteered on a rotating basis to complete various tasks.
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Evidence of member participation was also visible in the class schedule of the Resistor.
Online archives revealed that the Resistor hosted at least four and sometimes five classes a month
ranging from laser cutting and Arduino programming to felting and making pop-ups. Within this
class schedule, there were recurring events such as laser cutting, knitting, soldering, and
programming, which were taught or hosted by various members. In addition, the “Class Czar”
would ask members to teach one new class a month that had not been taught before:
You know we have the usual events weekly and monthly. But we also want at least
one new thing per month. Like chocolate molds and egg dioramas and sock knitting
and nail art. I could go on. We’ve had so many unique events that are yet to be
repeated. Some classes are revived because of popular demand like nail art is a
favorite. Sometimes we have classes waitlisted because we don’t have enough dates
to accommodate members’ requests to teach. And sometimes there’s a lull like in
the summer everyone is traveling so it becomes a little more difficult, but if you
look at our online archive you’ll see that we’ve been very regular. (member,
interview)
As this member described, there was at least one unique class offering a month. Sometimes
members had to wait to teach a class due to unavailability of dates illustrating a high rate of
participation. Resistor’s online archive of past classes confirmed this member’s statement. In this
way, members volunteered to execute governance tasks and teach classes, which led to sustained
participation. The high rate of participation illustrated the effectiveness of using a selection
process, social rituals, and the organization’s rhetorical and material history to reproduce
members’ collective identity.
Generating Place Attachment
The second way in which members sustained participation was by generating an
attachment to the Resistor’s physical space. Members’ identification with their physical
environment generated a sense of place attachment defined as an individual’s affective bond with
a social and physical environment (Brown & Perkins, 1992). Identification with the physical space
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and subsequent place attachment were accomplished by personalizing the space and
anthropomorphizing material objects.
Personalizing the space. Members personalized the physical space in a way that displayed
their interests, accomplishments, and aesthetic preferences. One member explained the importance
of this practice:
We love this place. It’s like a home. Sure it’s old and creaky and somewhat leaky,
but this is Resistor. Why do you purchase new furniture or paint the walls or repair
electrical wiring or decorate stuff in your apartment? It’s the same thing. Nobody
likes to stare at blank walls. We try to brighten things up. We’ll hang art and small
projects and funny signs that are only sometimes inappropriate [chuckles]. And
lights, lots of blinking things. Maybe it puts people at ease, makes them feel
welcome. I don’t know. It makes you want to be there. Otherwise you feel like
you’re in a hospital or mental institution or a prison cell [long pause] or an office.
(member, field notes)
These aspects of the physical space were echoed in a visitor’s comments about the space:
They have a really cool space. I love all the art and the funny signs and those
colorful blinky things on the walls. You know … it kinda gives it personality and
you feel like you have arrived somewhere special. It reminds me of my childhood
home – my parents would have all of our pictures and my awards displayed around
the fireplace and the house. I didn’t feel like leaving. I wanted to know more. It’s
like the space is who they are. It shows people what Resistor is all about, you know
what I mean? (visitor, field notes)
Thus, imparting “character and personality” (member, field notes) to the space made it feel like a
shared home for members. The physical space reflected members’ values, interests, and sense of
humor. It also created a fun learning environment that welcomed non-members and made them
“want to be there.” Visitors expressed curiosity about the different projects they saw on display.
They “wanted to know more” to understand what types of activities they could get involved in at
the Resistor. The visitor quoted above describes not wanting to leave the space. This type of
sentiment was expressed by several visitors on numerous occasions and led them to engage with
the space and its people for extended periods of time. This, in turn, encouraged them to participate
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in projects during their visit. Thus, décor accomplished the dual goal of reflecting members’
identities and attracting outsiders.
Another way in which members personalized the space was by creating neighborhoods
within the space to denote where things were stored and what happened to things stored in those
locations. For instance, the area with all the glue guns and adhesive supplies was called “Sticky
Corner.” “Yarnville” referred to the area where all the knitting supplies were stored. “Tool Town”
referred to the machine shop which was out of bounds for non-members for safety reasons. Other
examples of neighborhoods were Thingsgiving, Hot Air Station, and Cubeville. Below is a picture
of a sign on the lost-and-found cart named “Purgatory” which is where items were placed before
they made their way to the “DoomCart.”

Illustration 9: Sign on the lost-and-found cart at Resistor
One member explained:
I'm starting to compare it to when someone feels very strongly about the
neighborhood they live in. They'll have all sorts of different names for different
parts of it. Like, the village. Everyone knows what the village is in New York City.
It's the village. You don't need to explain. Or the upper west side becomes UWS
when you abbreviate it. And someone outside of New York City wouldn't know
that. Or they're not supposed to know that. It's an internal running joke, but not
really a joke. Or like when you meet other New Yorkers, they automatically know
what you’re talking about. You don’t have to explain it to them…. It’s like a secret
handshake shared between strangers and friends. I don't know what the word for
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this is…. It's ownership. What is that? Stylized things? Cause all those names are
like cute and funny. (member, interview)
Thus, neighborhoods within the Resistor mirrored structural elements of members’ geographical
location (New York City) by recreating the sense of being in the city within the bounds of the
space. This type of personalization created a shared language between members and expressed
their identities as citizens of New York City as well as members of the Resistor. It increased their
sense of belongingness to and identification with a space that was meaningful to them.
Anthropomorphizing material objects. Members engaged in naming practices to
anthropomorphize physical objects. Such practices had the effect of animating the space and
creating an attachment to the material elements of the space. One example of this is Leonard the
Fridge – an antique refrigerator from the 1950s produced under the brand name of Leonard.
Leonard had been modified with two beer taps installed in its door which could dispense beer from
kegs placed inside it. The fridge had been “hacked” electronically, connected to temperature
sensors, and programmed using a microcontroller in way that allowed it to send out humorous
tweets on the hour. The fridge had its own Twitter account and a website which graphically
displayed its daily temperature log. Below is an example of a tweet by Leonard:

Other instances of anthropomorphizing were Larry the Laser (referring to the laser cutter)
and Olga the ShopBot. Olga the Shopbot was fondly described as being “sassy” because the
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machine once accidently spat out a piece of wire (during initial installation and calibration) which
struck a member and caused bruising. Imbuing physical objects with human qualities and
characteristics animated the space. Naming practices further embedded the members’ values and
personality traits (e.g., sarcasm and humor) into these material objects and increased members’
attachment to the space.
Identification. Personalizing and anthropomorphizing created a shared language and a
physical space which reflected members’ values and personalities. As a result, members identified
with and felt attached to the Resistor’s space. One member described her attachment to the physical
space:
“Gosh, I love the space. When I first visited Resistor, I stood there just reading the
signs and admiring the art and the other random pieces of what looks like junk. But
all of it has been created by members or displayed at some event or someone
thought it was special enough to put up even if just to amuse others. Like even
Leonard – he was created by a member and has that member’s sense of humor and
also flaws. It’s a piece of the person almost as though you’re interacting with a part
of us… [S]omeone like me and George and even Matt – we’re all into very different
things, but we can, each one of us, call this place our own. We’ve marked it in
unique ways. Like a cute birthmark. It’s as much home to me as it is to the craziest
person you can find here – that’s probably Matt [laughs]. (member, interview)
As this member explained, seeing members’ projects, artwork, and amusing signs imbued the
space with “personality.” Members “marked” the space in unique ways. Objects such as Leonard
were described as material representations of the members who worked on them. Thus, members
came to identify with the space to the extent it reflected their self-concepts.
Participation. Identifying with the space generated participation, as evident in the way
members cared for the space. For example, members signed up on a weekly basis to volunteer for
small chores around the space such as cleaning up the work table, sweeping the back room, and
restocking the vending machine. Members’ identification with the physical space led them to
perceive themselves as “custodians” and “caretakers” of the space. In the words of one member:
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We love the space. Like I said, it’s like home. So we take care of it. The same way
you clean and do laundry at home. Or paint the walls or fix a lightbulb. Or, hey, I
bought new curtains last week because I got tired of my old ones. (member, field
notes)
Other examples of such caretaking projects included purchasing large equipment such as a Shopbot
worth approximately $10,000, renovating such as building a new floor, and general maintenance
such as applying a new coat of paint to the loft area. In this way, identification with and attachment
to the space led to member participation in care and maintenance activities.
Attracting and Socializing Outsiders
The third way in which members generated and sustained participation was by attracting
and socializing outsiders. Members of the Resistor invited non-members to participate in DIY
activities to fulfill their goal of community-building. Even though members did not personalize
the space for the explicit purpose of attracting outsiders, visitors remarked on the décor and
described feeling drawn to it. Three types of practices helped to attract outsiders and socialize them
in the norms of participation.
Creating an open layout. The physical space of the Resistor was organized to encourage
interaction between individuals. The entrance opened in to a large room which was the main work
area. In the middle of this work area was a large shared work table – the only one in the space.
This table occupied the center of the room and was the first thing individuals encountered upon
entering the space. The corners of the room were used for storing materials, a small kitchen, and a
vending machine. The space was well lit by various types of LED lights, colorful paper lanterns,
and digital installations hanging from the ceiling above the work table. The concentration of light
in the center directed people’s attention toward the shared work table. The open layout of the room
directed all traffic to the work table in the center and encouraged interactions almost immediately.
Individuals were greeted by those sitting closest to the door as soon as they entered the space.
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Members found their projects and a seat at the table, while non-members and visitors were directed
to the member-in-charge or the others at the table. Below is an excerpt from my field notes that
describes the importance of this layout:
The table is really key to the space. W seems to think so too. It channeled activity
and interaction toward the center of the space. The table took up a third of the room.
If there was no room available, a member would find a chair to cram you into the
table area and make sure you had space at the table to work…Holly had mentioned
that the layout gave the space a cozy feeling because everyone faced everyone else.
The table was always crowded with members’ projects. It was sometimes messy
after because people would forget to clean up. But she said it was also nice to see
what others were working on, strike up a conversation, make suggestions, or ask
questions. (excerpt from field notes)
The open physical layout served to encourage interactions with visitors. On open nights,
members offered tours, encouraged visitors to ask questions, walk around to get necessary
materials from different “neighborhoods,” and interact with each other and the projects at the table.
Visitors would drift to projects around the table that caught their eye or find a seat to work on their
own project. In this way, the open layout increased visibility and physical proximity between
individuals and facilitated interpersonal interactions between members and non-members.
Engaging outsiders through social rituals. Members engaged outsiders through social
rituals which served to encourage them to participate in an activity with members. One example
of this is “trash call”:
Thursday – it’s Craft Night hosted by Zach so he takes the lead to goad everyone
into action. At some point after dinner he gets up from his chair and announces in
a pretend voice “Ladies and gentlemen of craft night, we will now be taking out
trash.” If he senses a lack of enthusiasm in the room he follows that up with
“Seriously, get up now!” In a sudden flurry of activity the regulars (mostly
members and a couple of non-members) and newcomers rush to his aid to empty
out the large trash receptacles, take the trash bags down the freight elevator, and
leave them on the loading dock. We then ride back up – usually Raf or Zach (they’re
the funny ones) – will give a “tour” of the elevator in a formal pretend voice as
though they’re delivering a lecture. Sometimes this takes the tone of a guide on a
museum tour. Jokes and stories ensue. We emerge triumphantly back into the main
room as Zach flexes his muscles implying a successful trash trip… The visitors are
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amused and joke about this later (I heard one of them talking about it as he walked
out with his friend). (excerpt from field notes)
The trash ritual typically occurred after dinner at a time when more individuals (both members and
visitors) were present in the space. Even though taking out the trash was a relatively mundane task,
members made it humorous and urged visitors to briefly participate in an organizational activity
that proved to be “entertaining” for them. When I asked a visitor about his experience of the trash
ritual, he responded with the following:
He made it sound so funny and it was fun! I mean it only took us like ten minutes
for the whole thing, but it was a good break. It was very relaxed and I guess it was
a friendly thing to do. I didn’t know what to expect since this is my first visit so it’s
nice to know they’re funny and welcoming. You know, like we’re on this trash
mission together [raises his first in the air]. No one would ever ask you to take out
the trash if you were visiting their work or studio or whatever. That’s gross.
Generally, people are more reserved when you meet them for the first time [pause].
It’s such a small or silly thing, but he did a great job of getting everyone up and
laughing and nobody seemed to mind the gross…. My girlfriend would love this
place for sure. We might come to the knitting event on Monday. (visitor, field notes)
This visitor described feeling surprised by the nature of the request (the “gross” task of taking out
the trash), but the informality and friendliness of the member made him want to participate. He
expressed his enthusiasm for returning to the space the following week with his partner, illustrating
the effect of the friendliness of members towards him. Despite the insignificance of the task (“small
or silly”), urging visitors to participate in it served as an icebreaker and made them feel welcome.
Another instance of including outsiders through social rituals involved events focused on
a particular activity or cause. The “Feminist Pocket Party” event provides an illustration. The
online description for the class stated: “People who wear women’s clothing are plagued with an
unjust lack of pockets! Time for us all to learn to level the playing field.” Individuals enrolling for
the class were invited to bring clothing they wanted to alter by learning how to sew in-seam
pockets. The class was an attempt to address the inability of a particular demographic to carry
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things caused by gendered clothing design and “level the playing field” by hacking pockets and
sewing pockets into existing clothing. One member explained the importance of such an event:
I mean sure, people always love to come to fun events and classes like making
chocolate molds, right? But I think we can rally more people when it’s about
something more, something that people care about. Like okay, clock night was so
popular and so fun. People were even more stoked to show their support for a
person. It makes it real and personal. And it’s what we stand for – equality. Not
everyone cares or needs to care about that, but sometimes… and of course, not all
our events are like that, but you know what I mean…That class sold out fast.
(member, field notes)
As this member explained, events such as the Pocket Party which focused on both DIY and a social
cause helped to attract outsiders as indicated by the fact the class “sold out fast.” Members of the
Resistor used material objects and practices to uncover social inequality embedded in gendered
clothing. By incorporating these types of activities into their classes and other social events (e.g.,
Clock Night), members of the Resistor attempted to rally individuals around a cause that resonated
with broader societal concerns (e.g., discrimination, stereotyping). In this way, social rituals served
to attract and socialize outsiders.
Setting norms. Finally, members used norm-setting to create a behavioral guide for
outsiders. I observed this process on open nights, which were supervised and hosted by an existing
member-in-charge. This member was responsible for greeting visitors, giving them tours of the
space, and directing them to projects and materials as needed. When asked about why such
supervision was required, one member responded:
We don’t want people just walking in and not knowing what to do. Someone has to
show them around, introduce the place, ask about their needs, and just overall take
care of them. We don’t want them wandering into the back area with all the heavy
equipment. And it’s just good practice to keep an eye on who’s doing what. Make
sure nobody’s stealing or misusing stuff, harming themselves or others. It’s very
basic. Besides, it makes them feel welcome. Like you would do if you were having
friends over. It’s good manners. We want people to take an interest so we also try
to do the same. And part of that is showing them what they can do here. Paint them
a picture. That’s what tours are for…And yeah if they bring in projects and
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questions then we also help them find what they need or hook them up with a
member who can help them. And you know, just let them know how we do things
around here. (member, interview)
The member quoted above explained that having a member-in-charge helped to monitor outsiders
to ensure the safety of the equipment and those present. My observations revealed that the memberin-charge played the role of a host to welcome outsiders, show them around the space and available
tools through tours, and direct them to other members and/or tools as needed. In this way, members
monitored outsiders in the space and communicated to them how the space operated (“how we do
things around here”).
Norm-setting was also facilitated by the Code of Conduct posted on Resistor’s website:
If you’re visiting us, we ask that you abide by our code of conduct:
Welcome to NYC Resistor. We are here to learn, share, and make. We want
everyone to feel comfortable asking questions, trying new things, and making
mistakes. We ask that your conduct be guided by the desire to help us create an
inclusive, encouraging, and diverse environment free of intimidation and
harassment. We are an eighteen and over facility.
Comments, actions, or visual displays which demean, harass, or insult others are
not permitted. This includes those which target a person’s race, creed, ethnicity,
age, religion, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, physical appearance, or
ability.
NYC Resistor reserves the right to summarily eject you if you recklessly endanger
others, act in violation of the code outlined above, or otherwise behave poorly.
Examples of behavioral norms stated in this code include being inclusive, being respectful of
others and their beliefs, and using machines in a safe way. These norms were also reiterated during
tours by the member-in-charge to remind visitors of how the space operated. A violation of these
norms could result in expulsion from the space. One member described a rare instance of such a
case:
In all these years we’ve only had a couple of instance where someone was asked to
leave. Way back when one guy was asked to leave because he was getting into it
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with someone and we asked them to take it outside. He was asked not to come back
because we think he started it… And another example is this one guy who was
working in the space. Amy was all alone in the space with him and he was really
creeping her out. She asked him to leave and he got angry. She frantically texted us
for help and tried to get out of the space, but luckily he left on his own. (member,
interview)
The member quoted above described instances of outsiders violating norms and the sanctions
against them – being asked to leave. In this way, members set norms for outsiders to guide their
behavior. In this way, appointing a member as a guide, giving tours, and formulating a Code of
Conduct served to socialize or transmit cultural norms and information (Van Maanen & Schein,
1979) to outsiders.
Participation. The Resistor’s open layout, behavioral norms, and social rituals facilitated
interactions and encouraged participation from non-members. One member remarked on the
popularity of Resistor’s public events:
Our classes are almost always sold out. There’s a wait list for sure. Over the summer
and maybe holidays I think there is some space in the classes, but that’s very
specific and seasonal and only lasts a short while…We hold classes right here in
this room usually over the weekend. People sign up and pay online and we buzz
them in when they arrive. We keep it small to make sure everyone has materials
and the instructor’s attention and space. (member, interview)
In addition to classes, free events such as open nights were also very popular at the Resistor. My
field notes revealed that on average the space received 8-23 visitors on an open night.
Mondays are always slow since it’s the first day of the week. It’s quieter and on
average there are about 8-12 visitors. Thursdays are busier and louder probably
since its closer to the weekend. I counted almost 23 visitors one Thursday in
October. This also varies by season. The holidays see fewer visitors to the space.
(excerpt from field notes)
These numbers stood out in contrast to open nights hosted by other spaces I had visited (e.g., Hack
Manhattan, Noisebridge, Ithaca Generator, The Foundry), which struggled to attract visitors on
open nights for a variety of reasons. Not only did the Resistor consistently attract moderate to high
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number of visitors on open nights, most of these visitors also participated in at least one project
during their visit. The following is an excerpt from my notes recorded during the early days of
field work:
W is talking to the couple that has just walked in. He directs them to the table when
Zach is handing out small soldering kits. They’re going to solder LED buttons…I
look around and notice that everyone is working on something. The knitters are
knitting and talking yarn. They’re sharing the couch space with the two visitor
programmers engaged in some sort of coding activity. Amy is in the sewing area
next to the mannequin. She’s explaining a type of stitch to David and showing two
visitors how to operate the Singer machine. Miria and her friends are playing with
the Sphero. The Asian visitors are getting a tour. Janae and Byrd are collaging
greeting cards – this the third time they’ve visited. Maya is here too, working on an
illustration for a work-related thing. She shows Camilla how to operate the digital
pen and add colors. I see three people in the laser room – one of them is a member
and she is showing the visitors where to find materials and how to cut materials on
the machine. W and his pals are working on their robotics project. He sees me
looking up and waves me over to join them. (excerpt from field notes)
In this way, non-members actively participated in organizational activities. An open layout,
behavioral norms, and social rituals helped to generate participation especially from non-members.

DISCUSSION
We struggle with getting people to come and then stay. We try to host events, but
members have to show up to host them and then people have to show up to
participate. But we’re struggling to do both. Part of it is building a strong culture,
hosting regular events, and part of it is really just getting members to understand
that this place won’t run without them. So they need to be present and active.
(Founder of Hack Manhattan, field notes)
The individual quoted above describes the key challenge faced by hobbyist collectives.
These organizations struggle to generate and sustain participation from both members and nonmembers. By studying an extreme case – an organization that successfully sustained both types of
participation – I have demonstrated the ways in one such collective effectively addressed the
challenge of participation. Findings from this study revealed that the Resistor sustained
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participation by reproducing a shared collective identity, generating place attachment, and
attracting and socializing outsiders. These findings echo insights from past research on collectives
and generate some novel theoretical contributions.
Similar to collectives studied in the past, members of the Resistor sustained participation
by generating a certain degree of homogeneity in their membership and by setting boundaries.
Both strategies hinged on inducing member identification with the organization’s collective
identity and reproducing that identity over time. Members of the Resistor selected individuals
based on criteria such as their ability to actively participate, their commitment to building an
inclusive space, and their ability to be “good citizens” who could be entrusted with the safekeeping
of the space and its users. In this regard, members shared some core values of the collective, which
fostered a sense of “we-ness” and belonging to the collective. Additionally, members set
boundaries between themselves and outsiders through a closed membership model to establish an
in-group and out-group. Forming a psychological distinction between members and non-members
served to strengthen members’ shared collective identity. Indeed, research on identification
demonstrates that members’ identification is strengthened when organizations are perceived to be
distinctive and reflect members’ self-concepts or identities (Brickson, 2013; Dutton, Dukerich, &
Harquail, 1994; Mael & Ashforth, 1992; Elsbach, 2004). Thus, some of Resistor’s strategies for
sustaining participation were similar to those adopted by collectives studied in the past.
Unlike collectives studied in the past, however, the Resistor’s boundaries were both closed
and open. Past research on collectives has emphasized the role of closed boundaries in sustaining
participation (Kanter, 1972; Rothschild & Whitt, 1986; Simons & Ingram, 1997). According to
Kanter (1972), geographical isolation and psychological distinctiveness between members and
outsiders increased social cohesion and affective commitment to the collective. Furthermore, focus
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on a collective work task (e.g., advocacy journalism) or collective purpose (e.g., alternative
lifestyle) helped bind members to a shared goal. Even in the case of open source communities
where outsiders can contribute code to a project, members installed community leaders and
gatekeepers to regulate the flow of new members, creating some degree of closure (Ferraro &
O’Mahony, 2012; O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007). In contrast, my study shows how collectives that
seek to engage outsiders and do so in the absence of a collective work task can develop boundaries
that are both open and closed.
Members of the Resistor managed their porous organizational boundary by scheduling or
imposing temporal bounds on interactions with outsiders and by socializing outsiders. For
instance, non-members were invited on certain nights of the week and to different workshops and
classes. Members encouraged outsiders to participate by creating an open layout which enhanced
visibility of DIY activity and facilitated interpersonal interaction. Socialization of outsiders
involved communicating cultural and behavioral norms through practices such as posting a code
of conduct online and having members serve as guides on open nights. In addition to the spatial
layout and behavioral norms, members also provided outsiders with various opportunities to
participate. Their website provided some basic information regarding this such as when to visit,
what to do on a visit, how to participate, and how to keep in touch after the visit. Members actively
engaged outsiders in unstructured and spontaneous organizational rituals such as trash call which
served to welcome visitors. Outsiders were also encouraged to participate in structured ways such
as by joining a public channel on Slack to communicate online with members, attending workshops
and open nights, signing up for a class, subscribing to an electronic newsletter, hosting a special
event or workshop (assuming such an event aligned with members’ values), and/or joining
Resistor’s Facebook group to follow organizational news.
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Thus, to manage a relatively open boundary, members provided behavioral guidelines and
socialize outsiders to the collective’s norms. In the absence of a collective work task, members
created different types of avenues for participation which helped build an active non-member
community. The diversity in members’ demographics, skills, and interests further helped to attract
outsiders from a wide variety of communities such as Girls Who Code, LGBTQ in Tech, artists,
designers, and welders. Thus, heterogeneity in members’ demographics and skills increased the
organization’s ability to communicate with numerous and diverse groups leading to greater nonmember participation. The importance of these practices became salient when I visited other
spaces where members did not attempt to receive and engage visitors who were left to stand
awkwardly at the entrance. Furthermore, most other makerspaces tend to focus heavily on either
on technological activities such as programming and electronics, or construction-related activities
such as woodworking and metalworking. Such limited focus also limited the organization’s reach
to certain types of individuals (e.g., programmers and men) leading to unintentionally exclusive
spaces. Thus, one implication for collectives that seek to provide open access is to provide
outsiders with not just guidelines and opportunities for participation, but also intentionally create
access for different types of groups.
My study also demonstrates the role of place and material objects in generating and
sustaining participation in the context of a hobbyist collective. Place attachment refers to a person’s
affective bond with a social and physical environment (Altman & Low, 1992; Brown & Perkins,
1992). Individuals form attachments to places that not only define or express their self-images or
identities, but also provide a sense of belonging and psychological security (Lewicka, 2011).
Scholars of place have found place attachment to be linked with various beneficial outcomes for
individuals. For instance, individuals with greater place attachment demonstrate a greater sense of
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emotional well-being and social capital and neighborhood ties (Lewicka, 2011), longer periods of
residence in a neighborhood (Kasarda & Janowitz, 1974), community clean-up and revitalization
efforts (Brown, Perkins, & Brown, 2003), and pro-environmental behaviors (e.g., protecting
environmental assets) (Scannell & Gifford, 2010).
While scholars of place have studied the impact of place attachment on place-based actions,
they have done so with mixed results drawing primarily on survey data and restricting these studies
to residential contexts such as neighborhoods and communities (see Lewicka, 2011 for a review).
My study extends this body of research by demonstrating the way member identification and
subsequent attachment to the physical space led to greater involvement and participation by
members within a voluntary, participatory organization. Ethnographic data revealed that
personalization of space through décor and creation of neighborhoods as well as
anthropomorphization of material objects animated and imbued the space with members’ values
and personalities rendering it meaningful to them. Identification with and attachment to the space
led members to perceive themselves as owners or “custodians” and engage in caretaking activities
such as upgrading and maintaining the space. The décor combined with the open layout further
served to attract outsiders, facilitate interactions between members and non-members, and generate
participation in organizational activities. Thus, the physical space served to sustain participation
from both members and non-members in the context of a voluntary, participatory organization.
One implication which arises from these findings is the explicit consideration of the physical
environment and material objects in facilitating participation especially within voluntary
organizations where attachment might be more difficult to generate than in the case of
neighborhoods. Furthermore, thick description from ethnographic data uncovered the role of
personalization and anthropomorphization in inducing an ethic of care and generating place
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attachment among members. While place scholars have emphasized social factors such as
community ties in explanations of place attachment, physical predictors (e.g., landscape, urban
amenities) have received less attention especially in the context of organizations (Lewicka, 2011).
My study builds on this work by shedding light on physical features (e.g., décor and material
objects) within organizations that can help to generate place attachment.
Past research on collectives has considered the role of language and dress in generating
cohesion and affective commitment (Kanter, 1972), but has not considered the role of materiality
in doing the same. My study builds on this body of work by demonstrating the role of materiality
in sustaining participation. Personalizing and anthropomorphizing served to create an attachment
to place and instilled an ethic of care among members. Even though the Resistor was not an
institutionally complete work collective like communes or worker cooperatives, members
perceived this hobbyist collective as “home” and other members as “family.” This further
underscores the role of space and material objects in sustaining participation in hobbyist collectives
which are not designed to be all-encompassing like collectives studied in the past.
Organizational scholars have demonstrated how physical markers within organizations cue
and affirm members’ identities. For instance, physical markers such as office décor and
organizational dress signal a person’s distinctiveness and status – central components of social
identity in the workplace (Elsbach, 2004; Elsbach & Kramer, 1996; Pratt & Rafaeli, 1997). My
study illuminates two new types of physical markers - neighborhoods and anthropomorphized
material objects - which served to create an interactive space. Burgeoning research on
anthropomorphized objects provides initial evidence on the role of anthropomorphism in guiding
social behavior. For instance, experimental research revealed that exposure to anthropomorphized
objects such as domestic pets elicited automatic behavioral responses (Chartrand, Fitzsimons, &
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Fitzsimons, 2008). Across two studies, the authors demonstrated that participants responded to
anthropomorphized pets by behaving in line with the personality traits (e.g., loyalty) ascribed to
these entities. Epley and colleagues (2008) expound that one of the reasons why people
anthropomorphize non-human objects (e.g., animals, natural forces, religious agents, technological
gadgets, mechanical devices) is sociality or the fundamental need for social connection with other
humans. “When lacking social connection with other humans, people may compensate by creating
humans out of nonhuman agents through anthropomorphism — increasing belief in
anthropomorphized religious agents (e.g., God), or perceiving nonhumans to be more humanlike
(e.g., pets)” (Epley, Waytz, Akalis, & Cacioppo, 2008: 144).
While my findings reveal less about members’ motivations to anthropomorphize (e.g., “to
make things more lively”), I found that anthropomorphizing contributed to members’ attachment
to the physical space (evident in caretaking activities) and their subsequent participation.
Members’ personality traits (e.g., quirkiness, humor, sarcasm, creativity) and values (e.g., equality,
safety) as reflected in material objects instilled a sense of belonging and ownership among them,
which increased identification and attachment and helped to sustain participation over time. Thus,
physical space and material objects played an important role in identity work or members’
collective efforts to sustain and share their identity (Anteby & Molnar, 2012; Kreiner & Murphy,
2016; Kreiner, Sheep, Hollensbe, Smith, & Kataria, 2015).
Limitations & Future Research
This study is not without limitations and boundary conditions. First, I used an extreme case
to shed light on my research question. While studying an extreme exemplar proved to be unusually
revelatory (e.g., Weick, 1993), multiple case studies typically provide a stronger basis for building
theory (Yin, 1994). Future studies can build on these findings by adopting a comparative study
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design and potentially incorporating other successful and failed cases into the analysis to provide
a nuanced explanation of the barriers to participation as well as the ways in which different
hobbyist collectives sustain participation. Makerspaces have adopted a wide variety of formats
ranging from relatively small collectives such as the Resistor to large non-profits operated by a
Board of Directors. Furthermore, some makerspaces focus solely on hobbyist pursuits while others
focus on economic pursuits such as prototyping and business incubation. Thus, while makerspaces
share an overarching goal of community-building and providing shared access to the tools of
production, they manifest in different ways and with different organizational goals. Studying these
other types of makerspaces might reveal unique challenges such as those faced by a makerspace
which pursues both hobbyist and economic outcomes (i.e., seemingly disparate goals), as well as
strategies for maintaining participation in the face of these challenges.
Second, I was not privy to Resistor’s member meetings due to my outsider status. As a
result, I was not able to study an intimate aspect of the collective’s operations. It is possible that
responses relayed to me via interviews were framed in socially desirable ways to present members
and the organization in a favorable light. While I attempted to triangulate interview data with
observational and archival data, my findings do not represent the full breadth and depth of internal
governance and decision-making processes such as resolution of disagreements between members.
Furthermore, the data for this study covers just a one-year period. As a result, I was unable to
witness the long-term evolution of the Resistor’s collective identity, including possible shifts in
norms and values over time. Future studies adopting a longitudinal approach can help shed light
on how members sustain participation and their collective identity as that identity shifts and
evolves over time. This might prove to be especially valuable in the case of a younger makerspace
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(as opposed to the Resistor which is ten years old and has established a reputation in its field)
where the collective’s identity, culture, and goals are still under construction.
Third, the research setting was one that focused explicitly on engagement with material
objects such as technological devices and tools. As such, engagement with physical artifacts such
as swag, décor, space, and other technological devices and tools was an inherent feature of this
setting. Thus, it may be unsurprising to find place attachment in such types of research contexts.
However, proliferation of digital technologies have led to new work arrangements such as flex
work and gig work (e.g., ridesharing), where individuals no longer require a traditional workplace
(e.g., desk or cubicle). As individuals increasingly opt for gig work and to work from home and
other geographically distributed locations, employers struggle to sustain employee engagement,
satisfaction, and performance due to the absence of social cohesion provided by a traditional
workplace (Cartwright & Holmes, 2006; Kossek, Lewis, & Hammer, 2010).
Future studies can investigate other research settings to understand how findings from this
study might transfer/translate to settings devoid of material aspects such as a workspace, desk, and
cubicle. For instance, rideshare workers such Uber and Lyft drivers essentially work from their
vehicles shuttling between locations several times a day based on requests for rides with little
social contact with other drivers aside from their clients or riders. In the absence of a traditional
workplace which provides social ties, drivers might experience social isolation and its adverse
effects such as burnout, stress, reduced motivation and performance (Viscelli, 2016). Epley and
colleagues (2008) have demonstrated that individuals who were dispositionally lonely were more
likely to anthropomorphize non-human entities to combat social isolation. Future research can thus
investigate the material aspects or physical environment of vehicles, for instance, to unpack if and
how rideshare workers anthropomorphize and personalize material components of their
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“workplace” to increase place identification and attachment and the subsequent impact on driver
participation and performance.
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CHAPTER 5
MAKING IT IN THE FIELD: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF HOW HOBBYSIST
COLLECTIVES NEGOTIATE THEIR IDENTITIES VIS-À-VIS FIELD-LEVEL ACTORS

INTRODUCTION
An organizational field refers to a community of diverse and interdependent organizations
that interact “frequently and fatefully” (Scott, 1995: 207-208) to participate in “a common meaning
system” (Scott, 2014: 106) within a “recognized area of institutional life” (DiMaggio & Powell,
1983: 148). Scholars have adopted two primary approaches to studying fields – structuralist or
agentic. Neo-institutionalist conceptions of fields have been organized around a consensual “taken
for granted” reality where actors are interested in routine social order and reproduction and change
is relatively rare (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Such a view of fields has
tended to emphasize structural aspects of fields such as networks and boundaries and processes of
institutional isomorphism. In contrast to this structural perspective, other scholars have
emphasized more agentic components of fields such as conflict and struggle among actors. For
instance, Bourdieu’s perspective of fields revolves around social power, consensus, and habitual
actions of individuals. Actors within a field are endowed with physical (or economic), social,
human, and cultural capital, and these actors use their capital endowments to reproduce power
relations over others (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992).
Even though Bourdieu’s view starts to focus on actors and cultural considerations as
opposed to structure, his approach tends to treat strategies and actions according to his perspective
are not so much the products of reflexive actors as they are the product of social structure and are
tacitly agreed upon my members (Bourdieu, 1977: 72). Actors’ interests are defined by their
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position in the field (i.e., their capital endowment) and the historical trajectory that led them to the
field (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992: 117). Actor’s habitual actions tend to be durable, and if they
change, they tend to correspond to one’s field position. Thus, similar to the neo-institutional
approach, habitus, and as a consequence actors themselves, will operate to reproduce the structures
from which it arises (Bourdieu, 1977: 78; Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992: 121-122). In other words,
agency in Bourdieu’s conception of fields occurs to the extent it is embedded within structures.
A different agentic perspective of fields is offered by Fligstein who defines a field as “a
social arena where something is at stake and actors come to engage in social action with other
actors under a set of common understandings and with a set of resources that help define the social
positions in the field” (Fligstein, 2013: 40). Thus, fields are relational spaces where skilled actors
engage in strategic action to create meaning and define identities (their own and those of others)
and collective interests (Fligstein, 2013; Fligstein & McAdam, 2011). This actor-centric view of
fields echoes calls from contemporary neo-institutional scholars who have attempted to shift the
focus of institutional studies from structure to the lived experience of organizational actors (e.g.,
Lawrence, Suddaby, & Leca, 2009; 2011). In line with such calls, scholars have focused on
“institutional work” defined as the practices of individuals aimed at creating, maintaining, and
disrupting institutions. This conception of action departs from older institutional accounts which
emphasize the embeddedness of action in institutional structures.
In line with this recent shift in focus, institutional theorists have turned their attention to
institutional entrepreneurs who initiate and participate in institutional change (DiMaggio, 1988;
DiMaggio & Powell, 1991). Scholarship on institutional entrepreneurship brings us closer to
understanding the way actors engage in strategic action in a field (for a review see Battilana, Leca,
& Boxenbaum, 2009; Garud, Hardy, & Maguire, 2007; Hardy & Maguire, 2008). This body of
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work sheds light on the way institutional entrepreneurs act in discordance with established
institutional arrangements in an effort to change them (DiMaggio, 1988; Fligstein, 1997;
Lawrence, 1999; Zilber, 2002). These actors create new systems of meaning and act as “builders
of identity” (Creed, Scully, & Austin, 2002: 494) to usher in change such as the creation of new
organizational forms (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006), new industries (Haveman & Rao, 1997), and
new fields (Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004; Patvardhan, Gioia, & Hamilton, 2015). Other
accounts of institutional entrepreneurship illustrate the production of new practices (Garud, Jain,
& Kumaraswamy, 2002; Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004), social transformation that spawns
new logics (Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005; Thornton, 2002), and the widespread adoption of
innovation that affects a new normative order or taken-for-granted status quo (Hinings &
Greenwood, 1988; Tolbert & Zucker, 1983).
However, some scholars have taken issue with such accounts of institutional
entrepreneurship claiming that this body of work has tended to focus on agency to the extent that
it only leads to successful instances of institutional change (Kluttz & Fligstein, 2016; Lawrence,
Suddaby, & Leca, 2011;). As Lawrence et al. (2011) highlight, these types of studies have tended
to foreground institutional change as the object of explanation rather than unpacking the
experience or motivation of actors involved. This has led to a narrow emphasis on analyzing
accounts where contestation produced divergent change (e.g., Lawrence & Phillips, 2004; Munir
& Phillips, 2005; Zilber, 2007; Zietsma & Lawrence, 2010). Furthermore, research on institutional
entrepreneurship has either accounted for agency through a set of structural characteristics
(Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004) or through the social skills of the agent (Fligstein, 1997)
thus presenting an overly heroic view of actors. In other words, what is missing from agentic
conceptions of institutions are “the myriad, day-to-day equivocal instances of agency that,
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although aimed at affecting the institutional order, represent a complex mélange of forms of agency
- successful and not, simultaneously radical and conservative, strategic and emotional, full of
compromises, and rife with unintended consequences” (Lawrence, Suddaby, & Leca, 2011: 5253). While we know a lot about how actors create and change fields, we know little about what
alternative paths and projects actors engage in, their motivations for contestation, and the efforts
of individual and collective actors in shaping interests, meanings, and identities (whether their own
or those of others) (Kluttz & Fligstein, 2016).
We can turn to research on categories to understand how actors make strategic claims about
their identities. A category refers to a conceptual system recognized and shared among producer
organizations and interested audiences (Rosa, Porac, Runser-Spanjol, & Saxon, 1999). Categories
play a key role in organizing markets as firms’ categorical membership is perceived by
stakeholders to be crucial to firm performance and governance (Zuckerman, 1999; Hsu, 2006).
Claims about market categories represent a firm’s claims to a particular identity and a set of
attributes and expectations linked to that identity. Research illuminates how actors form new
categories by rearranging or reinterpreting cognitive boundaries within a pre-existing category
system such as in the case of modern Indian art (Khaire & Wadhwani, 2010), grass-fed beef
(Weber, Heinze, & DeSoucey, 2008), and functional food (Granqvist & Ritvala, 2015) essentially
creating new product identities. Actors can also change categories by repositioning the identity of
organizations through the recombination and blending of different categories (Karthikeyan &
Wezel, 2010; Kennedy, Lo, & Lounsbury, 2010) to garner favorable audience valuations.
However, as with research on institutional entrepreneurship, category studies tend to emphasize
category emergence and change. There is little research on how and why actors choose to associate
with a particular category within a field. Granqvist, Grodal, & Woolley (2013) have taken a first
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step toward understanding this issue in their study of executives’ market labeling strategies in the
emerging field of nanotechnology. While this study sheds light on executives’ assessment of a
label’s signaling value (i.e., monetary value) and their corresponding choice of label, it does not
help us understand how actors made claims vis-à-vis others in the field to negotiate contested
meanings and identities.
In summary, extant research offers insight into how actors create and disrupt fields and
market categories. Yet, neither the research on institutional entrepreneurship nor that on categories
helps us understand how actors make claims about the field and their identities vis-à-vis the field.
Thus, the goal of this chapter is to generate insight into the research question: How do
organizations negotiate their identities vis-à-vis other actors in an organizational field? To explore
this question, I conducted a comparative ethnography of two hobbyist collectives – NYC Resistor
and the Foundry.
As described in the Research Setting chapter, hobbyist collectives operate in a growing
field which is strongly shaped by Maker Media and the Maker Movement. Preliminary fieldwork
revealed multiple and sometimes oppositional definitions and interpretations of hobbyist
collectives and their goals, interests, and identities. For instance, spaces exhibited a high degree of
regional variation, opted for different labels (e.g., makerspaces and hackerspaces), and supported
different types of interests (e.g., tinkering and hobbyist activities, providing a shared workspace,
renting studio space, prototyping and business incubation, etc.). Furthermore, exploratory
interviews revealed that organizers of collectives sometimes expressed strong views about what
should and should not be considered a makerspace or a hackerspace, implying a lack of consensus
on the meaning of these labels. In this context, newer makerspaces in particular may struggle not
only with the challenges of being a unique type of voluntary, participatory collective (as described
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in the previous chapter), but they may also grapple with finding suitable organizational templates
and articulating their organizational identity in a way that defines their position in the field vis-àvis other actors while also fulfilling local users’ needs. These factors make hobbyist collectives a
useful research setting for exploring the question of how organizations negotiate their identities
vis-à-vis other field actors.

FINDINGS: NYC RESISTOR
Being Mislabeled
Within the Maker field, members of the Resistor interacted with two main types of external
actors – Maker Media and other makerspaces and hackerspaces. They interacted with Maker
Media indirectly through Resistor’s participation in Maker Faire, which was organized and
sponsored by Maker Media. Participation in Maker Faire required interaction with Faire organizers
and public relations representatives of Maker Media. Members of the Resistor also interacted with
members of other makerspaces and hackerspaces that participated in Maker Faire and in other
events such as Chaos Communication Camp. As the Maker Movement grew in popularity, the
terms ‘makerspace’ and ‘hackerspace’ became synonymous and more and more people used the
former term instead of the latter. As described in the Methods chapter, this was one of the explicit
goals of Maker Media – to coin an umbrella term, ‘makerspace’, which could be used to refer to
all types of spaces that engaged in similar types of activities. While the availability of such a label
made it easy for newer spaces to establish themselves as actors in the Maker field, it posed an
identity challenge for the Resistor. The Resistor was well-known as the first and oldest hackerspace
in the U.S. However, due to the popularity of the Maker Movement and makerspaces, the
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organization was increasingly described by outsiders as a makerspace, especially by visitors who
walked in on open nights:
Visitors always refer to us a makerspace like “Oh yeah we heard there was a
makerspace in this neighborhood and we wanted to check it out.” Even when we’re
at Maker Faire they lump us into the makerspace section which is fine. I mean I’m
not totally okay with that but I can’t educate everyone. It’s frustrating because it’s
like nobody remembers this thing called hackerspace. (member, field notes)
As described by the member quoted above, outsiders frequently referred to Resistor as a
makerspace which clashed with members’ sense of organizational identity (“who we are” as an
organization). Members perceived such labeling by outsiders as incorrect because the label of
makerspace did not align with the organization’s hackerspace identity, its history, and values. This
type of identity challenge was evident in statements such as the following:
No I don’t particularly like it when people refer to us as a makerspace. That’s not
who we are. The word makerspace means something different than what we do and
who we are. I am more comfortable calling us a hackerspace because that is how
we started and who we are and we follow hackerspace principles. (member,
interview)
Yeah, Zach has this whole thing…a lot of members, especially him, they are touchy
about this whole makerspace and hackerspace debate. We don’t like being called a
makerspace. We are a hackerspace and that means something to us. He will
immediately correct you, and he does this with visitors a lot, if you call Resistor a
makerspace. (member, field notes)
As these quotations indicate, outsiders’ association of Resistor with the Maker Movement and
makerspace category were inconsistent with the way members understood the organization’s
identity. This perceived mislabeling by outsiders violated the Resistor’s identity as a hackerspace,
and members emphasized this distinction to external actors in the Maker field.
Members of the Resistor did not wish to be identified as part of the Maker Movement
because of the Movement’s affiliation with Maker Media. As described in the Methods chapter,
the Resistor described itself a non-profit organization devoted to learning and artistic expression
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rather than the commercialization of DIY activities and members frequently rejected requests for
corporate affiliations and sponsorships to maintain its independence. Being labeled as a
makerspace implied an indirect affiliation with a corporate actor such as Maker Media, which
violated organizational values. Members challenged Maker Media (and the Maker Movement) for
culturally appropriating an older, pre-existing culture and organizational template (that of the
hackerspace). As described in the Methods chapter, Resistor identified as a hackerspace – a type
of grassroots non-profit organization that originated in Berlin in the 1980s with an emphasis on
issues such as freedom of information and digital rights. Founded in 2007, Resistor was the first
hackerspace in the United States descending from a culture that predated the Maker Movement
which started forming in 20053. As one member explained:
When Resistor started out, it was very much like this a really cool idea. There were
a group of people who wanted to do it. We want to have this for ourselves but not
as something that you sell out in the world. It’s for people who want to make
something, and learn new things…But it’s not nice when people take something
that’s yours, give it a cool new name and then profit from it. (member, interview)
According to the member quoted above, Maker Media had popularized the Maker Movement by
replacing the words ‘hack’ and ‘hackerspace’ with ‘make’ and ‘makerspace.’ From the Resistor’s
perspective, Maker Media had rebranded a culture that already existed and earned a substantial
profit from the Make brand. Another member explained:
I don’t call it a movement. Because there’s no movement. It’s basically just the
naturalness of human curiosity. It’s like DIY with publicity and that’s always been
there so it’s not a movement from something that wasn’t there to something that
was. I would just call it a trend…but yeah, there’s nothing that makes it a
movement. It’s not a change. It’s just a continuation of something that’s already
been happening. The difference is a corporation had the idea to brand it and call it
a movement. (member, interview)
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The word ‘maker’ was coined in 2005 by Maker Media after the launch of MAKE magazine in
2005
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The member quoted above remarked that the Maker Movement was not a grassroots movement
aimed at producing change akin to say, the civil rights movement. He emphasized the lack of
originality and novelty of the Movement in that a corporate actor, Maker Media, had branded and
publicized an existing phenomenon (DIY). Such appropriation violated the Resistor’s values of
“being original” and led members to challenge the ‘makerspace’ label popularized by Maker
Media and imposed on members by outsiders.
The second reason the Resistor did not want to be associated with the makerspace label
was because of the way Maker Media had monetized DIY. When asked about the goals of the
Maker Movement, one member pointed out that the Movement was funded by Maker Media - a
for-profit corporation with monetary objectives. As this explained, such monetization was visible
at events such as Maker Faire (hosted by Maker Media) and did not align with the Resistor’s
organizational value of learning through doing:
Well, [Maker Faire] used to be this giant science fair for grown-ups where you
could learn and display your cool projects. And there’d be other designers,
inventors, hackers, whatever you want to call them, at the Faire you could connect
with – they all made and did things by hand. Now you go to the Faire, it’s like it’s
been taken over by other corporations. Have you noticed how much Make-branded
merchandise they sell at the Faire? The whole point is to learn and make things by
hand, but it’s all about selling stuff now because now, apparently, you have to buy
a Maker kit to do stuff and there’s a kit for everything. I mean good for them they
get to make so much money off of it, but you have to ask – where’s the value in
that? We still make things here and we don’t need kits. (member, interview)
This member expressed reservations about how events like Maker Faire had changed over time.
The focus had shifted from displaying DIY projects and building community to selling
merchandise to makers. In other words, according to organizational members, the commercial
nature of the Faire and the Movement violated the ethos of DIY and the Resistor’s motto of “learn,
make, share.” Similar sentiments were echoed by other organizational members.
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To summarize, the Resistor was increasingly referred to as a makerspace by outsiders. Such
categorization created an identity challenge as the makerspace label (used by outsiders) clashed
with Resistor’s hackerspace identity. Members challenged this label because of Maker Media’s
appropriation of hacker culture and monetization of DIY to popularize the phenomenon of the
Maker Movement. The very premise of the Maker Movement violated the Resistor’s values of
“being original” and its commitment to the “purity of the hack” - hacking as creative and artistic
expression in the pursuit of learning and building community as opposed to monetizing hacked
objects. Thus, members of the Resistor challenged the authenticity of the Maker Movement and
its affiliated actors (Maker Media) and label (makerspaces).

Making Strategic Identity Claims
To counter outsiders’ categorization of Resistor as a makerspace, members engaged in
strategic action to claim an organizational identity they perceived to be authentic. They did so by
differentiating themselves from the Maker Movement and the associated makerspace label and by
invoking a distinct alternative identity.
Differentiating from makerspaces and the Maker Movement. Members of the Resistor
sought to differentiate and distance themselves from makerspaces and the Maker Movement in
three ways – rhetorically, materially, and behaviorally. Organizational members used rhetoric to
disassociate and reject the makerspace label used by outsiders. The most frequent instance
recorded in my field notes pertains to the interaction between members and visitors on open nights.
Walk-ins and visitors on open nights were usually greeted at the door by the member in charge of
the event. While some visitors walked in asking to run a quick job on the laser cutter, others walked
in asking for a tour of the space either because they had heard of the Resistor, or because they had
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heard about the Maker Movement and makerspaces. After preliminary introductions, I often
overheard this latter group of visitors comment on the reason for their visit with statements such
as “We heard about this makerspace in our neighborhood, so we wanted to check it out” or “Yeah,
I’ve heard about makerspaces and wanted to see what one looks like.” This type of visitor walked
in to the Resistor thinking it was a makerspace and part of the Maker Movement. When visitors
referred to the Resistor as a makerspace, the member giving the tour would immediately correct
them and say “Resistor is a hackerspace, not a makerspace,” or “We are not a makerspace. We are
a hackerspace.” Visitors would then ask about the difference between the two labels to which
members responded by emphasizing the identities associated with the two labels. Members
highlighted the Resistor’s long history and roots in hacker culture and values while simultaneously
calling out makerspaces as the product of a for-profit corporation, Maker Media, which had
appropriated hacker culture. In this way, members used language to communicate their identity of
a hackerspace to outsiders, corrected visitors when they labeled the organization as a makerspace,
and differentiated themselves from the Movement and its associated label.
Organizational members also used material objects to distinguish themselves from the
Maker Movement. The first example is a practice I call exchange of swag. Swag refers to stickers,
buttons, t-shirts, and other material objects and artifacts which bear organizational logos. As one
member explained:
Stickers and swag are like keepsakes. They are collectibles and items that remind
you of where you’ve been and what you’ve done. It’s also a cool way of displaying
your affiliations and your stripes. (member, field notes)
The most common form of swag in the space was that of the Resistor sticker, a circular grey and
black logo, which most individuals stuck to the backs of their laptops, and chargers. Buttons
bearing the logo were pinned to backpacks and satchels. Magnets and stickers were seen on the
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refrigerator. A small table called the “swag table” sat by the entrance stacked with such items in
addition to promotional material from other organizations such as artist collectives, non-profits,
and advocacy organizations. My observations revealed that it was customary for visitors to take
from and leave their own swag at this table. Individuals visiting the space for the first time would
get a tour at the end of which some would ask for stickers and swag, and distribute their own in
return. Below are pictures of the Resistor’s logo and a sticker on the back of one member’s laptop.

Illustration 10: Examples of stickers seen at the Resistor
An instance of such a transaction occurred before and after Maker Faire. A few days before
Maker Faire 2015, a visitor walked in carrying swag from Make Magazine and Maker Faire. While
a few non-members took some of the stickers and Maker Faire flyers, none of the members
accepted such Make-branded swag. This was surprising given that they were participating in
Maker Faire in just four days. In contrast, a group of seven or eight members had flown to Berlin
a few weeks before the Faire to attend a hacker event called Chaos Communication Camp. They
came back with Camp stickers on their laptops, and cloth wristbands which they continued to wear
for the next six weeks. Three of these members remarked that they wore their wristbands 24/7,
“even in the shower.” Thus, it became clear that certain types of swag were more desirable and
acceptable than other types. Make-branded swag, in particular, was regularly rejected in
exchanges.
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Another instance of such material rejection was observed immediately after Maker Faire
2015. A week before the faire, a representative from Maker Faire had stopped by with a tall stack
of colorful flyers printed on cardstock. These were left on the table by the entrance, and members
were encouraged to distribute the flyers to spread the word about the event. A few days after the
faire, a sizeable pile of these flyers were still sitting on the table. I observed two members take
these flyers and turn them into waste material and supplies for a craft project. Some were covered
up or painted over and converted to small wall hangings and decorative pieces, some were used to
steady a wobbly table and a wooden workbench, while the bulk of them were discarded as trash.
“That’s all they’re good for. Nobody wants Maker Faire flyers,” said one member when I inquired
about the craft activities. In this way the Maker Movement and Make-branded objects were
consistently devalued, mocked, and rejected.
Such material rejection persisted in the use of certain types of technology within the space.
For instance, members underemphasized the display and use of 3D printers within the space. One
member explained the reason for this:
Well… we’ve been there and done that. We literally invented the desktop 3D
printer right here within the walls of Resistor. And I know that 3D printers are only
now becoming famous because of the Maker stuff and everyone suddenly wants to
see a 3D printer but that’s not new or interesting for us anymore. There’s a lot of
demand for 3D printing and people want us to teach classes on it but I don’t think
we’re going to do that…Sure if a visitor walks in asking to use one then of course
we’re going to show them how. (member, field notes)
As this member explained, the use of material objects such as the 3D printer were not emphasized
by members of the Resistor either within their space or in their classes. Tools such as 3D printers
had been particularly popularized due to the Maker Movement and were not perceived as novel by
members. Not only were 3D printers stored in the back of the space hidden from view, but
members also did not offer any classes to the public on the use of this technology despite the
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demand for it. Instead, members chose to display other types of tools they valued more such as
knitting needles and soldering irons.
Resistor members’ behaviors and actions also revealed the way they sought to differentiate
and distance themselves from the Maker Movement. One example is the way members
deprioritized Maker Faire in favor of other events. A member explained:
I think it's just like somebody gets excited about a project and that's a place to
present the project and have people actually use it. Literally sometimes I think
people will build things for Maker Faire because they ran out of time to build it for
Burning Man. That kind of ends up being the pecking order. But in the hierarchy
of things, I think Burning Man and the Interactive Show are on top. Then CCC and
others. I don't know of anybody here that specifically is like, “I can't wait for Maker
Faire.” (member, interview)
This member revealed that certain events – those whose ethos resonated more with the Resistor –
were prioritized over others. This was evident in the amount of time, effort, and resources members
poured into projects for various events and conventions. During fieldwork, I observed stronger
collaboration and more advanced planning for events such Burning Man and the Interactive Show
than I did for Maker Faire. In the words of one member:
Someone puts in our name for Maker Faire and then two or three weeks out we
wake up and realize we have to show up with a project for it. Someone takes
initiative and corrals the group and eventually shit happens. (member, interview)
This member remarked at how little time was devoted to planning and preparing for the Faire and
how members would often be coaxed into participating in the project. In contrast, planning for
Burning Man would start as early as ten months before the event and planning for the Interactive
Show (Resistor’s annual interactive art show) would start four months ahead of the scheduled day.
Differentiation attempts manifested not only in the “pecking order” (member, interview)
of events, but also in the way the organization’s participation in Maker Faire changed over time.
During fieldwork in 2015, I observed a group of 10-12 members from the Resistor collaborate on
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a large project for Maker Faire. The project was an interactive exhibit that involved individuals
playing a game projected onto a screen using handheld objects tracked by sensors. The project
involved computer-aided design to build the graphics and user interface as well as handmade props
(e.g., outfit for the user, handheld devices) fashioned from wood, plastic, fabric, and electronic
components. Over the course of three weeks leading up to Maker Faire, I observed this group of
members dedicate their time and effort in building this project, and I also participated in small
tasks. An excerpt from my field notes describes members’ participation in this project:
Eight days to the faire. There is a lot of hustle and bustle in the space today as the
group is ramping up their efforts to finish the Semaphore Hero project. It’s 11 pm
and people are intensely coding, testing, gluing, collaging, and sewing. The project
seems to have taken over the room and everyone is involved in some capacity. A
couple of visitors even volunteer to test the game. All this is interspersed with fun
and games. Matt has broken out his homebrew and passes it around the table. I help
Colleen cut out stickers that the users will get at the end of the game. Chris and
Heather are in one corner sewing together the outfit for the game. Adam and Dave
look troubled as one of the sensors for the flags stops working. There is a short
burst of motioning and hand-waving as they try to get the Kinect to work. The LEDs
finally light up and they breathe a sigh of relief. (excerpt from field notes).
This project was subsequently displayed in a central location at Maker Faire 2015, and a large
group of members (15-18) signed up in shifts to help operate the exhibit. It attracted hundreds of
Faire attendees who stopped by to play this interactive and fun game and also won an Editors’
Choice award from the Faire organizers.
I conducted a follow-up visit in 2016 a few days before Maker Faire and noticed a distinct
difference in planning for the Faire in contrast to the year before. I observed a group of about five
people working at a small console in a corner while the rest of the individuals in the space
continued working on their own projects. The members were working on an old arcade game that
had been engineered to be played with two joysticks instead of one. Moreover, the game had been
recycled from an older project one of the members had already worked on. One member explained
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that “it was a last ditch effort. No one really wanted to go to the Faire, but we threw something
together last minute since Jay already had the parts from last time.” Unlike 2015, the members did
not display the project in a central location at the Faire, but occupied a booth alongside two dozen
other makerspaces that were displaying projects of a similar size and scale. It attracted a fair
amount of attention, but did not win any awards (as recorded in my field notes from the faire). In
other words, the scale of the project had diminished significantly and so had group size and effort.
There were fewer organizational members and resources dedicated to the project which was
recycled to begin with and was poorly attended by the members themselves.
I attended Maker Faire again in 2017 and learned that the Resistor did not participate in the
faire for the first time since their founding in 2007. I asked one of my key informants about this
decision and he explained, “There was no one interested in doing a project this year. It’s not really
worth our time anymore. [The Faire] is too different now and it’s just not fun anymore. I think
people have other more exciting commitments like Burning Man, and Chaos, and the Interactive
Show.” Thus, I observed the organization’s declining commitment to participate in Maker Faire
and its subsequent exit motivated by a growing divergence in values between the Resistor and the
Faire/Maker Movement (marked by the significant change in the nature of Maker Faire over time).
As described in the Methods chapter, the Resistor had attended Maker Faire since 2007 when the
event focused more on show-and-tell and building community among artists, designers, and
engineers. However, as the Maker Movement had become popular, the event had become
increasingly commercial focusing on corporate advertising and merchandise sales as perceived by
both members and my own observations of the Faire from 2014 to 2017. It deprioritized a Maker
event, reduced efforts and resources allocated to the event over time, and ended its participation
altogether. In this way, the Resistor chose to distance itself from the Maker Movement.
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Invoking and customizing an alternative identity. While distancing themselves from the
Maker Movement and the makerspace label, members simultaneously emphasized their
hackerspace identity. As in their distancing from the Maker Movement, members invoked the
hackerspace identity rhetorically, materially, and behaviorally.
Invoking an alternative identity. Members communicated their organizational identity and
affiliation with hacker culture through language when interacting with outsiders. Statements like
“We are a hackerspace, not a makerspace” were typically used to correct visitors when they
referred to the Resistor as a makerspace. These statements served the dual purpose of
differentiating the organization from the category of makerspaces and highlighting membership in
the category of hackerspaces. Additionally, members often used narratives to explain the
difference between a hackerspace and a makerspace typically when prompted by a visitor. Such
narratives included stories of how the Resistor was founded, historical descriptions of the origins
of hackerspaces, and hacker culture. However, such narratives did not occur frequently during
fieldwork and were more likely to be prompted in conversations relating to the Maker Movement
and identity statements of “what we are not.”
In addition, members used material objects to display their hackerspace identity. As
described earlier, observations of swag transactions and the display of swag involved the rejection
and erasion of Make-branded artifacts in favor of other artifacts like CCC wristbands and stickers
from the Electronic Frontier Foundation (non-profit digital rights group). Thus, artifacts that
symbolized hackerspace history and values were consistently elevated and displayed with pride.
Certain hacker artifacts (e.g., “hacker passport”) were even kept secret, not to be distributed freely,
and had to be “earned’ by individuals who showed knowledge and appreciation of such artifacts.
Other examples of materiality included hacking practices – the use of tools and technologies in
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ways that aligned with hackerspace values. Members focused on projects where the sole purpose
was to re-engineer and repurpose everyday items for unintended purposes in the pursuit of artistic
expression and learning a new skill. Below are excerpts from my field notes which describe the
way members worked on small home-improvement projects and repurposed discarded industrial
and electronic waste to create playful and creative displays.
Rick has brought in a Macintosh SE today. It doesn’t work and he is trying to get it
to. For a machine built in 1987 it still turns on, but displays a “system error”
message on a blue screen. He says he wants to install a simple arcade game from
the 80s on it. Dave sees the machine and runs over excitedly. They start talking
rapidly about video games and start futzing with the machine trying out different
sorts of wires. (excerpt from field notes)
She is a dietician by training – that’s her “day job.” When she is not working on
nutrition-related things, she works on a few different programming projects. The
one she has laid out in front of her is the sunrise alarm clock. This is basically an
LED strip on the wall above her bed which acts as a visual alarm – slowly glowing
blue through bright yellow. It will be controlled by a website that she has built for
it. She says she can also hack a regular night lamp to blink to a certain rhythm and
sequence that she can program and control through her phone. These are fun
projects and she says she loves to learn something new that’s not related to her job.
(excerpt from field notes)
Both these examples are illustrative of hacking or the practice of altering and using objects for
unintended purposes (e.g., using a lamp as an alarm clock). Central to such practices were the
objectives of learning through doing, engaging with community members as well as hacking for
the sake of hacking as opposed to commercializing. In this way material objects and artifacts were
frequently used to display and emphasize Resistor’s identity as a hackerspace.
Behaviorally, members conveyed an alternative identity through participation in events
that embodied hacker values and principles such as digital rights, freedom of information, and
cybersecurity and privacy among others. As described earlier, Maker events like Maker Faire were
deprioritized in favor of events like Burning Man, Chaos Communication Camp, CryptoParty,
Figment, Hackers on Planet Earth (HOPE), and Defense Conference (DEF CON). Such events
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required working on projects at the intersection of art and technology and symbolized hacker
values described above. These events were distinct from Maker Faire to the extent that they did
not engage in commercial pursuits and emphasized learning, artistic expression, and communitybuilding. As members attempted to differentiate themselves from makerspaces and the Maker
Movement, they devoted significant resources to planning and preparing for these events. Their
preferred participation in these events over Maker Faire was yet another way of emphasizing their
affiliation with the identity of a hackerspace.
Customizing the alternative identity. Members of the Resistor not only invoked an
alternative identity, but they also enacted a customized form of this alternative identity by
modeling an inclusive hackerspace and upholding hacker ideals which, according to members, had
been lost or ignored over time. As one member explained:
[A]t the start we took inspiration from CCC and the Hackerspace Design Patterns,
which also is a branch of hackerspace ethics. There was a conscious and
unconscious effort to stick by those ideals, where as some of the later hackerspaces
broke from or ignored the design patterns and just tried gathering people based on
or in reaction to other hackerspaces. The one thing Resistor may have added was
the exclusivity or a purposefully convoluted membership process based on trust,
but the rest stems from “Be excellent to each other” and to judge others by actions
and not other criteria. (member, archives)
This member noted that when the first hacker association, Chaos Computer Club or CCC, was
founded in Berlin in the 1980s, the original intent of its members was to create a space inclusive
of all regardless of “bogus criteria such as degrees, age, race, or position” (description from
website). Thus, at the time of the Resistor’s founding in 2007, the founders attempted to
incorporate these ideals of inclusion. For instance, members used the 50/50 rule to create a genderbalanced membership, formulated a Code of Conduct, and purposefully recruited members from
marginalized communities in an attempt to be inclusive. The member quoted above also explained
that as hackerspaces had proliferated in the US, they had neglected to adhere to the original
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hackerspace ethics. This became evident in a former member’s remarks about how the Resistor
was different from other hackerspaces in that it created a space where women, in particular, felt
included:
I think what makes Resistor so [unique] is people were nice, accepting, and willing
to suspend reality to take part in someone else's reality. There are lots of
hackerspaces out there I would not want to be part of. There are lots of people who
belong to hackerspaces who have a weird sense of entitlement, always-rightsyndrome, or in general are jerks… And really, the conscious effort to include
women and create an environment where women felt comfortable was so important.
Seeing such fellow badass and empowered Resistor sisters made an impact on me
and what I could achieve as a woman getting into tech. (former member, archives)
Thus, members’ emphasis on inclusion was a way to uphold and preserve the original ideals of
being a hackerspace and be authentic to the identity they claimed.
Members enacted such hacker ideals through practices intended to subvert material and
gender inequality. During fieldwork, I observed members using material objects to break down the
dominance of technology as well as gender norms to be inclusive. One member explained:
We’re not very tech-y. There are a lot of spaces that are, but we want to be inclusive
of other interests so we’re very interdisciplinary. I think tech spaces become malecentric very quickly and we’re not like that. We’ve got bookbinding, and
printmaking, and craft-y members, and we don’t turn away someone just because
they don’t know how to write code. That is definitely not a requirement here. We
also have several members who write code by day but come here to knit or brew
beer or sew chain mail. (member, interview)
This member explained that the Resistor encouraged individuals with different skills especially
more traditional and artisan skills such as arts and crafts, sewing and knitting, woodworking, and
design which tended to be underrepresented and overshadowed by the predominance of digital
technology. She also noted that by encouraging non-digital and trade-based activities, the
organization could strive to be an inclusive space for all types of people. One member explained:
I mean if you walk into a room where everyone is on a laptop, then it says something
about that space. Chances are they’re mostly men because tech is very maledominated. Also, when people hear hackerspace they mostly think of coding and
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computers and nerdy looking men. So by encouraging other skills and interests
we’re building a pretty diverse community, I think. (member, interview)
In other words, one way of building an inclusive space and community was by uplifting and
making visible other trade-based activities and treating them as equally important. This material
equity was further emphasized through projects that frequently blended digital and non-digital
media such as sewing LEDs on tutus for a public performance by the Brooklyn Ballet. Laser
cutting blocks and patterns to use in nail art, paper printing, and making stamps and jigsaw puzzles.
Other examples include interactive art such as using physical motion and gestures to create music
and soundwaves thus using a mix of art, technology, and the user. In this way, different media
were welded together to subvert the material dominance of technology and digital tools.
Organizational space and resources were allocated to uplift and showcase trade-based and nondigital activities.
Members also engaged in such activities to signal their distinctiveness from the
hackerspace stereotype (i.e., “coding and computers and nerdy looking men.”). The organization
frequently hosted classes such as making pop-up books, terrarium-making, felting and crocheting,
and nail art in addition to Arduino programming, 3D printing, soldering, and robotics. Their
monthly class schedule was (and continues to be) balanced tech and non-tech activities. The format
of open nights also mirrored this equitable distribution with Mondays publicly listed (on their
website) as “Knit Night” and “Lazzzor Night” and Thursdays publicly listed as “Craft Night.” On
both nights, I observed members and visitors engage in various activities ranging from those that
required electronics, circuits, and code to those that required fabric, glue, and yarn or a
combination of these. As a participant observer, I also participated in a variety of projects such as
building a small robot, paper collaging, knitting, and learning a new language. In this way,
members of the Resistor enacted a customized and authentic version of the hackerspace identity.
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Material objects and practices were also used to make social inequality more visible. One
instance of this is an event called “Feminist Pocket Party” which the organization hosted during
one open night. The online description for the class stated: “People who wear women’s clothing
are plagued with an unjust lack of pockets! Time for us all to learn to level the playing field.”
Individuals enrolling for the class were invited to bring clothing they wished to alter by learning
how to sew in-seam pockets. Organizational members attempted to uncover the way gender
inequality was reinforced by the lack of pockets (or storage space) in women’s clothing. The class
was an attempt to address the inability of a particular demographic to carry things caused by
gendered clothing design and “level the playing field” by hacking pockets and sewing pockets into
existing clothing. Furthermore, during fieldwork I frequently observed male members and visitors
engage in activities typically labeled as “feminine,” such as sewing and knitting, collaging, and
painting fingernails. I also observed the Resistor recruit and celebrate female members skilled in
“masculine” activities such as soft robotics, refurbishing motorcycles, and hydroponics. In this
way, material practices were used to subvert gender norms and advocate for gender parity which
aligned with members’ values of inclusion and being true or authentic to the hackerspace identity.
In this way, members of the Resistor challenged the Maker Movement’s authenticity,
distanced themselves from a phenomenon they did not support, and differentiated themselves from
makerspaces. They simultaneously invoked a customized alternative identity as an inclusive
hackerspace. Such strategic actions were motivated by members’ efforts to display their
organizational identity, uphold hacker ideals, and display organizational authenticity.

FINDINGS: THE FOUNDRY
Using a Stigmatized Label
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The Foundry interacted with two types of external actors. First, the organization interacted
indirectly with field-level actors such Maker Media by participating in events such as Maker Faire
and the New York State Regional Maker Summit. These events exposed the Foundry to other
makerspaces, especially those in New York State. The Foundry looked to these spaces for
organizational templates and guidance regarding funding, makerspace tools, curriculum, and other
offerings. The Foundry also interacted with field-level actors such as the Honda Foundation which
provided funding for makerspaces. Compared to the Resistor, the Foundry was a younger
organization, relied more heavily on these field-level actors for legitimacy and resources, and was
therefore motivated to engage with them. Second, the Foundry interacted with local actors
operating in the city of Buffalo. Such actors included local funders/foundations, city officials, other
grassroots organizations and community partners whose goals overlapped with those of the
Foundry, local businesses and clients, and East Side residents. It depended on these local groups
for resources (e.g., money, donations) and legitimacy (being accepted as a member of Buffalo’s
local community dedicated to addressing the city’s socioeconomic issues).
The Foundry used the makerspace label to gain legitimacy and resources from field-level
actors, but this label was stigmatized among local actors. Identifying as a makerspace allowed the
Foundry to apply to national foundations/organizations for funding and other resources such as
information and access to makerspace networks. These field-level organizations provided funding
for makerspace development and expected to see applicant makerspaces engaged in developing
curriculum and providing access to makerspace technologies. While such expectations may not
have been in conflict with those of local actors, using the label of makerspace cause the
organization to be stigmatized by local actors. An organizational stigma refers to a “label that
evokes a collective stakeholder group-specific perception that an organizational possesses a
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fundamental, deep-seated flaw that deindividuates and discredits the organization” (Devers,
Dewett, Mishina, & Belsito, 2009: 157). It is a negative social evaluation which arises through a
labeling and attribution process that links an organization to a negatively evaluated category of
organizations perceived by a specific stakeholder group as having values that run counter to its
own (Devers et al., 2009). Stakeholders define the organization in terms of the attributes of the
category and perceive the organization to embody the values of the negatively evaluated category
to which it is linked. Organizational stigma leads the group to cast the organization as what the
group “is not,” which leads stakeholders to disidentify with the organization (Elsbach &
Bhattacharya, 2001) and to actively impose social and economic sanctions. The Foundry used a
label which was negatively evaluated by local stakeholders. Such negative evaluations arose from
the clash between local actor’s expectations of an organization such as the Foundry and their
perceptions of makerspaces (shaped by popular images and marketing of makerspaces). These
negative evaluations led to negative social and economic consequences for the Foundry.
Local actors held two types of expectations of organizations such as the Foundry. First,
due to local goals pertaining to Buffalo’s economic revitalization and the Foundry’s stated
organizational

mission

of

“economic

self-sufficiency

through

empowerment

and

entrepreneurship,” the organization felt there was an expectation from local actors to see it engaged
in economically productive, income-generating activities such as developing small businesses,
offering classes, and using the makerspace to produce goods. Second, as an organization
committed to bridging Buffalo’s racially and economically segregated groups through its
programs, the Foundry felt it was also expected to engage people of color, women, low-income
individuals, and other underrepresented groups in its programming. In the words of one staff
member:
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I guess people have expectations due to our location on the East Side. We’ve been
here a few years and we’re known for being grassroots and all. We’re different and
need to be different. Buffalo doesn’t need another organization that serves rich,
white folks. There’s a real push for change especially maybe in the last five years,
I think, to sort of be more social justice-y and that’s exactly what we want to do.
And we have to create economic opportunities for the people we want to serve to
do that. (staff member, field notes)
As this staff member explained, the Foundry’s location in a historically impoverished and racially
segregated part of Buffalo, the East side, led to expectations from local actors to see the
organization engage underserved groups and be a driver of social change. Additionally, as a
publicly accessible organization equipped with tools of production, the Foundry was also expected
to contribute to the economic growth of a rust belt city like Buffalo while fulfilling its mission of
creating economic opportunities for underserved groups.
However, identifying as a makerspace violated these local expectations due to negative
perceptions of makerspaces held by local actors. During a board meeting, the Chairperson
remarked that she didn’t use the word makerspace when she talked to local groups because it
triggered an image of a space for tinkerers and hobbyists which the Foundry was not.
The Foundry is a place that empowers people and provides access. I don’t use the
word makerspace because I think there is a negative connotation associated with it,
that of tinkerers and we are a place where professionals come to work. We are
serious and definitely not a place for tinkerers. I do say that it provides shared access
to tools. (Chairperson, board meeting minutes).
In her interactions with local groups and East Side residents, she had discerned that tinkerers and
hobbyists were perceived as individuals with time and money to engage in “fun and frivolous”
activities and whose primary purpose of using a makerspace was not to earn a livelihood (as
opposed to “serious professionals who come to work”). One member explained the reason for this
perception of makerspaces:
I really do think that makerspaces have become overhyped. It’s the latest thing I
know, but maybe it’s not for everyone. It works well when you’re not in a city like
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Buffalo. But here the stakes are different and I don’t think the creators or whoever
the people are behind all this maker stuff have thought it through. How do people
like us fit in? (member, interview)
According this member’s perception, makerspaces did not cater to the needs of citizens in a city
that continued to feel the impact of racial and economic segregation. A large majority of
makerspace marketing tended to portray these spaces as hobbyist, operating in relatively affluent
cities located outside of the Rust Belt (member, interview). As a result, Foundry staff struggled to
fit existing templates of makerspaces to their needs and goals of operating in an impoverished and
segregated neighborhood in a Rust Belt city. Thus, identifying as a makerspace meant being
perceived as a space for hobbyists which violated the expectation of being an economically
productive organization that could contribute to the economic revitalization of Buffalo’s local
economy.
The makerspace term also triggered an image of a space built for dominant demographics.
A relatively new board member explained his perceptions of a makerspace as a place meant for
more affluent, white, and predominantly male demographics:
I hear makerspace and I think “Oh that’s for rich, white people” or “That’s for
men.” I don’t think “Hey, that’s a place where black people from the East Side feel
included in.” Maybe that’s just what I have in my head about makerspaces in
general. Black people just think it’s some trendy white bullshit. I don’t think that’s
going to fly here.” (new board member, field notes)
According to Foundry members, most makerspace marketing portrayed individuals who were
primarily white and male, thus painting a picture of makerspaces that excluded underrepresented
groups. As one staff member explained:
Okay, so you look at all these other spaces. There’s cool electronics, and
programming, and making furniture, and crocheting carpets or whatever. But at
what point does a low-income, black kid afford or get access to any of that stuff?
Adults too, and women. How many women do you see in tech and trade? How
many women woodworkers do you know? All the marketing you see out there
shows white people and males in pictures. That’s not being inclusive. That does not
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signal a safe space where women and people of color are welcome. (staff member,
field notes).
Foundry staff and leaders perceived makerspaces as organizations posing economic (affordability)
as well as social barriers (unequal representation of gender, race, and income groups) to access.
From their perspective, skewed makerspace marketing generated the impression that makerspace
activity could only be afforded by higher income/affluent “white millennials,” “hipsters,” and
“dudes” who could afford to pay for access to certain types of activities (especially leisure
activities that they did not depend on for their livelihood). Such marketing thus excluded groups
such as women, low-income individuals, and racial minorities which further amplified negative
impressions held by local actors. Thus, identifying as a makerspace violated perceived local
expectations of an economically productive organization that served underrepresented
demographics.
Violating perceived local audience expectations led to negative consequences for the
Foundry. First, being perceived as a space for hobbyists led to the Foundry being labeled as
“artisan” and “that cute little artist space” (Executive Director) which diminished the
organization’s work and their status locally. In the words of the Executive Director:
Money talks. And business talks. Arts don't really talk. They're not the people in
the room making decisions, they're the people outside of the room who stuff
happens to and then they put up a fight and put up a mural and protest. That is my
understanding, sort of, of the world. Unfortunately, I wish more people would just
do artwork and be happy, but the decision makers and the people in power take
people with money and people in business way more seriously than they do people
who are putting up murals. You have more of a say if you are not in that category.
(Founder and Executive Director, interview).
Maker terminology conjured up images of affluent tinkerers and economically powerless artists
engaged in leisure activities which, when coupled with people’s unfamiliarity with the makerspace
term, undermined the organization’s credibility in the context of a city dedicated to economic
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revitalization. This, in turn, could result in the loss of economic resources from local sources such
as foundations and city-funded grants that favored small businesses and non-profits with goals
similar to those of the Foundry.
Second, being perceived as a space that did not welcome underserved populations led to
fewer individuals from these groups engaging with the organization and unintentionally created
an organization that was predominantly white and male. In the words of the Executive Director:
Obviously, if you as a woman of color only see white men in the space, would you
feel comfortable walking in? We’re too white and that keeps away the people we
want to talk to. Like Mayor Brown refuses to visit us because he sees us as a white
organization…He said he would visit when he saw more black people in the space.
(Executive Director, interview)
The Director explained that the consequence of identifying as a makerspace turned away
demographics the organization sought to work with because these groups did not feel welcome in
a space that was not representative of their needs. Such demographics included people of color,
women, low-income individuals, and other underrepresented groups that had been historically
marginalized and excluded from Buffalo’s socioeconomic development. According to the
Director, this had led to an overrepresentation of white, male demographics in the membership of
the Foundry. She revealed that even the Mayor of Buffalo, an Afro-American man, had refused to
visit and support the organization because of the organization’s “whiteness” (as communicated to
her by the Mayor’s staff). In this way, the violation of local expectations led to negative sanctions
for the Foundry.
To summarize, as the Foundry attempted to engage field-level actors (e.g., Maker Media
and national foundations) to acquire resources, it risked losing legitimacy in the eyes of local actors
due to their negative impressions of makerspaces. As described in the next section, the Foundry
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responded by crafting a multi-level strategy to acquire legitimacy and resources from actors at both
the local and field levels while mitigating the negative consequences of using a stigmatized label.

Pursuing a Multi-Level Strategy
The Foundry sought to establish itself as a makerspace and as a grassroots organization
working toward the economic and social revitalization of Buffalo. To do so, members adopted a
multi-level strategy, engaging in practices to appeal to different groups of actors – funders at the
field level and city officials and East Side residents at the local level. This approach could
potentially deliver benefits such as resources from field-level actors and local authenticity while
mitigating the effects of sanctions from local actors. Thus, Foundry members chose to conform to
the identity meanings and expectations of both types of actors by selectively conforming to fieldlevel actors’ expectations and crafting identity claims authentic to local expectations. Members
simultaneously worked to alter and shape the meaning of being a makerspace for both types of
actors.
Selectively conforming while seeking to alter field-level meanings. Identifying as a
makerspace came with certain advantages. The Foundry secured recognition from belonging to
and participating in a global phenomenon such as the Maker Movement. Adopting the makerspace
identity provided the Foundry access to a network of national makerspaces and makerspace
organizers which it could leverage to gain information. For instance, it could reach out to other
makerspaces when it needed information (e.g., advice, feedback, assistance) on acquiring
particular tools. It could also apply to national grants and other sources of funding that specifically
targeted makerspaces. In sum, identifying as a makerspace and conforming to field-level
expectations was beneficial for the Foundry as it helped the organization acquire valuable
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resources such as money, tools and equipment, as well as information. It did so both rhetorically
and materially.
Selectively conforming to field-level meanings. The Foundry used rhetoric strategically to
signal its makerspace identity to other actors in the field. As one staff member explained:
There are so many grants and organizations that recognize makerspaces and want
to fund them. It’s super popular now. So we use makerspace wording in all our
grant applications, and when we go to Maker events like the New York State
Summit that we talked about. And we can get resources, money, and tools because
we call ourselves a makerspace. (staff member, field notes)
As this quotation indicates, the term makerspace was typically reserved for grant applications to
sources which funded makerspace development. Such rhetoric was also used when participating
in Maker events and in conversation with other makerspace organizers to signal membership in
this group/category of organizations. Doing so enabled the organization to acquire resources such
as tools and money. Identifying as a makerspace made the Foundry seem legitimate and easily
identifiable vis-à-vis other actors in the Maker field.
Material objects were also used to signal conformity to the makerspace category. As a
trade-based organization, the Foundry had always emphasized activities such as woodworking,
metalworking, textile and fiber arts, and upholstery and leatherworking. My observations revealed
that such an emphasis on trade-based activities led Foundry staff and members to marginalize
technology and digital tools inside the organization. This was evident in the way trade-based
activities, curriculum, and tools were consistently assigned more organizational resources than
their technological/digital counterparts. The woodshop, metalshop, and fiber arts studio were
usually prioritized over the technology lab and “tech people” were dismissed in favor of the “wood
people.” As one member explained, this type of marginalization was primarily because technology
was considered less visible and tangible than wood, metal, and fiber. Digital artifacts such as
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software code were often viewed as “magic” by the trade people and people with laptops were
frequently associated with “the upper classes.” These perceptions were especially prevalent in a
low-income neighborhood such as the East Side and in a blue-collar city like Buffalo which had
once been a manufacturing hub. In this context, making things by hand using traditional tools
carried more social value (resonated more with Buffalo’s history and values) than programming a
microcontroller.
However, six months after entering the field, the organization decided to revive their old
tech lab to build curriculum around technology. Accordingly, donations of office furniture and
computers were acquired to equip this space, old equipment was dusted off, and the tech lab got a
makeover. As one staff member explained:
Well, it was time that space [referring to the tech lab] got a makeover. Tech has a
lot of demand these days and we need to look fully functional. It’s great to show
off the space on tours – look at the cool soldering irons and whatnot. A lot of grants
want to see that component now. Yeah, so it’s good to have that. (staff member,
field notes)
The staff member quoted above implied that having a technology lab within the Foundry was
symbolic of a fully functional makerspace, and that makerspaces would be incomplete without
digital forms of technology. Makerspaces had become synonymous with desktop technologies
such as 3D printing and laser cutting and popular images of makerspaces tended to portray these
spaces as technology-centric. Thus, incorporating a tech lab into its operations would help the
organization conform to field-level expectations at least symbolically. Doing so could help the
Foundry acquire resources specially to fund programs that incorporated the use of technology
(such as microcontroller programming, soldering, 3D printing). In this way, the Foundry used
material objects to selectively conform to field-level norms of being a makerspace.
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Seeking to alter field-level meanings. Even as it conformed, the Foundry engaged in
rhetorical and behavioral practices intended to alter the meaning of being a makerspace. The
organization sought to be a model of inclusion and offered a local instantiation of an alternative
type of makerspace which could serve as a template for other spaces regionally and nationally.
One way this occurred was through the use of rhetoric. The organization perceived a disconnect
between the claim that makerspaces provide access to everyone and what it experienced on the
ground - that only a certain privileged group of people tended to be overrepresented at these spaces.
This clashed with the Foundry’s values of equity and inclusion because most other spaces were
not representative of the types of groups it sought to serve. This led the organization to push for
change with the objective of encouraging other makerspaces to be more inclusive. In one interview,
the Executive Director recounted her experience of participating in a regional event for
makerspaces in the New York State region and realizing the lack of diversity at makerspaces:
Well, I went to the New York State Maker Summit. It was 100% white people. The
term makerspace came up in this way that it's like for white millennials, that has
been created and perpetuated through all of the makerspaces that have been
developed recently…I realize that we're really ahead of the game and recognize
there's this place that is very inclusive and actively seeks out other people, other
than white millennials. Nobody there was even thinking about equity and inclusion
- we were the only ones. (Executive Director, interview)
She described the Foundry as being “ahead of the game” implying that that was the direction other
makerspaces should or would be taking in the near future and that perhaps the success of a
makerspace should be determined by how inclusive it is. She went on to describe her interactions
with other makerspace organizers at the event:
I tried to bring it up and get them thinking about this [equity and inclusion].
Makerspaces should care about equity and inclusion …We don’t want to just exist.
We can show others how to do it too. (Executive Director, interview)
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In other words, she described an instance of how she tried to push for change by prompting others
at the event to think about how makerspaces could be more inclusive.
Another instance of how rhetoric was used to alter the meaning of a makerspace is the use
of descriptors such as “inclusive makerspace.” A former board member explained how she
described the Foundry when interacting with other makerspace organizers at the New York State
Maker Summit:
I always said that the Foundry is an inclusive makerspace and incubator. I think it’s
important to have conversations around equity and inclusion and a great way to
start that conversation is to use that description, like a signal … I think it made
people pause and ask. It needs to be in the makerspace vocabulary. (former board
member, field notes)
In this way, rhetoric was employed when interacting with other makerspaces with the objective of
changing the way people understood the goals of a makerspace. Reframing the narrative and
shaping makerspace “vocabulary” enabled the Foundry to create alternative norms of organizing
makerspaces in ways that were more attentive to the needs of underrepresented groups and
considered valuable by local actors. Such rhetorical practices were also followed by actions on the
ground.
The Foundry also partnered with other emerging makerspaces to help them be more
inclusive by sharing its organizational template with them and providing insights into building an
inclusive space.
So what are they called, Woodforest Bank, it has been putting money into
makerspaces in Baltimore…they were really interested in how we went about
addressing race, racism, gender issues like sexism, whatever, in our space because
they were basically… working with this team of people …on how to bring equity
and inclusion into a makerspace, but it wasn’t formulated yet. A lot of the existing
makerspaces aren’t. (Executive Director, interview)
By consulting for this bank and the new makerspace, the Foundry found one way to educate
other makerspaces and share its unique model and values of equity and inclusion. Doing so
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served to reframe people’s notion of what makerspaces look like and who they cater to. It is
important to note that the Foundry had only started working on reframing the narrative toward
the end of my fieldwork so I was unable to record many instances of such actions while I was in
the field. I continued to follow the organization after I formally concluded fieldwork and found
that the organization had increased its engagement with field-level actors by attending more
national conferences and workshops organized by and for makerspace organizers. It used such
opportunities to present its model of an inclusive makerspace and engage others in conversations
about inclusion and diversity.
Conforming while seeking to alter local actors’ expectations. The Foundry also chose
to conform to perceived local expectations to be seen as a “real” organization and to be “taken
seriously” as an economically productive organization invested in Buffalo’s socioeconomic
development. It did so rhetorically and materially to convey an authentic local identity.
Conforming to local actors’ expectations. In contrast to the rhetoric used to conform to
field-level actors, the rhetoric used in the local context focused not on terms such as makerspace,
but emphasized alternative descriptors such as “shared workspace,” “space for entrepreneurs,”
“creative education space,” and a space for “economic empowerment.” The Executive Director
explained the reason for this:
I want this space to be something that Buffalo can latch on to. So we highlight
things about our culture and history that mirror what you see in the city. That’s
pretty powerful for people, you know. (Executive Director, interview)
In other words, the rhetoric employed in the local context used descriptors which resonated with
the history and cultural values of the city of Buffalo and served to garner legitimacy from actors
in the local context. The Executive Director continued to explain:
If we can somehow create a perception of us being more toward the business end
or more toward the manufacturing side because Buffalo is so proud of
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manufacturing and whatever. If you can create that perception then regardless of
what we actually are doing and what we are advocating for, we will have a place at
the table. You can sneak in stuff about equity and inclusion … and so creating an
organization that can be better representative and can show up to the table and
[we’ll] be included because [we] are considered more of a “real” organization.
(Executive Director, interview)
Using words such as “business” and “manufacturing” resonated with local values and Buffalo’s
history of having been a hub for trade and manufacturing. This created a more meaningful image
of the organization as one that was legitimate and “real,” economically productive, and one that
contributed to the local economy.
Rhetoric was also used to communicate to local actors that the Foundry was an inclusive
space vested in underrepresented groups like other similar organizations in Buffalo. One board
member explained:
I always say we’re a safe space for women and people of color because we want to
be building those bridges. (board member, board meeting minutes)
The use of such rhetoric signaled to the local audience the Foundry’s goals of economic
empowerment as well as inclusion. It served to gain acceptance and legitimacy in a context where
goals such as social inclusion and equity were considered socially desirable.
The Foundry worked to meet perceived local expectations by creating the image of an
economically productive and socially inclusive space through the use of material objects. One way
it did this was through the strategic display of objects. The Foundry had a spacious reception area
with an area devoted to displaying objects such as wooden frames, cutting boards and boxes,
leather bags and cases, and an upholstered armchair, all of which had been crafted by Foundry
instructors and/or business residents inside the woodshop or fiber art studio as the case may have
been. These objects were symbols of the types of classes and activities people could expect to
experience at the organization. Some of these objects also had price tags on them indicating their
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economic value and implying that the Foundry produced goods for sale. Trade-based objects
typically occupied a place of prominence while technological objects were omitted, intentionally
or unintentionally, from this display (perhaps for safety reasons and the fact that electronic objects
often needed to be plugged in). This type of material preference (trades and crafts emphasized over
modern forms technology) was reinforced in the spatial layout (woodshop in the front, tech lab in
the back) and on tours where the first and longest stop for visitors would be the woodshop followed
by the metal shop, fiber studio, and last, the tech lab.
Such material preferences were also reinforced in the composition of businesses the
Foundry incubated where only two of 34 residents had technology-based small businesses. In other
words, material objects were used to portray an organization that valued trade-based activities for
hands-on manufacturing and the production of goods for sale, which aligned with the cultural
values of the local context. Such material preferences did not seem to hurt the organization as far
as securing resources from makerspace-oriented funders was concerned. The space primarily
engaged with local individuals and organizations and setting up a technology lab was adequate to
meet perceived field-level requirements of being a makerspace.
Material objects were also used to signal social inclusion at the Foundry. One way in which
this was done was by displaying portraits of diversity in the entrance area of the space.
Megan: [W]e want to create a space where there is a whole sector of different
incomes and performances. What would that look like? There are parents not
wanting their kids to work next to low-income, off-the-street people. How do we
build bridges? How do we set up the conversation to make parents buy into the
idea? But at the same time being concrete in what we stand for.
Max: We need a values statement, a code of conduct.
Megan: Can we think about decorating the front space in a way that signals
inclusion, our mission, and values? There can be pictures, portraits, reinforcing
you belong here, pictures of kids who’ve been through our programs that show
diversity.
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Max: That way when you walk in to a space it feels like you belong there…
(meeting minutes)
This brainstorming meeting between the Executive Director and a board member revolved around
ways in which to signal a space that was inclusive of different types of groups (e.g., income, race,
gender). While a written code of conduct or values statement might have accomplished that
objective (as is frequently done at other makerspaces), the Executive Director suggested a pictorial
display of individuals who had participated in the Foundry’s programs. Such a visual display was
a more concrete and visible way of signaling inclusion than a values statement hung on the wall.
This display could be a more meaningful way to show inclusion (as opposed to just stating the fact
in text) by depicting visible demographics of individuals of various ages, races, genders, who had
engaged with the space. Three months after this meeting, I observed a large collage had been
installed on the wall just inside the entrance in a way that it was the first thing one noticed when
walking into the space. Thus, material objects were used to present an organization constitutive of
the demographics it sought to work with. Objects (and the omission of certain objects) were used
strategically to signal membership as a makerspace in the Maker field and convey an authentic
local identity of an economically productive and socially inclusive organization. Both outcomes
helped the Foundry acquire valuable resources from different types of actors.
Seeking to alter local perceptions. The Foundry also worked to alter negative perceptions
of makerspaces held by local actors. By shaping the meaning of a makerspace in a way that was
perceived to locally desirable, the organization attempted to build greater acceptance around the
terminology rhetorically and behaviorally among local actors.
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The Foundry used stories of how the organization was started to augment local actors’
perceptions of makerspaces. It was founded by a woman woodworker trying to build a business
and struggling to break through gender stereotypes in a male-dominated trade.
When I’m talking to someone, I always highlight Megan’s story of how the
Foundry was started. It has to be personal with a story to tell. If we’re going to tell
a consistent story across the board it has to be personal. Telling Megan’s story to
visitors makes it sound dramatic and attractive. You know, how things started and
evolved over time. (Chairperson, board meeting minutes)
This personal story touched upon certain key elements - a woman in a trade dominated by males,
starting a business from scratch, and building it up into the Foundry. This type of story resonated
with the local context where people valued not only trade and business, but where there was also
an increasing awareness of gender inequality in the trades. The woman in this case is the founder
and Executive Director of the Foundry. Being a businesswoman in the woodworking trade was an
anomaly and using this story of founding made the organization unique and to local actors. Such
stories were frequently shared with visitors touring the space, with funders through grant
applications, and with local citizens through personal networks. Crafting personalized narratives
and storytelling helped the Foundry alter local actors’ notions of a makerspace. These narratives
reshaped people’s perceptions by imbuing the identity of a makerspace with greater social value.
In addition to the use of rhetoric and storytelling, the Foundry also participated in local
events with the dual purpose of being perceived as a member of the local community of grassroots
organizations that were similarly engaged in and/or supported social justice causes and building
acceptance around the makerspace label by showcasing the organization. A frequent volunteer at
the Foundry explained the local climate at the time:
Buffalo has really changed in the last five years. People are fed up with the old
system and they’re speaking up more. So we see organizations like Open Buffalo,
and CEJ, and community policing, and just the whole push toward grassroots
organizing, and community organizing because people want change. Especially on
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the East Side. These big developers who’ve come in have just ignored that part of
town and the Medical Campus doesn’t give a shit about the Fruit Belt. So it’s up to
us to speak up and do something about it. (volunteer, field notes)
As this volunteer explained, the Foundry was operating in a local climate where there was a push
toward grassroots organizations advocating for social justice and change pertaining to issues such
as affordable housing, community policing, and greater economic and social (racial) inclusion of
the East Side. As a non-profit located on the East Side of Buffalo, the Foundry was a part of this
community of grassroots organizations with shared goals. As a result, it participated in events such
as fundraisers, panels, and workshops organized by such grassroots and other educational
organizations in order to show its support of said goals. The Executive Director explained:
It’s important to go to such events, well, to show solidarity. There are other
grassroots organizations like us trying to do similar things so it’s good to be part of
that community. (Executive Director, field notes)
Such participation helped the Foundry deepen its roots in the local context which helped it acquire
legitimacy by presenting itself as a socially and economically responsible organization. At the
same time, it used the opportunity to educate community members and build acceptance around
its goals and operations as a makerspace. In the words of one member:
We try to introduce the concept of makerspaces at such events. People here are
definitely not familiar with the term, and even if they are I don’t think they know
what it means or everyone has a different definition of what a makerspace is. So we
have a chance to shape the word, and the way people understand it, and we can
define it however we want to. (member, field notes)
As this member explained, the Foundry used such opportunities to present itself as a makerspace
committed to building an inclusive space for all types of demographics through economic
empowerment.
I participated in one such event, Day of the Girl - an international day of highlighting girls’
human rights and gender inequalities - held at the Buffalo Science Museum. The event showcased
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local non-profits and small businesses run by and/or tailored to teenaged girls and adult women
and included science projects, STEAM workshops, creative arts, and wellness advice among
others.
We’ve set up the 3D printer on one table. There are some blue cardstock brochures
arranged in front of the printer with a few objects that have been printed by the
machines ahead of time – a dog, a telephone booth, a building, a chess piece, a
couple of rings, and other small knick-knacks. The other table displays a cutting
board, a leather tote, the cat toy, the wooden musical instrument, different
promotional material about the Foundry and its classes. There are several other
booths setup in the main hall where we are. One is selling t-shirts, another jewelry,
others are still setting up. The girls start coming in around 10:30 or so. Girls ranging
in age from 8-16 (a large majority are Afro-American) come in groups with their
respective schools to tour the different booths. Several other children (of all ages)
are milling about the booths with their parents. When people stop at our booth
Megan describes the organization to them, what we do, where we’re located, when
to come in for a free class. Several kids are fascinated by the 3D printer and the
handmade wooden instrument and hang around the booth admiring the equipment
and asking questions. (excerpt from field notes).
One staff member explained the importance of participating in such types of events in an interview:
Yeah, so, tech is very popular these days. It’s cool to have 3D printers and laser
cutters. There’s definitely demand for it in Buffalo. Kids love it! So, their parents
will too. It’s a good draw. (staff member, field notes)
This is an instance of how technology was used to draw people in at local events in a context where
access to such technologies was still a novelty and where there was a unique opportunity to
showcase the Foundry’s mission and distinctive makerspace model. This image ran contrary to
popular notions of makerspaces as spaces that catered solely to hobbyists, and white, middleincome, male demographics. In this way, participation in the local community enabled the Foundry
to transform the meaning of being a makerspace in ways that aligned with local actors’
expectations and were authentic to its organizational mission and values.

DISCUSSION
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In this chapter, I have demonstrated the way two organizational actors attempted to
negotiate their identities vis-à-vis other actors in an emergent organizational field where the
meaning of an organizational label was contested. The Resistor was an older organization with a
coherent organizational identity of a hackerspace. It perceived Maker Media as a corporate actor
that had culturally appropriated the hackerspace template and monetized DIY to propagate the
phenomenon of the Maker Movement. Thus, it perceived Maker-related actors and labels – Maker
Media, the Maker Movement, Maker Faire, and the makerspace term – to be inauthentic. As
outsiders increasingly categorized Resistor as a makerspace, members further differentiated and
distanced themselves from the Maker collective by invoking and customizing an alternative
identity. The Foundry, on the other hand, was a younger organization struggling to articulate its
identity and goals. Identifying as a makerspace to acquire resources from the field came at the cost
of legitimacy in its local context. In response, members attempted chose to fulfill expectations of
both field-level actors and local actors in different ways and engaged in multi-level action to
reframe and shape the meaning of the makerspace in a way that was more authentic to its mission
and values.
One implication of these findings is that organizational actors are nested within fields (e.g.,
local vs national), and their identity claims are based on a consideration of interests and goals (their
own and those of others) at different levels of the field. This was evident especially in the case of
the Foundry which was able to secure visibility and financial resources from field-level actors by
identifying as a makerspace. Yet, local actors sanctioned the Foundry socially and economically
for using a label they perceived to be misaligned with their values. The Foundry, in turn, negotiated
this contested identity by engaging in multi-level action to conform to the meanings and demands
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of actors at different levels while simultaneously altering the meaning of the contested identity for
each group of actors.
Previous scholarship has recognized the nested nature of organizations and identities
(Ashforth, Rogers, & Corley, 2011; Daft & Weick, 1984; Hofmann & Gavin, 1998; Mueller &
Lawler, 1999; Riketta & Neinaber, 2007; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). For instance, scholars have
studied organizational legitimacy in the context of multinational corporations recognizing the
nestedness of sub-units within ascending organizational levels (Kostova, Roth, & Dacin, 2008;
Kostova & Zaheer, 1999). Others have demonstrated the way organizations balance identity
contests resulting from being nested within broader institutional contexts. For instance, Patvardhan
and colleagues demonstrated the way a new academic department’s identity was nested within the
identity of the university and the resulting identity crisis that arose due to a conflict between these
levels (Patvardhan, Gioia, & Hamilton, 2015). Similarly, scholars have acknowledged and called
for more research on nestedness at the level of organizational fields (Meyer, Gaba, & Colwell,
2005). Yet, little empirical research has been devoted to understanding exactly how actors navigate
the nested nature of a field. For instance, Vasi (2007) showed how the diffusion of environmental
programs was simultaneously influenced by processes operating within nested organizational
fields at the local, national, and global levels. Results from a mixed methods study revealed that a
municipality’s decision to adopt such a program was influenced by its prior involvement in one or
more activities, and the presence of ties to national and global climate change agencies. While this
study advances our understanding of how the diffusion of a practice is influenced by variables that
operate at three field levels, it does not help us understand how organizations simultaneously attend
to actors at different levels within a field.
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My study builds on this stream of work by highlighting the way organizations consider the
social and economic consequences of using a contested identity or label at local and field levels
and craft responses to alter actors’ understandings of such a contested identity at the respective
levels of an organizational field. Thus, my study takes a first step toward unpacking not only how
actors negotiate their identities vis-à-vis others in a field, but also the way they navigate their
nestedness in a field.
This study also joins other recent work in contributing to a richer understanding of cultural,
symbolic, and value-based elements of organizations and their institutional environments
(Suddaby, Elsbach, Greenwood, Meyer, & Zilber, 2010). Institutional scholars are increasingly
turning their attention to symbols, rituals, and myths in various institutional contexts (e.g., Dacin,
Munir, & Tracey, 2010; Rojas, 2010). Studies have examined the cultural work of producers in
creating new market niches (Weber, Heinze, & DeSoucey, 2008), the role of storytelling and
cultural entrepreneurship in acquiring legitimacy and resources (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001) and
legitimating nascent collective identities (Wry, Lounsbury, & Glynn, 2011; see Giorgi, Lockwood,
& Glynn, 2015 for a review), and even the role of emotion-symbolic work in encouraging target
actors to enact a cause (Barbera-Tomas, Castello, de Bakker, & Zietsma, forthcoming; Tracey,
2016).
Building on this body of work, my study shows how organizations invoke authenticity as
a basis for their strategic claims and actions vis-à-vis others in a field. Authenticity can be
understood as the true expression of an organization’s beliefs and values (Carroll & Wheaton,
2009; Dutton, 2003; Grazian, 2003). In the case of the Resistor, I found that members distanced
themselves from a group of actors they perceived to be inauthentic and enacted an alternative
identity they perceived to be more authentic. Considerations of authenticity played a key role in
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the Resistor’s strategic actions as it negotiated different identities to position itself vis-à-vis
different groups in the broader DIY field. The Foundry similarly used judgements of authenticity
to determine its actions vis-à-vis actors in the Maker collective. It emphasized local authenticity
and being true to Buffalo’s history and culture by adopting activities and rhetoric that amplified
local values. It used these perceptions of authenticity to then imbue field-level understandings of
the makerspace identity with qualities (e.g., equity and inclusion) it considered to be authentic and
beneficial to society as a whole. Thus, while one organization used authenticity to enhance its
organizational distinctiveness vis-à-vis other actors in the field, the other organization used
authenticity to shape field-level meanings in ways it perceived to be true to self.
Furthermore, both organizations employed material objects to display their authenticity
thus highlighting the role of material objects in “authenticity work” (Peterson, 2005: 1086).
Organizational actors attempted to enact and convey authentic identities to amplify their
distinctiveness and be true to local actors’ expectations and values. Material artifacts such as swag
and collages/murals were used to convey an authentic identity to outsiders. These were used as
currency in identity negotiations and transactions as well as in the social performance of
organizations’ authentic identities. Technological artifacts (e.g., digital tools) were differentially
elevated and obscured in the presentation of organizational space and execution of material
practices. This type of authenticity work also echoes recent scholarly efforts to shed light on the
intersection of materiality and authenticity. For instance, in a study on underground restaurants,
Demetry demonstrated the use artifacts such as chipped plates and mismatched dishes in the
construction and performance of authenticity (Demetry, forthcoming). Similarly, the pivotal role
of technological objects in authenticity work highlights the way actors use these objects not only
to negotiate their identities vis-à-vis others in a field, but also to create, maintain, and subvert
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socioeconomic inequalities (e.g. gender inequality in the case of the Resistor). In this way, I join
other scholars in drawing attention to the intersection of materiality, inequality, and institutions by
elaborating on how material aspects such as technological artifacts and geographical location are
inextricably linked to institutions and institutional work (Lawrence & Dover, 2015).
Limitations and Future Research
This study is not without its limitations and boundary conditions. First, this study shows
how organizational actors engage in strategic action to negotiate identity claims vis-à-vis other
actors. While the findings reveal actors’ considerations of identities and their corresponding
actions, they do not show how field-level actors responded. For instance, it is not possible to
determine from the data in this study how if at all the Foundry’s efforts to alter and reframe the
makerspace identity influenced other makerspaces’ identity claims or even field-level actors’
understandings of the makerspace label. An important next step for future research is to explore
interactions between different types of actors and unpack how these interactions shape the field as
it emerges and develops over time.
Second, this study was situated in the context of the cultural practice of DIY and the Maker
Movement. Research on authenticity suggests that considerations of authenticity are particularly
salient in the production and consumption of cultural goods such as traditional ballparks (Hahl,
2016), music (Grazian, 2003), craft beer (Carroll & Swaminathan, 2000), and underground or popup restaurants (Demetry, forthcoming). Thus, to enhance the transferability (Lincoln & Guba,
1985) of the present study’s findings, scholars might consider investigating the negotiation of
identity claims in other types of fields that do not involve cultural products, such as gig work
(Kessler, 2018; Rosenblat, 2018), the anti-plastic movement (Barbero-Tomas, Castello, de Bakker,
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& Zietsma, working paper), and corporate social responsibility (King & McDonnell, 2012; Marano
& Kostova, 2016).
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, I have explored participation, identity, and materiality through an
ethnographic study of two hobbyist collectives. In Chapter 2, I provided an overview of the Maker
Movement as a research setting. I reviewed the literature on social movements to highlight the
types of movements scholars have studied so far – instrumental, identity, and technical – and how
these might be different from contemporary movements which increasingly rely on technology
and technical practices to mobilize protest and participation. I provided a brief overview of DIY
practices, the Maker Movement, and the types of hobbyist collectives (e.g., makerspaces and
hackerspaces) which the movement has popularized. Narratives from users of these spaces
revealed the heterogeneity of movement adherents - the different ways in which they interpreted
the movement and engaged in DIY, as well as geographical variation which was associated with
differences in users’ values and goals. These narratives also demonstrate how the Maker
Movement combines social, cultural, and technical elements, blurring the boundaries between
existing typologies of social movements and urging us to rethink the nature of contemporary
movements as more nuanced and multi-dimensional than previously conceptualized.
In Chapter 3, I described my rationale for selecting two hobbyist collectives located in
Brooklyn, NY and Buffalo, NY respectively as the field sites for understanding DIY practices.
Next, I provided organizational histories and other contextual information to demonstrate how
these two collectives operate, the values and goals of their members, and the similarities and
differences between them. Finally, I outlined the steps involved in data collection and analysis to
show how I arrived at empirical and theoretical insights described in subsequent chapters.
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In Chapter 4, I explored how hobbyist collectives as voluntary, participatory organizations
addressed the challenge of building and sustaining member participation. Drawing on
ethnographic data from an extreme case, I demonstrated the internal dynamics of the Resistor
which included their selection process, social rituals, use of material artifacts, spatial layout, and
norm-setting. Members successfully built and sustained participation by reproducing a shared
collective identity, generating place attachment, and attracting and socializing outsiders. These
three mechanisms hinged on increasing member identification with the collective and led to
sustained participation from both members and non-members. These findings extend the literature
on collectives by underscoring the role of place and material objects in sustaining participation.
These material aspects became especially salient in the absence of a collective work task as they
served to cement a collective identity, increase member identification, and communicate
organizational values and identity to outsiders. In the absence of hierarchical control and monetary
incentives, the Resistor relied on a type of material commitment from its members as opposed to
instrumental, moral, or affective commitment as described in prior research (Kanter, 1972).
Furthermore, past research on collectives has emphasized the role of closed boundaries in
sustaining participation (Kanter, 1972; Rothschild & Whitt, 1986; Simons & Ingram, 1997). In the
case of the Resistor, I found that boundaries were simultaneously open and closed. Participation
from non-members was key to sustaining participation from members, and member heterogeneity
as opposed to homogeneity was integral to the organization’s collective identity.
In Chapter 5, I adopted a comparative approach to understanding how two hobbyist
collectives negotiated their identities vis-à-vis other actors in the field. In both cases, members’
perceptions of authenticity and goals with respect to socioeconomic equality influenced the way
they challenged the Maker Movement. Members of the Resistor rejected the makerspace label
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because they felt mislabeled by outsiders. They differentiated themselves from makerspaces and
the Maker Movement by making strategic identity claims and invoking an alternative identity
which members considered to be more authentic. Members of the Foundry used the makerspace
label to secure resources from field-level actors. This came at the cost of local resources and
legitimacy due to local actors’ negative perceptions of makerspaces. Members responded by
selectively conforming to the movement and local actors’ expectations while simultaneously
seeking to alter both groups’ perceptions and the meaning of the makerspace label. I found that
both organizations invoked authenticity as a basis for their strategic claims and actions vis-à-vis
others in the field. Material objects played a pivotal role in the performance of organizational
authenticity. Furthermore, both organizations were nested in the field (e.g., local vs national). They
were forced to consider social and economic consequences while attending to actors at different
levels of the field. While the Resistor chose to reject one identity and invoke another, the Foundry
navigated its nestedness by altering actors’ perceptions and the meaning of the makerspace label
in a way that reduced the discrepancy in meanings at different levels. Thus, one way to address
the challenge of nestedness is for an organization to reposition itself by claiming a different
identity. Another way to do this is by creating, altering, and shaping the field-level understanding
of an identity to reflect the organization’s own.
I would like to call attention to two key limitations of this study and directions for future
research. First, I used an extreme case to shed light on how hobbyist collectives build and sustain
participation. While this case generated rich insights into the internal dynamics of such a
collective, multiple case studies might provide a stronger basis for building theory. There exists
wide variation in the structure and goals of hobbyist collectives. Some are small and focus on
hobbyist pursuits, while others are run by a Board of Directors and focus on economic pursuits.
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Thus, future studies can adopt a comparative approach to understand the unique challenges faced
by other types of spaces such as those which pursue both hobbyist and economic outcomes (i.e.,
seemingly conflicting goals), as well as strategies for creating a collective identity and sustaining
participation. Second, the findings from this dissertation show how two organizations made
strategic identity claims to navigate their relations with respect to other actors in the field.
However, I was unable to explore how field-level actors responded to such organizational action.
For instance, we do not know if and how the Foundry’s efforts to alter and reframe the makerspace
identity influenced other makerspaces’ identity claims or field-level actors’ understandings of the
makerspace label. An important next step for future research is to explore interactions between
different types of actors and unpack how these interactions shape the field as it emerges and
develops over time.
I conclude with practical implications for the types of spaces I have studied in this
dissertation. Hobbyist collectives are complex arenas of amateur technological production. I have
demonstrated how different material objects are obscured and elevated in organizations’ selfpresentation. My findings also reveal the ways in which certain types of inequality (e.g., gender)
can be broken down by blending old and new, non-digital and digital forms of tools and
technologies. This type of inequality persisted in the case of the Foundry which unintentionally
segregated different types of material activities and marginalized digital tools. This type of
segregation was further reinforced in the Foundry’s spatial layout. The layout prevented interaction
between individuals from different income groups, races, and genders as it kept them isolated and
unintentionally reinforced socioeconomic hierarchies among these groups. For instance, women
from the textile studio rarely interacted with men from the technology lab (and vice versa) due to
the spatial isolation and distance between these two areas. As a result, textile- and technology-
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based activities continued to be gendered in a way that prevented the breakdown of the barrier
between “feminine” and “masculine” activities. In contrast, members of the Resistor were able to
increase interaction between different socioeconomic groups by blurring the boundaries between
feminine and masculine activities and by designing a shared workspace which increased visibility.
Both the blending and the segregation of material objects were as much political as they were
technological acts and they influenced the extent to which each organization was able to fulfill its
goals relating to socioeconomic equality.
Two implications arise for the design and use of hobbyist collectives. First, organizers of
these types of spaces might pause to consider the consequences of the types of activities and tools
they provide and the types they do not, especially if they wish to avoid skewed representation in
their membership base. Second, these spaces thrive on DIY practices in a community setting.
Organizers may strive to ensure that their goals of community-building are supported by the design
of their spaces. Thus, spaces can be designed to provide communal or shared workspaces to
increase visibility, social interaction, and potential collaboration between members such as those
from different socioeconomic groups. Second, organizers might also consider being more attentive
to the sensory environment created by material practices. For instance, woodworking and
metalworking can both generate dust, sound, and smell, which could potentially disrupt other
activities in the space and inhibit member participation. In summary, as hobbyist collectives
continue to emerge and grow, they will need to address the challenges and opportunities presented
by their material environment and consider the consequences for users. It is my hope that the
findings of this dissertation provide a starting point for these efforts.
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